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Preface 

This book is a combined language reference manual and user's guide for the 
Dynamic Support System (DSS). 

DSS is a debugging tool that IBM Program Systems Representatives and 
user-authorized personnel can use to identify and provide temporary corrections 
to software errors in the IBM Operating System with Virtual Storage (OS/VS). 

This book has six sections and three appendixes: 

Section 1: Introduction - describes the functions and capabilities of DSS. 

Section 2: Command Language Reference - describes the commands and 
operands that make up the DSS command language. 

Section 3: Command Summary - a collection of tables that summarize the 
information presented in Section 2. 

Section 4: User's Guide - tells how to use DSS. 

Section S: Output Formats - describes the formatted output (dumps and 
displays) produced by DSS. 

Section 6: Messages - describes the messages issued by DSS. 

Appendix A: Restrictions - lists general restrictions to DSS use. 

I Appendix B: Command~Syntax Diagrams - displays DSS commands in a graphic 
metalanguage. 

I 
Appendix C: Glossary - defines special terms used in this pUblication. 

Prerequisite Knowledge 

The reader must be familiar with IBM System/370 operator procedures, and 
virtual storage concepts as implemented in OS/VS. 

Before actually using DSS, the reader must know the internal logic of OS/VS. 
In addition, the following reference material will be helpful: 

IBM System/370 Principles of Operation, GA22-7000 

OS/VSl Debugging Guide, GC24-5093 
OS/VS2 System Programming Library: Debugging Handbook, GC28-0632 

OS/VSl System Data Areas, SY28-0605 
OS/VS2 Data Areas, SYB8-0606 (microfiche) 

OS/VS Data Management Macro Instructions, GC26-3793 

OS/VSl Supervisor Services and Macro Instructions, GC24-5103 
OS/VS2 Supervisor Services and Macro Instructions, GC28-0683 
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OS/VS Message Library: 

VSl System Codes, GC38-1003 
VS2 System Codes, GC3 8~ 1 008 

VSl System Messages, GC38-1001 
VS2 System Messages, GC3 8-1 002 

Service Aids and OLTEP Messages, GC38-1006 

Routing and Descriptor Codes, GC38-1004 

Operator's Library: System/370 Model (your model) Operating Procedures 

OS/VS DSS Command Language Reference Summary, GX28-0690 

Because the manual is. arranged mainly for reference purposes, certain words and 
phrases appear, of necessity, earlier in the manual than the principal discussions 
explaining them. The reader who encounters .a problem of this sort should refer 
to the index, which will direct him to the key description. 
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Summary of Amendments 
for GC28-0640-1 
VSl Release 3 and.VS2 Release 2. 

Information in this manual applies to both OS/VSl Release 3 
and OS/VS2 Release 2. With this edition, most . 

. amendments to the publication are in support of OS/VS2 
~e1ease 2. . .. .. ... . " 

New DSS Functions 

&PRDMP[RM], a new operand in the DUMP 
command, allows dumps to be saved on magnetic tape 
for formatting and printing by the AMDPRDMP service 
aid program. 

&ASID, a new DSS function, allows reference to 
specific address spaces in OS/VS2 storage. 

&CPUID, a new DSS function, allows reference to 
specific CPUs in a multiprocessing system. 

• Other new DSS functions, &CID, &IOEL, & PREFIX, 
and & TEA, represent additional information for 
OS/VS2 debugging. 

DSS Shares the REST ART Resource with RTM 

• The PSADSSGO byte at OS/VS2 location 279 
(hexadecimal) must be set to a nonzero value before 
the REST ART key can activate DSS. 

• RECOVER, a new operand of the GO command, gives 
control to recovery termination management (RTM) as. 
if the RESTART key was pressed when DSS did not 
own the RESTART resource. 

Summary of Amendments 
for GC28-0640-0 
as Updated by GN28-2563 

Information in this manual applies to both OS/VS2 Release 
1.6 and the component release of DSS for OS/VS 1 Release 
2. To support both of those releases, page 51 was changed 
to show an improvement in the COLLECT command's 
maintenance of a collection area's offset. Several other 
pages received editorial changes and technical corrections. 

The DSS Error Dump 

• DSS-error dumps are written directly to a printer, not to 
a direct access device. Therefore, there is no DSS error 
print utility in OS/VS2 Release 2. 

Dependence on the NUCMAP System Parameter 

• The validity of the DSS maps of the OS/VS2 nucleus 
depends on the inclusion of the NUCMAP system 
parameter in system initialization whenever the nucleus 
is changed without changing its name. 

New Messages 

• Many nev.:, messages have been added to "Section 6: 
Messages. 

Rewrite of Section 4 

Section 4 has been rewritten to give a more step-by-step 
description of DSS use. 

Information that applies to DSS only in OS/VS2 Release' 
2 is shaded as above. This information is for planning 
purposes until DSS is available in OS/VS2 Release 2. 

Along with the incorporation of descriptions of new 
facilities and their impact, the entire manual has been 
reviewed and, where necessary, changed to correct technical 
and stylistic discrepancies and to improve the presentation. 
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DSS Remains dormat until you press 
the RESTART key. 

Commands 

Displays, Messages 

{ 

{ 

DSS 

Process Commands 

SET L'50000'=X'5A490808' 
DISPLAY &P5W 
AT&LM (LMA) 
DISPLAY &PSW 
DIVERT 
END 

Process Commands 

DISPLAY &PSW 
DIVERT 

This hypothetical DSS session shows how a few 
DSS commands might be used: 

'SET L'50000' = x'5A490S0S' 
Sets the contents of location 5000016 to 5A490S0S16' 

DISPLAY &PSW 

RESTART 

GO 

Interrupt 

DISCONNECT 

OS/VS 

Execute Instructions 

Execute Instructions 
with DSS Monitoring 

The first instruction 
to module LMA is 
executed. 

Execute Instructions 

Displays the current PSW to be used when control returns to OS/VS. (Command operands that begin 
with & have special meanings and are therefore called DSS functions.) 

AT &LM(LMA); DISPLAY &PSW: DIVERT; END 

GO 

Stores a command procedure to be executed after control returns to OS/VS and OS/VS execution 
reaches the beginning of module LMA. 

Returns control to OS/VS with DSS monitoring. Issued from the integrated operator's console. 

DIVERT 
Specifies that DSS is to read subsequent commands from the console. 

DISCONNECT 
Returns control to OS/VS with DSS dormant (not monitoring). Issu·ed from the integrated 
operator's console. 

Figure I. A DSS Session 
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Section 1: Introduction 

The Dynamic Support System (DSS) is a debugging tool that helps authorized 
personnel, such as IBM Program Systems Representatives, to identify and provide 
temporary corrections to software errors in OS/VS. 

DSS allows you to: 

• Display and alter real storage, virtual storage, and registers. 

• Stop the operation of OS/VS at any instruction, or when a selected event 
occurs, and perform maintenance functions automatically or with your personal 
intervention. 

• Store debugging information for later use, or write the information on tape or 
on a printer. 

• Resume oS/vs operations at the point of interruption or at almost any point 
of your choice. 

• Use tape or card readers for secondary command input devices. 

• Write command procedures to be used as reiterative command sequences. 

You begin a DSS session by pressing the RESTART key. After DSS initialization 
is complete, DSS responds by typing a message to inform you that it is ready; 
you can then enter any DSS commands. 

During the session, DSS operates independently of OS/VS by performing its 
own I/O, storage management, and interrupt handling. 

Figure 1 shows an example of a DSS session. Figure 1 shows just some of the 
things that DSS might do; there are many more commands available to you. 

The DSS Command Language 

Commands 

The DSS command language is a versatile, high-level programming language. 

DSS commands can address real or virtual storage with either numeric or 
symbolic addresses. There are system-defined symbols that refer to those oS/vs 
modules that are associated with jobs or subtasks or other mapped portions of 
OS/VS such as the !l!fi!: .. ~pl9~;i·!'iI! or nucleus. In addition, you can define your 
own symbols to represent any areas of storage. 

DSS commands can be stored as reiterative command procedures to be 
executed later. Commands in these procedures can be prefixed by labels that 
allow branching. The IF command can be used to perform comparisons in a 
command procedure and make decisions based on those comparisons. 

DSS commands can be used to identify program errors in the parts of DSS that 
are mapped into OS/VS virtual storage. However, normal program error 
identification and repair methods must be used for the majority of errors in DSS 

itself. 
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Operands 

Functions 

Expressions 

DSS Monitoring 

Operands, which most commands must include, indicate what a command is to 
work on or with. In the command DISPLAY AREA, the AREA operand is the 
name of the data field to be displayed. In DIVERT CARD, CARD indicates the 
card reader as the device from which subsequent commands are to be read. 

Operands that begin with & are called DSS functions; they perform specialized 
functions such as referring to a data field that could not be referred to in any 
other way. 

Examples: 

REMOVE &PATCH( 1 ) 

removes the first patch that you put in OS/VS during the current DSS session. 

DISPLAY &G(3) 

displays the fourth general register as it was when OS/VS was interrupted. 

When a mathematical operation (arithmetic, comparison, or boolean) is included 
in a DSS command, it is called an expression. An expression consists of operands 
that are related by operators, such as A+B>C I D, which !Deans "A plus B is 
greater than C OR D." 

DSS can gain control when OS/VS: 

• Executes a branch instruction. 
• Loads into or alters the contents of a designated general register. 
• Fetches an instruction from a designated storage location. 
• Stores into a designated storage location. 
• Loads or unloads a module. 

Whenever you specify an event to be monitored (by means of an AT or ON 

. command followed by a GO' command), subsequent occurrence of 'the program 
event will result in a program interrupt that passes control to DSS and records the 
cause of the interrupt. You can monitor all of OS/VS except for: 

• DSS. 

T1r~'T_I"'"'''' interrupt handler. 
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DSS I/O 

Display Consoles 

DSS accepts command input from the integrated operator's console, card reader, 
or a tape drive; the DUMP command enables you to save commands on cards or 
magnetic tape for later input. 

DSS messages are printed at the integrated operator's console. 

The DISPLAY and DUMP commands enable you to display data at the 
integrated operator's console, at a high-speed printer, or on magnetic tape. 

I/O devices are specified by Dss-defined symbols called I/O names; in DIVERT 
CARD, CARD is the I/O name for the card reader. 

DSS can be used if the integrated operator's console is a display console. Typing 
conventions are slightly different from the typing conventions described in this 
manual: Instead of an END key, there is an ENTER key; instead of the backspace 
equivalent ('1') you can use the cursor to make corrections. 

On some models, RESTART is an operator function instead of a key. Except 
for the RESTART operator function, DSS does not support the light pen. Console 
programming support that allows message deletion,message numbering, and 
system' status displays is not active when DSS has control. Messages and 
commands are displayed beginning at the fifth line from the bottom and bumped 
up and eventually rolled off the top of the screen as the screen is filled. 

When control is returned to os/vs, the screen is restored as it was when 
oS/vs was interrupted. 

With display consoles, you should keep a hardcopy log; see "The Hardcopy 
Log," under "Input/Output," in Section 2. 

System Requirements 

CPU: DSS run,s on the same CPUs as oS/VS. All CPUs must have relocation 
hardware, program event recording (PER), and the RESTART function. In OS/VSl, 
the REST ART function must be dedicated to DSS use. 

System Generation: System generation as described in OS/VSl System Generation 
Reference, GC26-37 91 or; 9S/Y"~~ __ Syst,elIl. ~,e_Il~!~tio~_~efere!lce,(jG26_:~79,2,.~l 
together with the startup procedures performed by the operators, prepares OS/VS 
for DSS. 

." 
. System Initialization: The programmers who perform system initialization must 
; include the NUCMAP system parameter in system initialization whenever the 
, OS/VS2 nucleus is changed without changing its name. See OS/VS2 System 
} Programming Library: Initialization and Tuning, GC28-0681. 

Paging Devices: DSS uses the same paging devices as oS/VS. 

I/O Devices: The integrated operator's console and the standard card readers, 
printers, tape drives, and card punches supported by OS/VS are supported by 
DSS. 
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Real-Time Conflicts: DSS cannot be used concurrently with a teleprocessing, time 
sharing, or other real-time task. It may be used if the real-time task is quiesced 
or if processing is expected to be terminated by the problem being debugged. 
When DSS is active, RES (Remote Entry Services) cannot be used because of 
teleprocessing timing considerations. That is, within one IPL, either DSS or RES 
can be used, but not both. 

;m~_~~;~a!!~'~~!!~~!!'it~~l~~~~:~~~¢j(t3 
'~torage (paged'in from the primary paging device-the :'i~~,: or the RRMA - and 
freed by DISCONNECT) and :'~~i or 384K on a permanent DSS paging data set. 

Performance Considerations 
When DSS has not been initiated, there should be less than 1 % decrease of 
os/vs performance due to code added to system modules and permanent DSS 
storage requirements. When DSS is initiated, DSS requires:\~.·~9~.i or 34K of 
page-fixed storage; this reduces the amount of storage available for other use and 
therefore decreases system throughput. Further performance degradation depends 
on the use made of DSS and may range from minor to severe. 

When OS/VS runs with DSS monitoring, normal multiprogramming occurs, with 
performance decreased by the monitoring function of DSS. Each use of a 
monitoring function decreases os/vs performance. F~r example, an ON command 
slows down OS/VS within the range of monitored instructions. 

When DSS is fully activated, no other OS/VS processing takes place. Full 
activation is required to initiate DSS, process commands, write a SNAP buffer, or 
delete the DSS control blocks associated with a load module that is beIng 
unloaded from the system. 
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Section 2: Command LangUage Reference 

This section describes the DSS command language. It contains two topics: 

Elements Of the Language 

A general description of the elements of the DSS command language. This 
includes: 

• The Character Set 

• Using the Character Set 

• Contents Of A Command-label, command verb, operands, and 
end-of -record 

• Comments-the inclusion of comments with stored commands 

• Data Fields-the use of operands to represent data 

• Syntax Notation-used throughout this publication to describe syntax 

• DSS Functions-command operands with specialized functions 

• Expressions-arithmetic, comparison, and boolean operations 

• I/o-operands and suboperands that controlI/O 

Commands 

A detailed description of the format and function of each DSS command, in 
alphabetical order. 

For a summary of the DSS command language, refer to "Section 3: Command 
Summary." 

Examples of how to use DSS are at the end of "Section 4: User's Guide." 

i.·.:6l.~~·~;[··.··~lj~~~~····.mtQn!1~!!g!·~l1R~~.~:R~lJ;tg:Q§~g~~ 

Elements Of the Language 

The Character Set 

The character set used to construct DSS commands consists of: 

• The 26 letters: A through z (Although you can enter letters in lowercase, DSS 
translates them to uppercase.) 

• The six alphabet~extender characters ¢, !, $, #, @, " 

• The digits 0 through 9 

• The 21 special characters; see Figure 2 
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U sing the Character Set 

Name Character 
Blank (A blank, or space, represented 

in this publication by "b") 
Period 
"Less than" symbol < 
Left parenthesis ( 
Plus sign + 
"Or" symbol I 
Ampersand & 
Asterisk * 
Right parenthesis ) 
Semicolon ; 
"Not" symbol ..., 
Minus sign -
Slash I 
Comma , 
Percent sign % 
Underscore -
"Greater than" symbol > 
Backspace equivalent ? 
Colon : 
Apostrophe 

, 

Equal sign = 

Figure 2. DSS Special Characters 

Identifiers 

An identifier is used in a command as a name of a data field, a name of a 
command procedure, a name of records stored by a command, or a label for a 
command. An identifier must begin with one of the 32 alphabetic or 
alphabet-extender characters (A-Z, ¢, 1, $, #, @,"), must contain only 
alphameric characters, and must not contain blanks. No identifier can exceed 
eight characters in length. These are identifiers: 

'A 
DIVERT 
WORKAREA 
LOOP3 
$495 

Operators 

Some special characters function as operators. See Figure 3. 

Type of 
Operation Operator Operation 

ARITHMETIC + addition or prefix plus 
- subtraction or prefix minus 
* multiplication 
I division (quotient) 
II division (remainder) 

Figure 3. Operators (Part 1 of 2) 
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Type of 
Operation Operator Operation 

COMPARISON > greater than 
...,> not greater than 
>= greater than or equal to 
=> equal to or greater than 
= equal to 
...,= not equal to 
=< equal to or less than 
<= less than or equal to 
< less than 
...,< not less than 

BOOLEAN ..., not 
I or 
&& and 

Figure 3. Operators (Part 2 of 2) 

Other Special Characters 

Figure 4 shows the functions of other special characters and special-character 
combinations. 

Name Character Use 

blank b separate command elements (see "Blanks," later in this 
section) 

Period connect elements of a qualified name 
.() delimit immediate attribute designation 

parentheses () enclose lists; enclose subscripts; enclose parts of expressions 

ampersand & if typed by you, indicates a DSS function (see "DSS 
Functions," later in this section 
if typed by DSS, prompts you to enter a command 

semicolon ; separate commands in a line that contains two or more 
commands 

equal sign = denotes a correspondence pair, i.e., A = B means that B 
corresponds to A 
also used as an operator 

comma , separate operands or elements of a list 

percent sign % indirect addressing (see "Indirect Address," later in this 
section) 

underscore - if typed at beginning of line, indicates escape from a 
definitional command, i.e., the following DIVERT or REVERT 
command is to be executed immediately, rather than stored 
as part of the command procedure. 
if typed at end of line, indicates that command is continued 
on next line 

backspace ? if typed by you, indicates backspace 
equivalent if typed by DSS, indicates that you can type an 

or error-correcting command, if necessary 
question mark 

colon : terminate command label (see "Contents of A Command," 
later in this section) 
indicate a range (see "Range Specifications," later in this 
section) 

number sign # typed by DSS to prompt during command-procedure entry or 
after a continuation underscore 
also an alphabet-extender character 

apostrophe 
, 

enclose literals (see "Immediate Data Field," later in this 
section) 

Figure 4. Special Characters That Are Not Operators 
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Contents of a Command 

A command has: 

• An optional label (specified as an identifier followed by a colon) 

• A command verb, which indicates the function to be performed 

• Operands, if required, which indicate what is to be worked on or with 

• A semicolon, or a press of the END key with no continuation character 
preceding, to terminate the command 

Example of a command: 

LBL: 
"'-v-' 

label 

DISPLAY 
~ 

command-

verb 

'-AREAl,AREA2,AREA3 / 

"" "'-operands semicolon or 

end of record 

Note 1: A null command consists of only a semicolon and indicates no operation. 

Note 2: Any command verb that satisfies the rules for identifiers can also be 
used as a command label, data-field name, or command-procedure name. Thus, 

INVOKE: INVOKE INVOKE, INVOKE 

is a syntactically valid command. Such practices, however, are not recommended. 

Note 3: A carrier return is ignored. 

Note 4: A press of the END key indicates the end of an input line if there is a 
preceding command; it is ignored if there is no preceding command. 

A command can be either simple or definitional. A simple command specifies 
actions to be performed unconditionally. A definitional command specifies 
actions to be performed if a certain condition or event occurs; those actions may 
be defined by commands that accompany the definitional command. There are 
four definitional commands: AT, ON, IF, and PROCEDURE. 

The commands with a definitional command are text commands. The last text 
command with a definitional command must be END. 

Exanwle of definitional command: 

LBL: 
--..,

label 

AT ENTRYl,&P(,SNAP); DISPLAY AREAl,AREA2;LBL1:INVOKE P;END " ..~, /\... '" '" "\ command-verb text semicolon 

and operands commands or end of 

record 

Note· 5: Commands need not be separated by semicolons if they are entered on 
separate lines. Example: 

LBL: AT ENTRY1,&P( ,SNAP) 
DISPLAY AREA1,AREA2 
LBL 1: INVOKE P 
END 
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Data Fields 

Note 6: When you type commands at the integrated operator's console, DSS 

displays prompting characters between the input lines. For example, if the above 
commands were typed at the console, they would look like this: 

& 
LBL: AT ENTRY1,&P( ,SNAP) 
# 

# 

# 

DISPLAY AREA1,AREA2 

LBL 1: INVOKE P 

END 

Figure 4, above, explains the meanings of the three prompting characters (&, #, 
and ?) that can be typed by DSS. 

Note 7: A text command can be either definitional or nondefinitional. The 
maximum depth of definitional-command nesting is 256. 

Note 8: In a definitional command, the END command is required even if no 
other text commands are specified. 

Note 9: The maximum size of a simple command or text command, excluding 
continuation underscores, is 256 characters. 

Blanks 

Blanks may be used before a command, within a command, and after a 
command. Within a command, blanks may be placed only: 

• Before and after special characters; exceptions to this rule: 

1. A blank must not precede a continuation underscore, unless the line ends at 
a point where a blank is permitted. 

2. Composite symbols (for example, >=, &&) must not contain blanks . 

• Before and after the command verb. 

Within a character literal. 

Any number of blanks may appear wherever one blank is allowed. 

The only place one or more blanks are required is between tl}e command verb 
and the first operand. 

Comments 

To include comments in text commands or a command stream, use the comment 
command (*). The comment command is the first command described in this 
section, under "Commands." 

A data 'field is any storage area that is represented by a DSS command operand. 
A data field can be in either DSS storage or oS/vs storage, and it can be either 
an immediate or a stored data field. 

I An immediate data field is defined by a literal, by indirect addressing, or by an 
. expression. It exists only during the execution of the command that--defines it. 
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A stored data field is either predefined by DSS or defined by you. The data 
fields that are predefined by DSS are represented by some of the DSS functions; 
these data fields are described later in this section, under "DSS Functions." The 
data fields defined by you are represented by identifiers that you assign in the 
DEFINE command, the EQUATE command, or the parameter operand of the 
PROCEDURE command. (See the descriptions of these commands under 
"Commands," later in this section.) 

Data Field Attributes 

The following attributes are associated with every data field: 

• Base 
• Offset (0) 
• Length (1) 
• Type (t) 
• Size (sz) 

Base: The address of the leftmost byte of the data field. If the data field is in 
DSS storage, the base is represented by the data field's identifier and cannot be 
represented numerically. If the data field is in OS/VS storage, the base can be 
represented by use of the &ADDR DSS function. 

Offset: The location, as a displacement from the base, of the first byte that 
participates in any operation involving the data field. COLLECT and SET are the 
only commands that can change this attribute. 

Length: The number of bytes that participate in any operation involving the data 
field. 

Type: How· the contents of the data field are to be interpreted. There are three 
codes that you can use to· specify· type attributes: 

a signed, binary, two's-complement integer in the range -28n-1 to +28n-1-1, 
where n is the length of the data field in bytes. 

X a hexadecimal byte string in the range 0 to 28n-1, where n is the length of 
the data field. 

C EBCDIC characters. 

Size: The total number of bytes in the data field .. 

Summary: When you refer to a data field, the base and size attributes define the 
data field, the type attribute specifies how the data field is to be interpreted, and 
the length and offset attributes specify what part of the data field you are 
referring to. 
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Base points to the first byte of the data field. 
Base + offset points to the first byte of the referenced string. 
Base + offset + length - 1 points to the last byte of the referenced string. 
Base + size - 1 points to the last byte of the data field. 
Note: Offset plus length must not exceed size. 



Example: The command DEFINE ITEM would create a stored data field named 
ITEM. 

ITEM 

1+4 bytes+1 

The attributes of ITEM have not been initialized by the DEFINE command and 
have not been changed by a SET command; therefore, they default to: 

base = an address represented by the symbol ITEM 
offset = 0 
length = 4 bytes 
type = X (hexadecimal) 
size = 4 bytes 

ITEM will contain zeros until it is filled in by a SET command. 

Immediate Attribute Designation 

Immediate attribute designation allows you to override any of a data field's 
attributes except base. The data field is redefined, only for the operation in 
which the immediate attribute designation is used, by the immediate attributes 
speCified. In addition, when you define a data field· for the first time, using a 
DEFINE or EQUATE command, immediate attribute designation can be used to 
establish the data field's attributes. 

The format of the immediate attribute designation is: 

data-field.(o,I, t,sz) 

data-field 
The data field to which the immediate attributes are to be assigned. 
Specified as: Any valid representation of a data field (its name, its address 
literal, or its indirect address). 

o,l,t,sz 
The offset, length, type, and size attributes. You can omit any of these 
attributes and accept original values, but you must retain all commas to the 
left of the last attribute specified. 
Specified as: Offset, length, and size are normally specified as decimal literals 
or hexadecimal literals (descriptions of these literals follow), although any 
symbol or expression that returns an appropriate value can be used. Type is 
code I, X, or C. The size attribute is valid only when you define a Dss-storage 
data field with the DEFINE command. If size is specified with any other 
immediate attribute designation, it is ignored or responded to by an error 
message. 

Examples: 

DISPLAY DATA.(,8,X) 

displays the first eight bytes of OAT A in hexadecimal format. 

DISPLAY DATA.(8,8,I) 

displays the se.cond eight bytes of DATA in decimal format. 
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Immedi~te D~t~ Fields 

An immediate data field is defined by a literal, by indirect addressing, or by an 
expression. It remains defined only during the execution of a single command. 

Decimal Literal: Written as a string of decimal digits. Example: 12980. The range 
of maximum values is +231_1 to _231. During execution, the decimal literal 
produces an immediate data field in DSS· storage with the attributes: 

offset = 0 
length = 4 
type = I 
size = 4 

Hexadecimal Literal: Written as a hexadecimal integer enclosed in apostrophes 
I and preceded by X. Example: X'C4E2E2'. There is no maximum value. If an 

odd number of digits is specified, the literal is padded on the left with zero, 
During execution, the hexadecimal literal produces an immediate data field in DSS 
storage with the attributes: 

offset = 0 
length = one-half the number of hexadecimal digits . 
type = X 
size = length 

Character Literal: Written as a string of characters enclosed in apostrophes. If 
you want an apostrophe in the character string, include two apostrophes; one will 
be edited out. Example: '2"S COMPLEMENT'. The content of the data field is: 2'S 
COMPLEMENT. 

The &S DSS function and the backspace equivalent ('1') control input editing 
even if they are in a literal. (Example: 'COMPLEN?MENT'. The content of the 
data field is: COMPLEMENT). All input editing functions are performed before 
the character literal is resolved. 

During execution, the character literal produces an immediate data field in DSS 
storage with the attributes: 

offset = 0 
length = the number of characters in the string (after input editing) 
type = C 
size = length 

Address Literal: There are two forms of address literal: simple and range. The 
simple address literal is written as one to eight hexadecimal digits enclosed in 
apostrophes and preceded by L. Example: L'C40000'. If less than eight digits are 
specified, the address is padded on the left with zeros to produce eight digits. 

A simple address literal specifies an immediate data field in oS/vs storage with 
the attributes: 

base = the address specified in the literal 
offset = 0 
length = the smaller of size or 4 
type = X 
size = in OS/VSl, if the data field is in an area mapped by DSS, the size of the 

CSECT or load module. Otherwise in os/vsl,I:II;j.;~.~IRI if the literal 
is not qualified by &RM, the highest OS/VS virtual address, minus base 
plus one; if the literal is qualified by &RM, the highest real address, 
minus base, plus one 
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The address range literal is written as an address of one to eight hexadecimal 
digits, a colon (:), and another address of one to eight hexadecimal digits, all 
enclosed in apostrophes and preceded by L. Example: L'2000:3000'. If less than 
eight digits are specified in either address, the address is padded on the left with 
zeros to produce eight digits. The second address must be greater than or equal 
to the first address. 

The address range literal specifies an immediate data field in OS/VS storage 
with the attributes: 

base = the first address 
offset = 0 
length = the second address, minus base, plus one 
type = X 
size = in OS/VSl, if the data field is in an area mapped by DSS, the size of the 

CSECT or load module. Otherwise in os/vsl,OiinOSIVS2; if the literal 
is not qualified by &RM, the highest OS/VS virtual address, minus base 
plus one; if the literal is qualified by &RM, the highest real address, 
minus base, plus one 

For either the simple address literal or the address range literal, the immediate 
attribute designation may be used to modify the offset, length, and type 
attributes. The size attribute is ignored if specified. 

Note 1: The use of an address literal to access a program-status indicator (PSW, 
interrupt code, etc.) or a machine-status indicator (CSW, CAW, etc.) will not 
indicate OS/vs status, since these areas are also used by DSS. To refer to oS/VS 
status, use the appropriate DSS function. 

Note 2: Address literals normally refer to virtual-storage locations. You can refer 
to a real-storage location by typing &RM.address-literal. 

i!~iit~it~PfP~~~~irig~f6f:~s~~pr~f~~~~t9r~~~~~~j~~dr~~ses~~p~~ify~Ijl~ll 
~.~.:1~Y't¥Bitlg .• PJ.,l:tlJll.)(tlll~ber}~~dcl~~.~s-Mf~ra~/~J;?mJ~i'.~SPylI?, •.. (numbel")}.,and. 
~~,~Plth~4t?fll~~t~9<~li~><':;1?qjtl.··)yJ;lj£lltllt!I)$§;jtlt~guPt9ccWl"~9; " 

'~~~7n!~~~~g~t~~~~M~r~I~l?pli~~~g~.~tll~.~~~~~\P~§~~~.'llm~~,~,~.~".··t.ll~Jlclgtt~~<i~~~< 
!ntr£~g~!!t.IY1l2!i.Yf?9§LY§~llg9r~~$.~P3;~f!: ' '., , 

Examples: 

L'13579B' specifies an immediate data field in OS/VS storage with the 
attributes: 

base = X'13579B' 
offset = 0 
length = 4 
type = X 
size = the highest OS/VS virtual address, minus X' 13579B', plus one 

L'SFA4'.(16,S,C) specifies an immediate data field in OS/VS storage with the 
attributes: 

base = X'SFA4' 
offset = 16 
length = S 
type = C 
size = the highest OS/VS virtual address, minus X'SFA4', plus one 

Note: The actual data referred to is the eight bytes that are sixteen bytes past 
X'SFA4' 
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L'3FC:40F' specifies an immediate data field in OS/VS storage with the 
attributes: 

base = X'3FC' 
offset = 0 
length = 20 
type = X 
size = the highest OS/VS virtual address, minus X'3FC', plus one 

L'123A2:123B5'.("C) specifies an immediate data field in OS/VS storage with 
the attributes: 

base = X'123A2' 
offset = 0 
length = 20 
type = C 
size = the highest OS/VS virtual address, minus X'123A2', plus one 

Indirect Address: Indirect addressing is used to address a data field in OS/VS 
storage by employing the contents of another data field as a pointer. The format 
is: data-field%, where "data-field" is the name, the address literal, or the indirect 
address (see the note prece~ing the examples of indirect addresses) of the 
pointer. 

The addressed data field has the attributes: 

base = the location pointed to 
offset = 0 
length = the.smal1er;orisiZ~Qr 4 
type = X 
size = in OS/VS 1, the size of the CSECT or load module 

liiQSIY$2;Jliehighest.QSlY$2iYii:f~&l~(1dr~~~~itiiriu~l:i~s~;pltison& 

Immediate attribute designation can modify the offset, length, and type attributes. 
The size is ignored if specified. 

The pointer is assumed to have a type attribute of x. In addition, DSS forces 
the pointer's length attribute to be four: In OS/VSl, DSS moves the pointer to a 
four-byte area and zeros the high-order byte. 

Note: Since indirect addressing results in a valid representation of a data field, 
you can specify multiple levels of indirect addressing. The second example below 
shows two levels of indirect addressing. 
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Examples: 

ABLE%.(8,4,I) points to a data field in oS/vs storage with the attributes: 

base = the location pointed to by the contents of ABLE 
offset = 8 
length = 4 
type = I 
size = the highest OS/VS virtual address, minus base, plus one 

L'1234'%% has this effect: 

L'1234'~ 1234 address 1 address2 

I address 11.---r I address21 ~I data I 
The result is the definition of an immediate data field in OS/VS storage with the 
attributes: 

base = address2 
offset = 0 
length = 4 
type = X 
size = the highest OS/VS virtual address, minus base, plus one 

Expression: Any expression results in the definition of an immediate data field; 
this data field can reside in DSS storage or in OS/VS storage. The operations that 
can be performed in an expression, and the resulting ~ata fields, are described 
later in this section, under "Expressions." 

Mapped Data Fields 

DSS maintains maps of programs loaded into OS/VS storage. You can refer to 
these mapped data fields by including a location function as a DSS command 
operand. The general form of the operand is: 

,;I~(!ii!ili!i~ilmmap-id)[,load-module-name )[. {en\ry~;!i~;~;:::} 

The map-id, which must always be qualified by &ASID and/or 
load-module-name, specifies one of four types of external-symbol maps: 

&SVM - supervisor virtual storage 

&JOB - job step task 

&TCB - task 

&PRB - program request block 

Example: 

DISPLAY &SVM. IEANUC01' • IEAQFXO.o • ( X' 1 DO' ,2 ) 

Here, &SVM is the map-id. 

For a description of each type of external-symbol map, refer to "Location 
Functions," under "DSS Functions." 

. (To display or dump the maps themselves, use the map functions: & SVMMAP , 
&JOBMAP, and &,(CBMAP. See "Map Functions," under "DSS Functidns.") 
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In each external-symbol map are names of up to three different forms of data 
fields: 

• Load modules 
• The CSECTS within a load module 
• The entry points within a CSECT, or if the CSECTS are not mapped by DSS, 

the entry points within a load module. 

The attributes of a-load module are: 

base = the address of the beginning of the load module 
offset = 0 
length = size 
type = X 
size = the size of the load module 

The attributes of a CSECT are: 

base = the address of the beginning of the CSECT 
offset = 0 
length = size 
type = X 
size = the size of the' CSECT 

The attributes of an entry point are: 

base = the address of the entry point 
offset = 0 
length = size 
type = X 

- size = the size of the CSECT from the entry point to the end of the CSECT; or, 
if DSS does not have a map of the CSECTS in the module, the size of 
the load module from the entry point to the end of the load module 

Note·!: For a load module, CSECT, or entry point, you can override any of the 
above attributes except base by designating immediate attributes. If you designate 
offset but not length, the length is size minus offset. 

Subscripts and Arrays 

A subscript is used to refer loan element in an array. There are two formats for 
subscripting: . 

data-field(n), or data-field(n:m). 

data-field 
the array. . 
Specified as: any valid representation of an array (its name, address literal, or 
indirect address). 
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n 
an index value for locating an element of an array. 
Specified as: a decimal literal, a hexadecimal literal, or an expression. 

nand m 
a pair of index values that refer to a range of elements in the array. 
Specified as: Decimal literals, hexadecimal literals, or expressions; nand m can 
have different type attributes, but n must be smaller than m. 

To define an array, issue a DEFINE command that sets the size attribute to a 
multiple of the length attribute. That is, DEFINE array-name.(o,l,t,sz), where sz is 
a mUltiple of 1. (See "Immediate Attribute Designation," earlier in this section.) 
Size divided by length is the number of array elements; size is the size of the 
array; length is the length of an array element. DSS locates an array element by: 

base + offset + (subscript*length) 

When offset is zero, data-field(O) is the first element in the array. If offset is 
greater than zero, however, some negative subscripts may be specified, as long as 
they are within the bounds of the array. 

Example: DEFINE XYZ.(4,X,8*4) defines an array, named XYZ, as shown in 
Figure 5. 

r- length = 4 bytes 1 
base ~ 

(0) 

(1) 
) 

(2 ) 

I XYZ (3) • 
(3 ) 

--. Subscripts 

(4 ) 

I XYZ (4:6) 

(5 ) 

--. 
(6 ) 

(7 ) 
base + size ~ 

Figure S. A Sample Array 
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Range Specifications 

The format for range specifications is indicator 1 :indicator2. Indicator 1 specifies 
the beginning of the range; indicator 2 specifies the end of the range. 

There are three types of range specification: 

1. A range of indexes. This is used in subscript notation and in several of the 
DSS functions. Examples: 

·ARRAY(O:63) 

&G( 3:6) 

Indicators 1 and 2 must be a pair of index values. Refer to the subject 
"Subscripts and Arrays," immediately preceding this subject. 

2. An address range literal. Example: 

L'30000:3FFFF' 

Indicators 1 and 2 must be a pair of hexadecimal addresses. See "Address 
Literal," earlier in this section. 

3. A range of locations bounded by two separately-defined data fields. Indicators 
1 and 2 must be either data fields in OS/vs storage - example: 
L'3000':L'3FFF' - or areas within one data field in DSS storage - example: 
A(1}:A(5}. (A data field in DSS storage is created by the DEFINE command or 
by the "parameter" operand of the PROCEDURE command.) DSS resolves the 
range specification by creating an immediate data field with the attributes 
identified by 3 in the following list; 1 and 2 identify attributes of indicators 1 

- and 2: 

base3 = base 1 + offset 1 
offset3 = 0 
length3 = base2 + offset2 + length2 - base3 
size3 = (the highest oS/vs virtual address) - base3 + 1 
base2 + offset2 + length2 must be greater than basel + offsetl. 

Examples of ranges bounded by data fields: 

L'3000' :L'FFFF' 

&G(5)%:&G(6)% (See "Machine Register Functions," 
later in this section. ) 

USERSYM1(1 ):USERSYM1(7) 

USERSYM2.(8,4):USERSYM2.(16,4) 

&JOB(JOBA).MODA.CSECTA:&Q.CSECTB 

L'885'%:L'889'% 

USERSYM3%:USERSYM3%+2048 

L'4096' :&G(4)% (See "Machine Register Functions," 
later in this section.) 

Note: A range bounded by address literals is not exactly the same as an address 
range literal. Compare these examples: .. 
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Syntax Notation 

L'O':L'IF' represents a data field with the attributes 

base = 0 
offset = 0 
length = 35 (that is, IF + 0 + 4 - 0) 
type = X 
size = the highest OS/VS virtual address plus one 

L'O: IF' represents a data field with the attributes 

base = 0 
offset = 0 
length = 32 (that is, IF - 0 + 1) 

See the formula for the length of an address range literal, given under 
"Address Literal," earlier in this section. 

type = X 
size = the highest oS/vs virtual address plus one 

The following paragraphs describe the conventions that are used in 
representations of the syntax of DSS functions and commands. 

Within each syntax illustration, any term in capital letters must be typed 
exactly as shown, except that you can also use lowercase letters. Terms shown in 
lowercase letters are terms for which you must substitute your own values. 

If a syntax illustration shows a term in parentheses, you must enclose the term 
in parentheses if you specify it; conversely, empty parentheses are not allowed. 

-DSS commands have no keyword operands of the type used in OS/VS JCL and 
operator commands (that is, KEYWORD=parameter). DSS operands are all 
positional, in the sense that they must be specified in the order shown in the 
format representations. 

These notational symbols are used in format representations; they are not 
punctuation marks and must not be typed in actual commands: 

• Square brackets ([D enclose terms that may be omitted. Example: 

[
name J 
number 

The syntactical unit in square brackets is optional. 

• Braces ({}) denote groupings. If items are stacked within the braces only one 
item may be used. Example: ' 

{::~er} 
Choose either name or number. 

• Three dots (. .. ) denote that the preceding syntactical unit may be repeated one' 
or more times in succession. Examples: 

[,parameter] ... 
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DSS Functions 

Any number of parameters may be specified; each parameter must be 
preceded by a comma. 

digitL ... ] 

At least one digit must be specified; multiple digits must be separated by 
commas. 

{name1=name2}[, •• ·] 

At least one name1=name2 unit must be specified; mUltiple units must be 
separated by commas. 

DSS functions represent data fields or perform functions when used as command 
operands. Each DSS function is represented by a unique name that has & as its 
first character. 

In the following descriptions of DSS functions, "Access:" describes the access 
(read-only or read-write) permitted to the data field that a DSS function 
represents. "Access: N/ A." means that the DSS function does not represent a 
data field. Unless otherwise noted, DSS functions that represent data fields can 
be used with immediate attribute designation. 

Machine Register Functions 

These functions represent data fields that contain the values held in the registers 
when DSS received control; the registers are loaded from thes~ .•.. ~~~~ ... !~~.~~~~~~~ 
DSS returns control to OS/VS. You can alter these data fields !··~iji9~Q~;~g~~~);i. 
using the SET command, or display them using the DISPLAY oro·uMp··conunand. 
The contents of. the registers are typed as hexadecimal byte strings. Immediate 
attribute designation usually results in an error message and is not recommended. 

lilll"I,IIJig~I!II~uliiIBI"ml!~!!lI:lIm~~I!~'fli91tgi'.~,,:·~~9~1m.!i~·i~!:;:·§..Dm~;,;:: 
The register numbers are specified as decimal integers. If a range of registers 

is specified, the second must have a higher value than the first. 

The machine register functions are: 

&G( {register}) 
range 

Data-field attributes:. offset = 0, length=4, type=X, size=64. Treated as an 
array of sixteen elements. 

Examples: 

SET &G(O)=PARM 

sets general register 0 to the contents of data field PARM. 

DISPLAY &G(3:6) 

displays general registers 3, 4, 5, and 6. 

Access: read-write. 
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&c({ register}) 
range 

Refers to the four-byte contents of each specified control register. Note: The 
contents of OS/VSl control registers 9, 10, and 11 should not be altered. 
Data-field attributes: offset=O, length=4, type=X, size=64. Treated as an 
array of sixteen elements. 
Access: read-write. 

Example: 

DUMP &C( 0: 15 ) 

Dumps all of the control registers. 

&F({register}) 
range 

Refers to the eight-byte contents of the specified floating-point registers. 
Data field attributes: offset=O, length=8, type=X, size=32. Treated as an 
array of four ·elements. 
Access: read-write. 

Example: 

DISPLAY &F(O:4) 

displays floating-point registers 0, 2, and 4 . 

.. , 

Program Status Functions 

These functions represent data fields that contain the program status words 
(PSWs) in effect when DSS received control. 

A reference to an· old psw is to the basic (EC) PSW as well as to 
noncontiguous status· information that is treated as a contiguous byte string. 
Examples of status information: interrupt code, I/O address, instruction-length 
code OLC). 

·'·.mm!JI!R!~~m!g~lni;.ti!9~~!im§;~gn9!i9P§:,:.~i1.:I§~,;qyiUfi~.g:::,lx::I~Rmt1;l 

Data field attributes: offset=O, length=total of lengths shown in diagram, 
type=hexadecimal, size = length. 

Access: read-write. 

1 See "Prefixing/' in "IBM System/370 Principles of Operation, GA22-7000. 
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The program status functions are: 

&EPSW external old PSW 

I~ 8 bytes __ 12 bytes 2·;;'-1 

I 
Basic EC PSW I Ext.IC I processor. I 

Address 

&IPSW I/O old PSW 

I~ 8 bytes ~14 3 bytes 1 
I 

Basic EC PSW 1/0 Address 

&PPSW program old PSW 

I~ 8 bytes ~I 12 bytes 

I Basic EC PSW IILC I Prog. IC 

&SPSW SVC old PSW 

,~ 8 bytes .. , I 
2 bytes 

I 
I 

Basic EC PSW IILC I SVCIC 
I 

&MPSW machine-check old PSW 

I~ 8 bytes ~I~ 8 bytes "I 
I Basic EC PSW I Machine Check IC I 
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&PSW current PSW 
&EPSWN external new PSW 
&IPSWN I/O new PSW 
&PPSWN program new PSW 
&SPSWN SVC new PSW 
&MPSWN machine check new PSW 
&RPSWN restart new PSW 
&RPSW restart old PSW 

I~ 8 bytes ~I 

I Basic EC PSW I 
refers to the PSW to be used' when DSS returns control to OS/VS. 

Examples: 

IF &PPSW.(5)=X'FF'; DISPLAY &PPSW; END 

If the sixth byte of the PPsw equals X'FF', DSS will display the PPSW. The next 
example is self -explanatory. 

DISPLAY &PSW,&EPSW,&EPSWN,&PPSWN 

Machine Status Functions 

These functions represent data fields that contain miscellaneous machine status 
indicators that were current when DSS received control. 

The machine status functions are: 

&AC activation code 

Event Address 

The code part of the activation code indicates the type of event that activated 
DSS. 

Code (Hexadecimal) Event 

80 
40 

20 
10 
08 
04 

02 

01 

Module loaded (ON &LD) } 
Module unloaded (ON &UNLD) System Events 

Instruction fetch (ON &1) } 
Storage alteration (ON &SA) Program Events 
Successful branch instruction (ON &8) 
General register alteration (ON &RA) 

AT encountered 

Asynchronous interrupt (RESTART key) 
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Multiple events may be indicated in the code. (When mUltiple events occur, 
the priority for processing their associated command procedures is the same as 
the order of the above list. That is, module loaded has highest priority; a 

. module unloaded has second priority; etc.) 

The event address is the address of the instruction that caused the breakpoint, 
for codes 20, 10, 08, 04, and 02. (That instruction has been executed.) The 
event address is meaningless for codes 80, 40, and 01. 

Data field attributes: offset=O, length=5, type=X, size=5. 

Access: read-only 

&CAW channel address word 

14bYtes~ 

I CAW I 
)tii!t~I~~prg#~~~~ijg;~qA)£§~rilj~m:l#M(!~~~Y~GRQjI?r 
Data field attributes: offset=O, length=4, type=X, size=4. 

Access: read-write. 

Example: 

DISPLAY&~~UiDF{}i~ &CAW 
& CAW 001DBOA8 

&CSW channel status word 

I~ 8 bytes 

I CSW 

~I~ 

I 

input 
output 

4bytes 1 
Limited Channel 
Logout (ECSW) 

llim~n~R[9£~~~~#~;~g~~£~AP~9~~l!!!~QRY.~¢il~JP}' 
Data field attribut~s: offset=O, length= 12, type=X, size= 12. 

Access: read-write. 

1 See IBM System/370 Principles of Operation, GA22-7000. 
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I/O extended logout address l 

In multiprocessing, &10 EL niaybequalified by&CPUID. 

Data field attributes: offset==0,length::=4, type=)(,siz~::::4. 

&MC monitor call 

Monitor 
Class No. 

Monitor Code 

Data field attributes: offset=O, length=4 orS, type=X, size=4 or 

Access: read-only. 

&PRM 
The register alteration mask. There is a one-to-one correspondence between 
the sixteen bits of this data field, reading from left to right, and the sixteen 
general registers 0-15. The initial setting of this data field is X'FFFF' (all 
registers set for monitoring). 
Data field attributes: offset=O, length=2, type=X, size=2. 
Access: read-write. 

Example: 

SET &PRM=X'2F40' 

DSS will monitor general registers 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 9. 

~~t~;~~§~B~~g~~a~~if~~~~~~fRui2f'~~~t¢i~BW~8~~~is 
PBn-~~~~~~Hlx~~~~,,;~~f9t~lS!)P~t ... . ..... ~ . . . 

&RANGE 
Refers to the range of addresses to be 'monitored for all program events. Only 
one range of addresses can be in effect at one time. The initial setting of 
&RANGE is to all of oS/vs storage, that is,~!!§~P(Qj~L'O:FFFFFF. 
Access: read-write. 

Note: You can use immediate attributes to specify a range of addresses for 
&RANGE. For example, 

SET &RANGE=L'03000:03099' 

is equivalent to 

SET &RANGE=L'03000' .(O,X'9A') 

1 See IBM System/370 Principles of Operation, GA22-7000. 
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, 

Examples: 

SET &RANGE=&LM(IGC2903D) 

allows DSS to monitor for program events in os/vs load module IGC2903D~ 

SET &RANGE=~~§~RB·~)~L' 03000: 03099' 

changes the monitoring range for program events fr?~.~~.;'.P~~~~?~.~l~~.~!i~~~ 
to locations X'3000-3099' in address space number 2 .. ·I.(~A§.!R~~)WPt~Ql.lJJtt¢g} 
J?$~~9.mg~1ipp!&!~~~~~~~~!pm~~ill·~ .. 

DISPLAY &RANGE 
&RANGE 'POOP 00000000 00001000 

input 
output 

Shows that the program-event monitoring range is locations X'O-1000'.~Q~J!!fi~J 
iq91~~~~R~S~~; 

&TOD time-or-day clock 
Indicates the time when DSS was activated; written as hours.minutes.seconds. 
Example: 12.30.30 
Data field attributes: offset=O, length=8, type=C, size=8. 
Access: read-only. 

Example: 

DISPLAY &TOD 
&TOD 12.30.30 

Command-Related Functions 

The command-related DSS functions are: 

&ATd ::~er} [ .... ])] 

input 
output 

Refers to ATs by name or.by number. An AT, created by the AT command, is 
control information that tells DSS where to interrupt os/vs and what to do 
after the interrupt. (See the description of the AT command later in this 
section.) If no name or number is specified, &AT refers to all ATs. &AT may 
be used as an operand of a DISPLAY, DUMP, REMOVE, ENABLE, or DISABLE 
command. 
Access: read-only. 

1 See IBM System/370 Principles of Operation, GA22-7000. 
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&ON[({::~er} [, ... ])] 
Refers to ONs by name or by number. An ON, created by the ON command, is 
control information that tells DSS when to interrupt OS/VS and what to do 
after the interrupt. (See the description of the ON command, later in this 
section.) If no name or number is specified, &ON refers to all ONs. &ON may 

. be used as an operand of a DISPLAY, DUMP, REMOVE, ENABLE, or DISABLE 
command. 
Access: read-only. 

&PATCH[( {::~J [, ... ])] 
Refers to patches by name or by number. (See the description of the PATCH 
command, later in this section.) If no name or number is specified, &P A TCH 
refers to all patches. &PATCH may be used as an operand of a DISPLAY, 
DUMP, or REMOVE command. 
Access: read-only. 

&PROC[ (procedure-name[, ... ])] 
Refers to command procedures stored by PROCEDURE commands. (See the 
description of the PROCEDURE command, later in this section.) If no name is 
specified, &PROC refers to all command procedures stored by PROCEDURE 
commands. &PROC may be used as an operand of a DISPLAY, DUMP, or 
REMOVE command. 
Access: read-only. 

&SYM[(dss-data-field[, ... ])] 
May be used as an operand of a DISPLAY, DUMP, or REMOVE command. 
• In a DISPLAY or DUMP command, &SYM refers to data fields that you have 

defined by issuing a DEFINE command, EQUATE command, or "parameter" 
operand of a PROCEDURE command. If no "dss-data-field" is specified, 
&SYM refers to all data fields that you have defined. 

• In a REMOVE command, &SYM refers to data fields that you have defined 
by issuing a DEFINE or EQUATE command. If no "dss-data-field" is 
specified, &'SYM refers to all data fields that you have defined in DEFINE 
and EQUATE commands. 

Access: read-only. 

Example: 

EQUATE MYNAME=IGCl16 
DISP~AY gSYM(MYNAME) 

DSS replies: 

&SYM NAME=MYNAME REF=EQU~TED OFFSET=OOOOOOOO LNG=OOOOOlFO TYPE=X 
SIZE=000001FO SCOPE=EXTERNAL QUAL=&SYM.IEANUC01. 

&P( [name ][,SNAP][,DISABLE] ) {
name } 

An optional operand in the AT, ON, and PATCH commands. (See the 
descriptions of these commmands.) 
Access: N/ A. 
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&S(dss-data-fieldL .. ·]) 
Substitutes a predefined character string into the operand portion of a 
command statement. 

Example: 

DEFINE A='&P( ,SNAP,DISABLE), 
ON &RA, &B, &S(A);END 
AT LOC1,&S(A) 
DISPLAY LOC1.( 100,200);END 

The character string defined as A replaces &S(A), and the ON and AT 
commands appear to DSS as: 

ON &RA, &B, &P( ,SNAP,DISABLE);END 
AT LOC1,&P( ,SNAP,DISABLE) 

Note 1: You must have defined "dss-data-field" using DEFINE, EQUATE to a 
defined field, or the parameter operand of PROCEDURE. In addition, 
"dss-data-field" must have a type attribute of C. 

Note 2: &Ss must not be nested. Example: &S(&S(A» results in an error 
message. 

Note 3: &S(A,B) is equivalent to &S(A),&S(B). 

Access: N/A. 

&DOUT 
Contains the I/O name for DUMP output. 

Example: 

SET &DOUT='PRINT1' 

For DUMP output to be written out, &DOUT must be set to an I/O name and 
the I/O name must be assigned a device-address. See "Input/Output," later in 
this section. 

Access: read-write 

&SOUT 
Contains the I/O name for S~AP output. Example: 

SET &SOUT= , TOUT 1 , 

SNAP output is stored in a wraparound buffer that is written to a device when 
(1) the buffer is full, (2) &SOUT is set to an I/O name, and (3) the I/O name 
is assigned a device address. See "Input/Output," later in this section. 

Access: read-write 
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&HDR 
Contains the subheading to be printed during execution of a DUMP command. 

Example: 

SET &HDR='SAMPLE OF DSS DUMP' 

establishes a subheading for all subsequent dumps, until the contents of &HDR 
are changed or the current DSS session ends. 

Data-field attributes: offset=O, length= 120, type=C, size= 120. 

Access: read-write 

&M( {register} [, ... ]) 
range 

The mask function, which is provided to help set the register alteration mask. 
See the description of &PRM, earlier in this section. 

Example: 

SET &PRM=&M(2,4:7,9) 

has the same effect as 

SET &PRM=X'2F40' 

In each case, DSS will monitor general registers 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 9. 

The digits specified by "register" or "range" correspond to those bit positions 
that are set to one in &PRM (or the first two bytes of any data field on the 
left of the equal sign). The remaining bits in those two bytes are set to zero. 

Data-field attributes: each use of &M creates an immediate data field in DSS 
storage with offset=O, length=2, type=X, size=2. 

Access: read-only. 

Attribute Functions 

Attribute functions refer to the offset, length, type, and size of any data field 
that can be represented symbolically (that is, by a DSS function or an identifier). 

Note: SET ~!~ l(anY DSS function) is an invalid command. 

t&SZ 
&0 (symbol) 

The offset of the data field represented by "symbol"; a four-byte hexadecimal 
string. 

Example: 

DISPLAY &O(ANSWER) 
&0 ANSWER OOOOOOA8 

input 
output 

Access: read-write if "symbol" is an identifier, read-only if "symbol" is a DSS 
function or an identifier qualified by a DSS function. 
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&L(symbol) 
The length of the data field represented by "symbol"; a four-byte hexadecimal 
string. 

Example: 

SET &L(TABLE)=6 

Access: read-write if "symbol" is an identifier, read-only if "symbol" is a DSS 
function or an identifier qualified by a DSS function. 

&T(symbol) 
The type of the data field represented by "symbol"; a one-byte character 
string. Allowable values are: 

X = hexadecimal 
C = character 

= decimal integer 

Example: 

DISPLAY &T(MESSAGE) 

&T MESSAGE C 

input 

output 

Access: read-write if "symbol" is an identifier, read-only if "symbol" is a DSS 
function or an identifier qualified by a DSS function. 

&SZ(symbol) 
The size of the data field represented by "symbol"; a four-byte hexadecimal 
string. 

Example: 

DISPLAY &SZ(AREA) 

&SZ AREA 0000014E 

Access: read-only. 

Example: 

input 

output 

EQUATE MYNAME=IGC116 } 
DISPLAY &O(MYNAME),&L(MYNAME),_ 

&T(MYNAME),&SZ(MYNAME) 

&0 MYNAME 00000000 I 
&L MYNAME 000001FO 
&T MYNAME X 
&SZ MY NAME 000001FO 

Location Qualifier Functions 

input 

output 

The location qualifier functions are used to refer to oS/vs data fields. There are 
two types of location qualifier functions: 

1. Map-ids - &SVM, &JOB, &TCB, and &PRB. 

2. Miscellaneous location qualifiers - &ADDR,;~~§mirig~II~1 &ID, &RM, &LM, 
&QT, and &Q. 
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These DSS functions are described below, in the same order. 

&SVM 
A map-id that lets you access modules in supervisor virtual storage, that is, the 
nucleus and either then~p~£~i(~i.{~!i!\lf§~}(§~ or resident reenterable 
module area (RRMA) for VS1. The SVM map list describes all load modules 
loaded into OS/VS virtual storage at IP .. I:-.:.1l1 CSECTs and ENTRYs for the 
nucleus load module are defined. The ·~R4~ or RRMA map list contains only the 
descriptions of the load module names, aliases that are objects of loads, and 
entry points that are objects of IDENTIFY macros. 

Example: 

DISPLAY &SVM.IEANUC01.IEAQFXOO.(X'lDO' ,2) 

displays two bytes at offset X'IDO' from entry point IEAQFXOO in supervisor 
load module IEANUCOI. 

Access: N/ A. 

{
SimPle-address-literal} 

&JOB( job-name ) 
A map-id that lets you access the modules in the currently executing step of 
the named job or addressed job-step TCB. CSECT and ENTRYs are included for 
modules that were loaded rather than link edited. 

Example: 

DISPLAY &JOB(JOBl ).MODl 

displays all of module MOD 1 in job JOB 1. 

Acc~ss: N/A. 

& TCB(simple-address-literal) 
A map-id that lets you access a nonsharable subtask module associated with 
the addressed TCB. 

Example: 

DISPLAY &TCB(L'029BO' ).MOD2.CSECTl 

displays all of CSECTI in the nonsharable module MOD2 that is associated with 
the TCB at X'029BO'. 

Access: N/A. 

&PRB(simple-address-literal) 
A map-id·that lets you refer to a specific copy of a load module; &PRB is 
needed only when duplicate copies of the same module are loaded for the 
same task. The PRB map list describes only one module. 

Example: 

DISPLAY &PRB(L'9810'%).MOD3.ENTRYl 

displays the MOD3 associated with the PRB at the location pointed to by the 
four bytes at L'9810', from ENTRYI to the end of module MOD3. 

Access: N/ A. 
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&ADDR([&ASID(IlUmbe,r). ]map-expression) 
Represents the> virtual address of the specified os/vs module, CSECT, or entry 
point as an immediate data field. If &ADDR cannot resolve the parenthetical 
information, a warning message is issued and no data field is created. 

Example: 

DISPLAY &ADDR (IEACVT) 
&ADDR 0000E4DO 

input 
output 

Data-field attributes: offset=O, length=4, type=X, size=4. 

Access: read-only. 

&ASID[( {. ~umber }> ).'location]· 
Job-name 

Identifies an address space. There are three uses for this DSS function: . 

[&CPUID(number) .]&ASID 
Alone or with &CPUID, &ASID represents the number of the current OS/VS2 
address space for the indicated CPU. (If &CPUID is omitted, its default value 
is supplied by &QT.) 
Data field .attributes: offset=O, length=2, type=X, size=2. 
Access: read-only. 

[&ASID(number).]location 
With the address-space number, &ASID qualifies an OS/VS2 virtual storage 
location. "location" can be a map expression, an address literal, or an 
indirect address, but must not b~ a name equated to one of these items. 
When &ASID is omitted, its default value is supplied by &QT. 

Note: &ASID(O) refers to all address spaces; this is useful fpr references to 
common storage in SET &RANGE= and AT commands. &ASID(O) 'is assumed: 
in all references to locations iIi the prefixed storage area; any attempt to . 
qualify such a location by &ASID is ignored. 

Access: N/ A. 

&ASID(job-name) 
With an OS/VS2 job name, &ASID represents the number of the address 
space as'sociated with that job name. 
Data field attributes: offset=O, length=variable, type=C, size = length. 
Access: read-only. 

Examples: 

DISPLAY &CPUID(l ).&ASID 
&ASID 0004 

input 
output 

address space number four is current for· CPU .number one. 
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These AT and DUMP commands use map expressions to refer to an area of 
the OS/VS2 nucleus. In typing the DUMP command, the programmer did not 
bother to specify the &ASID, because the nucleus is in a common storage 
area; all address spaces address it identically. In typing "the AT command, 
however, the programmer wanted to ensure that DSS would stop oS/VS 
when address space number four was entering IEAXXXOO. 

SET &RANGE=&ASID(O}.L'O' 
ON &SA; DIVERT; END. 

Interrupts OS/VS and activates the integrated operator's comsole for DSS 
command input when any address space alters location zero. 

{ 
dss-function } 

&CPUID[(number). address-literal ] 
Identifies a cpu; for mUltiprocessing only. There are two uses for this DSS 
function: 

&CPUID 
Used alone, &CPUID represents the number of the cPU in which the DSS 
monitoring interrupt or RESTART interrupt occured. 
Data field attributes: offset=O, length=2, type=X, size=2. 
Access: read-only. 

{
dss-function } 

[&CPUID(number).] address-literal 
With the cPU number, &CPUID can qualify a cpu-dependent DSS function 
or a .cpu-dependent address (0-4096). When &CPUID is omitted, its default 
value is supplied by &QT. 

Examples: 

DISPLAY &CPUID 
&CPUID 0000 

input 
output 

DSS interrupted OS/VS because of something that happened in cPU O. The 
following examples are self-explanatory. 

DISPLAY &CPUID(1 ).&CAW 
DISPLAY &CPUID(0).&F(2:4} 
DISPLAY &CPUID(1 }.L'200:FFF' 

Note: No qualifier may be omitted from a map.expression if the 
surrounding qualifiers are supplied. Example: 

&ASID(2).&LM(IGC2903D) 

is invalid, because the map-id is omitted. 

The correct expression would be: 

&ASID(2).&SVM.IGC2903D 
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&ID(simple-address-literal) 
Represents. an immediate data field with the following format: 

address ... fully-qualified-symbolic-address 

where "address" is the base address of the load module or lm~·aal,t¢l·p£·m!! 
·n~~~~§!t2!~r·mipp~q:·$Yffi§QI in the area of the address gi~~~~ith· &I1)~~cl· . 
the fully qualified symbolic address is in the form: 

{ 
csect-name } 

·~A.§lQ(~Ym§!r)~map-id.module-name[. entry-point name 

See "Mapped Data Fields," earlier in this section. 

When the address that you specify with &ID does not reside in a mapped data 
field, "address" in the 'output is the specified address and is followed by 

*NOT IN LOAD MODULE* 

Data-field attributes: offset=O, length=variable, type=C, size=48. 

Access: read-only. 

&RM.address-literal 
Specifies a real address. Example: 

DISPLAY &RM.L'1000' 

All address literals are treated as virtual addresses unless qualified by &RM. An 
external symbol may also be qualified by &RM if its address is within the 
virtual=real range. 

::B.gii;·j:·mll~Pt~rti~a·[·$tQmg~!::lf~l..fP!l.l;:i§!.·m:u.~g;!!~~~!~!!·,.~~M~~~Q;I~~;:·: 

Access: N/ A. 

&LM(module-name) 
Indicates that the name in parentheses is a module name, not a CSECT name. 

Example: 

DISPLAY &LM(IGC0503D) 

displays load module IGC0503D. 

Note 1: &LM must not be preceded by a map-id. 

Note 1: &LM is. needed only for unqualified module names that differ from the 
module name in &QT. See "Establishing Default Qualification," below. 

Access: N/ A. 

&QT 
Sets the qualify table so that the map-id and load module need not be 
repeatedly specified. See "Establishing Default Qualification," below. Although 
&QT is not a data field, it can be altered by the SET command, displayed, or 
dumped. 
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Note 1: The initial default value of &QT is 

~~~B.~~~~jj~~~f~~~)!~~~~:~~~~~S?~~~~~!.7~~~~M$·~¥~~~gltE~;~~~!ij: 
~P~£YJlj~ty{~~~9!!Y~m.!~tgglI~.~g .. ciS·· the Hn.umber· of th~ . curr:e~tiy-used .... 
nucleus. After DSS monitors os/vs, the default value of &QT changes to show 
what module was interrupted. 

Note 2: &QT allows you to restrict your symbolic addressing to a single area. 
This could be useful when you use DSS to debug a problem program. 

Note 3: The &QT setting must include at least a map-id or load module name. 

Access: N/ A. 

&Q 
Specifies that the contents of the qualify table are to be used for symbolic 
address resolution. See "Establishing Default Qualification," which follows. 
Examples: 

SET gQ.IEAQFXOO.(X'1DO' ,2)=X'4700' 

DUMP gQ 

Access: N/A. 

Establishing Default Qualification: If the same maps or load modules are 
frequently referred to, you can avoid retyping the explicit qualification by use of 
the qualify-table function (&QT), the qualify function (&Q), and the load-module 
function (&LM). Figure 6 illustrates the optional use of these functions. 

Long Form of Symbol Short Form After Alternate Forms Of Symbol After 
SET &OT=map-id1 SET &OT=map-id1.module1 

f~~§.U!J~lmap-id1.module1 &LM (module1) &0 

~~~SID·(~Jmap-id1.module1.csect1 module1.csect1 csect1 

l~~fl)(>S1]map-id1.module1.entry-point1 module1.entry-point1 entry-point1 

~i~~(~11map-id1.module2 &LM (module2) &LM (module2) 

[~~lQJBJ] map-id1.module2.csect2 module2.csect2 module2.csect2 

(~.8~1~I~TImap-id1.module2.entry-point2 module2.entry-point2 module2.entry-point2 

Note:'&CPUID(y) is also in &QT, and.can beset along with the other qualifiers by attaching it to them as the leftmost qualifier. 

Example; SET &OT=&CPUIO(1 ).&ASIO(3}.&SVM .IEANUC01 

This attachment of&CPUIO to &ASID is allowed only when It follows SET &QT=.· .' 

: '" 

Figure 6. Use of &Q, &QT, and &LM to Specify Symbolic Addresses 
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Examples for Figure 6: 

1. SET &QT=~~I~~i~~&JOB(JOB~~ •.•• ~?~l.~~l~~~ .. ~~~~o use short form 1 for 
referencest~ io~ations in JOBA9f~~.~~7~~ .• ~~.~~.!:\.~.?r example, you could 
then refer to module XYZ in JOBA~~::lgq~t§~~p~~! as simply &LM(XYZ) 
(first line under short form 1), rather than~~$!Br~)~&JOB(JOBA).XYZ (first 
line under long form). 

2. SET &QT='~~~~!?«():&JOB(JOBA).XYZ would allow you to use short form 2 for 
references to locations in JOBA of address space 1. 

For example, you: 

• Can refer to CSECT IEADEF module XYZ as IEADEF (second line under 
short form 2), rather than BlA$ip(lj}&JOB(JOBA).XYZ.IEADEF (second line 
under long form). 

• Can refer to module XYZas &Q (first line under short form 2), rather than 
§t'{\,,~~R(!I~&JOB(JOBA).XYZ (first line under long form). 

• Can refer to module ABC in JOBA as &LM(ABC) (fourth line under short 
form 2), rather thani¥~~i§(Di&JOB(JOBA).ABC (fourth line under long 
form). . ... . . 

• Must~efe~t()CSECT IEAQFX in supervisor virtual storage for address space 
~.~~ .. ~~!!~~~~~&SVM.IEANUCOd.IEAQFX (second.line of long form), because 
~~§!l?{61~9&SVM are not in &QT. 

Map Functions 

The map functions let you display the various maps maintained by DSS, using a 
DISPLAY or DUMP command. These functions are valid only as operands of the 
DISPLAY and DUMP commands. 

The map functions are: 

NUC 
&SVMMAP[( )] 

RRMA 
A map of the supervisor virtual storage. The optional suboperands are used to 
select portions of the SVM, map: 

NUC - a map, ordered by address, of the CSECTs and ENTRYs in the OS/VS 
nucleus. 

........ ;;. i if 
s: .... »,; 
~ • ....... : • 

Ifill! ~I 
i:: 
'o! 

RRMA - (OS/VSl only) an unordered map of the modules in the resident 
reenterable module area. 

~fiiiP1iBand is specified, in OS!VSI NUC is displayed; _~'IiiIl 

Access: read-only. 
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{
job-name } 

&JOBMAP( simple-address-literal ) 
An unordered map of the sharable and nonsharable modules associated with 
the currently executing step of the named job or the addressed job-step TCB. 
&JOBMAP.cannot be qualified by &ASID; DSS uses the&ASIDin &QT. 
Access: read-only. 

& TCBMAP (simple-address-literal) 
An unordered map of the nonsharable modules associated with the addressed 
TCB. &TCBMAP cannot be qualified by &ASID: DSS uses the &ASIDin &QT. 
Access: read-only. 

Example: 

DUMP &SVMMAP(NUC) 

dumps the DSS map of the Os/ys nucleus. 

Event Functions 

While an OS/vs program is executing, it can be monitored for the occurrence of 
certain program events and system events. The occurrence of a monitored-for 
event cau~es an interrupt, followed by the execution of DSS commands that you 
specified as subcommands of the ON command. 

Program Events: The program-event functions are (see "DSS Monitoring," in 
Section 1): 

&B 

&1 

Execution of a successful branch instruction in the monitored portion of OS/VS 
storage. 
Access: N/ A. 

Fetching and execution of any instruction in the monitored portion of OS/VS 
storage. 
Access: N/ A .. 

&SA 
Alteration of monitored OS/VS storage. The contents of OS/VS storage are 
considered to have been altered whenever the CPU executes an instruction that 
causes the whole operand or part of it to be stored in the monitored portion 
of OS/VS storage. 
Access: N/ A. 

&RA 
Alteration of a designated general register by the execution of an instruction 
in the monitored portion of OS/VS storage. Recognition of this event is not 
contingent on the new value being different from the previous one. 
Access: N/A. 

Note 1: In conjunction with register monitoring, a mask of the registers to be 
monitored must be set by the &PRM function. Example: 

SET &PRM=&M(3:6,9) 

ON &RA; DISPLAY &G(3:6),&G(9);END 
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Expressions 

Note 2: All the above program-~vent functions are subject to an 
address-monitoring range (set by &RANGE) over which the requested program 
event recording is to be in effect. Example: 

SET 6RANGE=6LM(IGC004) 

indicates that the portion of OS/VS storage to be monitored is the load module 
I IGC004. 

System Events: The system-event functions and the events that they symbolize 
are: 

&LD(module-name[, ... ]) 
Loading of the specified modules. 
Access: N/ A. 

&UNLD(module-name[, ... ]) 
Unloading of the specified modules. 
Access: N/ A. 

Example: 

ON 6LD(IGC2903D),6P( ,SNAP);END 

When module IGC2903D is loaded, DSS will save information for a snapshot 
dump. 

Note 1: &LD and &UNLD are independent of &RANGE. They are, however, 
subject to the contents of the qualify table, set by &QT, at the time the ON 
command is executed. Each module name in the parenthesized list will be 
qualified by the map-id,'," '., .','" ",":." in the qualify table; the parenthesized list 
must not contain map-ids \\ ",;",:, For &LD, the only map-ids that are 
meaningful are &JOB and &TCB. 'P()r &UNLD, the map-id &PRB may also be used. 

Note 2: The number of system events that can be monitored at one time is 
limited only by the amount of storage available for DSS work areas. See 
Appendix A. 

A DSS expression is an arithmetic, comparison, or boolean operation, or a 
combination of these operations. Any expression returns a single immediate data 

, field. The attributes of this data field depend, on the last operation performed. 

Expressions are evaluated left to right, subject to these exceptions: 

• When more than one prefix operator operates on the same data field, the 
prefix operators are evaluated right to left. 

• The conventional algebraic rules for parentheses are applied . 

• Operators of higher priority (where priority 1 is higher than priority 2, etc.) 
are evaluated before operators of lower priority. Figure 7 shows the hierarchy 
of operator priorities. 
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Priority Operators 

1 prefix +, prefix -, ..., 
2 *, /, / / 
3 +, -
4 >, ...,>, > =, = >, =, "'=, = <, < =, <,...,< 
5 \. && 

Figure 7 ~ Operator Priorities 

Arithmetic Operators 

All arithmetic operations can be performed on either type I or type X data fields. 
If an input data field is type C, an error message is issued . 

. All arithmetic operations are performed with four-byte data fields. (This forces 
type I data fields to represent integer values between -231 and +231-1, and type 
X data fields to represent integer values between 0 and +232-1, before they can 
be operated on arithmetically.) However, the input data fields need not have 
length attributes of 4. If the length attribute of an input data field is not 4, a 
temporary four-byte data field of the same type (I) or (X) is established. The 
input data field is moved into the temporary data field, following the rules of 
data movement for I from I or X from X as shown in the table of truncation and 
padding for the SET and DEFINE commands, later in this section. If truncation 
cannot be performed, or if the length attribute is over 256, an error message is 
issued. 

When the name of a data field is used in an arithmetic expression, the 
operation is performed on the contents of the data field, not on its address. For 
example, A+ 1 results in one being added to the contents of the data field whose 
name is A. (This addition occurs in DSS working storage; the original value of 
data field A is unchanged.) A.(1), on the other hand, specifies a one-byte offset 
from the address of A. 

Prefix Arithmetic Operators: A prefix arithmetic operator produces an output data 
field with the attributes: 

offset = 0 
length = 4 
type = same as input 
size = 4 

If the input field is type X, it must represent an integer between 0 and + 232_1. 

The prefix minus operator produces an output data field that is the algebraic 
negative of the input value. 

The prefix plus operator produces an output data field that has the same 
algebraic value as the input value. 

Infix Arithmetic Operators: The infix arithmetic operators perform their functions 
in a true algebraic sense. 

If both input data fields are type I, the output data field has the attributes: 

offset = 0 
length = 4 
type ~ I 
size = 4 

The output value from the operation must be between -231 to +231-1. 
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If one or both of the input data fields are type X the output data field has the 
attributes: 

offset = 0 
length = 4 
type = X 
size = 4 

The operation's output value must be between 0 and +232-1. 

Comparison Operators 

A comparison operator compares two input data fields and returns an output 
data field that indicates whether the specified relationship is true or false. The 
attributes of the output data field are: 

offset = 0 
length = 1 
type = X 
size = 1 

This data field contains X'FF' if the relationship is true and X'OO' if the 
relationship is false. 

If neither input data field is type C, the comparison is algebraic. An input data 
field with a type attribute of X is assumed to represent an integer between 0 and 
+ 28n-l, where n is the length attribute of the data field. An input data field with 
a type attribute of I is assumed to represent an integer between _28n-1 to 
+28n-1-1, where n is the length attribute of the data field. 

If both input data fields are type C or if one is type C and the other type X 
the comparison is binary. The shorter data field is padded on the right with 
blanks to make the lengths equal, and bit-by-bit comparison is performed from 
left to right. If all bits are the same, the operands are considered equal. The first 
occurrence of an unmatched pair of bits indicates that the operands are not 
equal, and the operand with a 1 in that bit position is considered larger. 

A comparison between type C and type I data fields is invalid. 

Boolean Operators 

Boolean operators can be used with data fields· that have any type attribute and 
any length attribute. 

Prefix NOT: The prefix NOT operator produces an output data field with the 
attributes: 

offset = 0 
length = length of input data field 
type = X 
size = length 

The output data field contains a bit-complement image of the input data field. 
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Input/ Output 

Infix AND, Infix OR: The infix boolean operators produce output data fields with 
the attributes: 

offset = ° 
length = the length of the shortest input data field 
type = X 
size = length 

The AND operator is applied bit by bit to the leftmost L bytes of the longer 
input data field and all of the shorter input data field, where L is the length of 
the shorter data field. 

The OR operator is applied bit by bit to the leftmost L bytes of the longer 
input data field and all of the shorter input data field, where L is the length of 
the shorter data field. 

Examples of Expressions 

3+6*2 

produces an immediate data field with the attributes: offset=O, length=4, type=I, 
and size=4. The data field contains the integer + 15. 

A+B>X'9E' 

does the algebraic addition of the contents of data fields A and B and compares 
the result algebraically with X'9E'. The data field produced has the attributes: 
offset=O, length= 1, type=x, size= 1. This data field contains X'FF' or x'oo', 
depending on the results of the comparison. 

(A=B&&X' 01' )*25+256 

produces a data field with the attributes: offset=O, length=4, type=X, size=4. 
The contents are X'OOOOOlOO' if A-. =B, or X'OOOOO119' if A=B. 

,(A<B) 

is the equivalent of A> =B .. 

A=BIA=C 

is evaluated as true if A=B or A=C. 

(A=BIA=C)&&D=X'FF' 

is evaluated as true if A=B or A=C, and D=X'FF'. 

DSS has a predefined set of I/O names to service I/O needs. These I/O names are 
assigned for the debugging session by the ASSIGN command and removed from 
the debugging session by the RELEASE command. 
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During the debugging session, these I/O names are used by the DIVERT 
command, the SNAP capabilities (AT and ON), and the DUMP command to 
indicate the I/O device, type (input or output), and record format of the I/O 
operation. The I/o names are: 

I/O Name 

CARD 

CMDT 

LOG 

PRINTl 

PRINT2 

PUNCH 

TIN 

TOUTl 

TOUT2 

Device 

A card reader used to read the command stream 

A magnetic tape used to write a copy of the PROCEDURE command and its 
associated command procedure 

A printer or magnetic tape used to create a hardcopy log of the DSS 
session 

A printer used to print SNAP information (AT, ON) and dumps (DUMP) 

Same as PRINTl , 
A card punch used to write a copy of the PROCEDURE command and its 
associated command procedure 

A magnetic tape used to read the command stream 

A magnetic tape used to write SNAP information (AT, ON) and dumps 

Same as TOUTl 

I/O names must be assigned, by means of the ASSIGN command, before they 
can be used. 

Note: CMDT and PUNCH are for use with the DUMP command, when listing 
PROCEDURE commands and associated command procedures via the &PROC DSS 
function. Magnetic tapes (in card-image format) or card decks produced in this 
manner may be read, by issuing the DIVERT TIN or DIVERT CARD commands. 

Figure 8 lists the valid I/O-name and Dss-command combinations. Figure 9 
shows how data is formatted on magnetic tapes used by DSS commands. 
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I/O Name 

CARD 

CMDT 

LOG 

Related 
Commands 

PRINT1 and PRINT2 

PUNCH 

TIN 

TOUT1 and TOUT2 

none (integrated operator's 
console) 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 
x 

x 

Q;' 
E 
III 
c: 

~ 
~ 
0: 
w 
:::: 
CI 

x 

x 

x 

w--= en (I) 

<{ E w III 
-' c: w 6 
0::-:: 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 
x 

x 

x 

x x 

x x 

x 

x x 

Note: The maximum size of a single DSS command, including continuation underscores, 
is 256 characters. This is also the maximum input record allowed from the 
integrated operator's console. 

Figure 8. I/O Names and Related Commands 

Data 
Attributes 

Logical Physical 
Record 

Blocking Record 
Length 

Factor Length 

I/O Name 

CMDT 80 20 1600 

LOG (when magnetic tape) 121 1 121 

TIN 80 1 to 25 2000 

TOUT1 and TOUT2 121 1 121 

Notes: 

• DSS works with labeled and unlabeled 800 and 1600 BPI tapes for input but only 
with unlabeled tapes of those densities for output. 

• DSS does not support seven-track magnetic tapes. 

• TOUT1 and TOUT2 can be printed by means of the IEBPTPCH or IEBGENER 
utility program or itieAMbP~RDMp"selViceaidprogram:5 Since DSS output tapes 
are unlabeled, DCBT~'fo'rmation'm~stbe;u'ppne(rto'rh-;~utility or ~~~~§f~,~~] 
program. 

Figure 9. Magnetic Tape Data Attributes 
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The SNAP Dump 

The SNAP capability is provided for the AT and ON commands only. This is done 
via the &P DSS function, which allows the specification of the SNAP suboperand. 

There are two basic types of SNAP records: 

Type 1 is for 

AT 
ON &B 
ON &1 
ON &RA 
ON &SA 

Type 2 is for 

Any AT command with &P(,SNAP) 
Branch 
Instruction Fetching 
Register Alteration 
Storage Alteration 

ON &LD(module-name) 
ON &UNLD(module';'name) 

Loading of a module 
Unloading of a module 

For a list of the output information provided for each type, see Figure 10. 

Commands 
and Events 

AT ON 

SNAP 
Information 
Provided &B &1 &RA &SA &LD &UNLD 

SNAP Record Type 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 

Activation code as 
Hexadecimal Digits X X X X X X X 

Address of Instruction 
Causing Activation, in 
Hexadecimal· X X X X X 

Basic Old PSW (Address of 
NSI, etc.), in Hexadecimal X X X X X 

I nstruction causing the 
Interrupt, in Hexadecimal X X X X X 

General Purpose Registers 
0-15 (After Instruction 
Causing Interrupt), in 
Hexadecimal X X X X X 

Module Name Being Loaded 
or Unloaded as a 
Character String X X 

Module Address (Beginning 
Location), in Hexadecimal X X 

Module Length, in 
Hexadecimal X X 

X = This Information is Provided 

Figure 10. SNAP Output Information 
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If the AT location or ON event is encountered and you specified the 
SNAP operand for the AT or ON command, then a SNAP record is stored in 
a SNAP buffer that is defined and maintained by DSS. SNAP records are 
accumulated in this SNAP buffer until it is full. 

When the SNAP buffer is full, the following happens: 

1. If the &SOUT DSS function has not been set to a valid I/O name (LOG, 

PRINTl, PRINT2, TOUTl, or TOUT2), then the buffer will wrap around by 
placing the next SNAP record over the first record in the SNAP buffer, 
the next over the second, etc., and then wrapping again and again as 
required. 

2. If the &SOUT DSS function has been set to a valid I/O name, then when 
the SNAP buffer is full, the SNAP information is formatted as explained 
in "Section 5: Output Formats," and sent to the printer or magnetic 
tape. The next SNAP record is placed at the beginning of the now 
emptied SNAP buffer, and the entire procedure is repeated. 

Note: When the DISCONNECT command is issued to terminate DSS, SNAP 
records in the partly filled buffer are formatted and written as explained 
above. Before issuing the DISCONNECT command, you must set &SOUT to 
one of the valid DSS output devices in order to obtain the records that are 
presently in the SNAP buffer. If this is not done, those records are lost. 

Example: 

ASSIGN 
SET 
AT 

PRINT1=14 
&SOUT= I PRINT 1 I 
X, &P ( ,SNAP) ; END 

SNAP information will be printed. 

The Hardcopy Log 

The hardcopy log facility allows you to keep a separate record of input 
from the integrated operator's console and output to the integrated 
operator's console. Although this facility is primarily for hardcopy backup 
of display consoles, it can also be used if the integrated operator's console 
employs a printer-keyboard. 

To start the hardcopy log, issue the command ASSIGN LOG=, where the 
equal sign is followed by a device address in the form of a decimal or 
hexadecimal literal. The addressed device must be a tape device or a printer 
that is supported by DSS and is not already assigned to an I/O name. For a 
complete log of the DSS session, this command should be the first one 
issued; however, it can be issued at any time during the session. 

To combine console I/O with DUMP or SNAP output in the hardcopy log, 
issue SET &DOUT='LOG' or SET &SOUT='LOG'. 

You can release LOG at any time. This stops the hardcopy log output 
and allows you to change the hardcopy log device or magnetic-tape volume. 
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Commands 

The commands, in the order in which they are described, are: *(comment), 
ASSIGN, AT, COLLECT, DEFINE, DISABLE, DISCONNECT, DISPLAY, DIVERT, 

DUMP, ENABLE, END, EQUATE, GO, GOTO, IF, INVOKE, ON, PATCH, PROCEDURE, 

RELEASE, REMOVE, RETURN, REVERT, and SET. 

Each command description includes 

• A description of the command's function. 

• An illustration of the command's syntax, excluding the label, semicolons, and 
blanks; the rules for using labels, semicolons, and blanks are explained earlier 
in this section, under "Blanks" and "Contents of a Command." 

• Programming notes, if applicable. 

• For most commands, one or more examples of usage. 

The general format of DSS commands is: 

{[Iabel:]verb[boperand[, ... ]]} [; ... ] 

Most commands require one or more operands. 

Any operand that is a representation of a data field can have an immediate 
attribute designation appended to it. See "Immediate Attribute Designation," 
under "Data Fields," earlier in this section. 

Note: The &S DSS function must not be used in the label or verb field of a 
command. 

DSS executes a command whenever possible. A command that specifies an 
incorrect action may be executed if it is syntactically correct. 

Diagnostic messages are written to the console. These messages are listed and 
explained in Section 6. Error-handling procedures are described in Section 6, 
under the "Programmer Response" headings, and in Section 4, under "How to 
Correct an Invalid Command." 

The Comment Command 

The comment command is a non-executable command that allows the placing 
of comments between commands; the comments can be stored in" a command 
procedure or inserted on the console sheet. If the comments are stored in a 
command procedure, they will be written when the command procedure is 
displayed or dumped. 

Command Verb Operands 

* [comment] 

comment 
Any combination of characters from the DSS character set is valid 
(apostrophes must be paired); howe~er, a semicolon cannot be part of the 
comment unless the semicolon is embedded in apostrophes, like this: ';' 
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ASSIGN 

Example: 

PROCEDURE SQUARE,A 
* THIS PROCEDURE SQUARES THE VARIABLE A 
SET &S(A)=&S(A)*&S(A);*THIS LINE CONTAINS THREE COMMANDS;END 

The ASSIGN command allocates an I/o device to DSS, then opens the 
corresponding data set; these resource assignments remain effective until they are 
released by RELEASE or DISCONNECT. 

Command Verb 

{
ASSIGN} 
ASGN 

CARD 
PUNCH 
PRINTl 
PRINT2 
TIN 
CMDT 
TOUTl 
TOUT2 
LOG 

Operands 

= device-address [, ... ] 

An I/O name. See "Input/Output," earlier in this section. 

device-address 
The physical address of the device that is to be used. 
Specified as: a hexadecimal or decimal literal. 

Note 1: Any data set that is to be used by DSS must be allocated and opened by 
an ASSIGN command prior to its use. 

Note 2: Return of control to OS/VS by means of a GO command does not 
terminate allocation of the device for DSS use. 

Note 3: If the device is already allocated to OS/VS or was being activated at the 
time of DSS allocation, a message will inform you of this fact and give you the 
opportunity to cancel the ASSIGN command. A device should not be allocated to 
both DSS and OS/vs unless absolutely necessary, because DSS cannot pass OS/VS 
the I/O interrupts that are pending for OS/VS on that device. In addition, if it is 
an output device, DSS and os/vs output could be mixed. Finally, the issuing of a 
GO command before the device is released from DSS use may lead to 
unpredictable results. . 
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AT 

I Note 4: For TIN, if the tape is labeled, ASSIGN spaces forward over the label. 

Example 1: 

ASSIGN PRINT1=14 

allocates a printer with address 14 and opens an output data set (for use by 
DUMP or SNAP via the &DOUT and &SOUT Dss-function settings). 

Example 2: 

ASSIGN TIN=X'280' 

allocates tape device 280 and opens the data set for input only (for use by a 
DIVERT command). 

The AT command establishes breakpoints in executable code at which DSS is to 
be activated and a SNAP dump and/or command procedure is to be executed. 

Command Verb 

AT 

location 

Operands 

location[, ... ][,&P([name][,SNAP] 
[, DISABLE])] 

Text Commands 

[command procedure] 
END 

Specifies a breakpoint in executable code. Each time execution reaches the 
location, an interrupt occurs and actions indicated by the AT command are 
performed . 

. Specified as: any representation of a data field that is within an area of OS/VS 
virtual storage that is monitor able by DSS. (For a list of the areas monitorable 
by DSS, see "Appendix A: Restrictions".) It is assumed that the first byte of 
the data field's referenced string (base + offset) is the first byte of a machine 
instruction. 

name 
Optional. If specified, it is the name of the AT for use in the DISABLE, 
DISPLAY, DUMP, ENABLE, and REMOVE commands. (In addition, a unique 
number is generated for the AT by DSS. This number, printed at the console 
when the AT is read, can be used instead of a name to refer to the AT.) 
Specified as: an identifier. 

SNAP 
Optional. If specified, each time one of the AT breakpoints occurs a 
predefined set of SNAP information will be recorded. If &SOUT is set to an I/O 
name that is assigned a device address, the SNAP information will be printed. 

DISABLE 
Optional. If specified, it indicates that the breakpoints are not to be 
established at this time. However, the command procedure is saved. 
Subsequently, the ENABLE command can be used to establish the breakpoints. 
The ENABLE or DISABLE is by name or number and therefore applies to all 
locations specified in a single AT command. 
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command procedure 
Optional if SNAP is specified. If SNAP is not specified, at least one DSS 

command must be specified before the END command. Any DSS commands 
are valid. 

END 
Delimits the command procedure; must be specified as the last or only text 
command. 

Note 1: This sequence of events occurs if the breakpoint is encountered during 
oS/vs execution: 

1. The instruction specified by the AT command's location operand is executed. 

2. If a SNAP dump was requested, it is taken. 

3. If a command procedure was specified, it is executed. If execution reaches the 
end of the text commands, control is returned to os/vs; that is, a GO 
command is simulated. 

Note 2: DSS checks the syntax of the text commands as you enter them. 
However, a nested command procedure is not syntax checked until the command 
procedure that contains it is executed. 

Note 3: In OS/VSl, the qualification in the qualify table (&QT) when the 
command procedure· is stored is the qualification that will be used when the 

~Pc~~!!~rit:~Qt:gij~Mf!S~!!riri.~· ... .. .. .. ........ ........ .......... . ....... ... . .... . ...... ...... .... .. . ......... . .. . ... .. ..... ... . ....... .. . ..... . 

Note 4: The AT remains effective (can be reused, if enabled) until a 
DISCONNECT command is executed, until the AT is removed by a REMOVE 

command, or until the module containing the breakpoint is unloaded. If the AT is 
specified for locations in two or more load modules, each unloading of one of 
these modules removes the AT for that module only. 

Note 5: If the AT location is in the OS/VSl machine check handler, the AT will 
be ignored when that location is reached. 

Note 6: The AT location must not be an instruction that will be modified or is 
the subject of an Execute instruction. 

Note 7: DSS does not accept an AT for a location containing: 

• An invalid operation code. 
• An OS/VS 1 Diagnose instruction. 
c An OS/VS 1 Monitor Call instruction. 
• An Execute instruction. 
• An OS/VS 1 Set System Mask instruction. 
• An emulator compatibility-feature instruction. 
• An enabled AT, unless the new AT is disabled. 

Note 8: In OS/VSl, DSS does not accept an AT for a location in: 

• The I/O supervisor. 
• The first instruction of each first-level interrupt handler. 
• NIP. 
• bss. 
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COLLECT 

r~~'i~"WOS;VS2: DSS doesQot accept an AT for a locati~~ in: 

f,. Part of the restart interrupt handler. 
i. The part of' the machine check handler that owns the new'PSWs. 
I · Part of the stop/restart subroutine. 
! • Wake-up code in vary online . 

• PSAs. 
• NIP . 
• DSS. 

Note 9: DSS does not accept an AT for any OS/VSl transient area. 

Note 10: The number of A Ts and ONs that can be enabled at the same time is 
limited by the amount of space that is free for storage of their control blocks. On 
the average, this is about 64 ATs and ONs in os/vsl,;wan.:~fiib()ui'~~~~'A,T~:~n4~9.t,J 

t:~QBswT~ 'O~ZVS2. : 
["Note"ll: Use' or'a:'siop"REsTARTInstrucHon 'patche(rinto'o's/VSby'Dss~Ts' not 

recommended as a substitute for an AT command. Although it is very likely that 
this patched-in instruction would have the same effect as the RESTART key, it 
might instead lead to unpredictable. results. 

Example 1: 

AT &LM(IGC2903D),&P(LP5,SNAP) 
DISPLAY 'IGC2903D TRAP' ,&G(3) 
END 

Execution of the breakpoint at load module IGC2903D will result in collecting 
SNAP information, displaying of a message and general register 3 at the console, 
and resumption of OS/VS execution. 

Example 2: 

AT :~Asi:Dr3~)~~:L' 1 EF20' , &P( , SNAP) ; END 

Execution of the breakpoint at location lEF20~foFihe»lhird"adaies'S'~spacelwill 
result in collecting SNAP inforT,ation and the resumption' of osivs execution. 

Example 3: 

AT L'4C'%.( 160);DISPLAY AREA;END 

Execution of the instruction 160 bytes from the location pointed to by L'4C'% 
will result in the display of AREA at the console and the resumption of OS/VS 
execution. 

The COLLECT command copies data from one data field into another data 
field. When more than one execution of COLLECT causes data to be copied into. 
the same data field, the command causes the data to be placed in successive 
elements of the field. 
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Command Verb 

{
COLLECT} 
COL 

dss-data-field 

Operands 

{dss-data-field = data-field2 } [, ... ] 

The name of the data field to be collected into. 
Specified as: an identifier; since the identifier represents a data field, you can 
append an immediate attribute designation to it. 

data field2 

The data field to be collected from. 
Specified as: any representation of a data field that is no more than 2048 or 

. -499§ bytes in length. 

The data is moved in accordance with the length attribute of the second 
operand; the offset attribute of the first operand (that is, the starting point for 
subsequent data collection) is then incremented by the length attribute of the 
second operand. This is the mechanism by which successive elements of the 
collection area are filled by successive executions of COLLECT commands that 
specify the area. 

When the length of the second operand is greater than the remaining space 
(size minus offset) in the collection area, the offset is reset to zero before the 
data is moved. Thus, a collection area is like a wrap-around buffer. 

If, after the data is moved, the remaining space in the collection area is less 
than one collection-area element, that is, less than the length attribute of 
dss-data-field, the offset is reset to zero. This avoids accidental displaying or 
setting of data beyond the end of the collection area. 

Note 1: If the COLLECT command specifies the collection area's offset with an 
immediate attribute designation, that offset is used as the new starting point for 
offset calculations. 

Note 2: A single COLLECT command can be executed repetitively; each 
repetition moves the same amount of data into the collection area. On the other 
hand, if separate COLLECT commands move data into a common collection area, 
the amounts of collected data may differ in length. 

Note 3: If you have used a data field as a collection area and you want to refer 
to it symbolically with assurance that its offset attribute is zero, qualify the 
data-field name with an immediate attribute designation that specifies an offset 
of zero. If the command that specifies an offset of zero is not COLLECT, the 
offset will return to its old value after the command is executed. 

Note 4: To determine which element of a collection area is the next available 
space for a COLLECT command, display the offset attribute with DISPLAY 
&O(name). You might not know how many times the offset has been reset to 
zero, unless inspection of the collection area reveals that information, or unless 
you use an IF command to display the collection area periodically as in Example 
3. 
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Note 5: If the length attribute of the second COLLECT operand exceeds the size 
attribute of the first operand, the data is truncated on the right. 

I Note 6: Negative subscripts are useful in referring to partly filled collection areas. 
Example: To display the last six entries in collection area A, issue DISPLAY 
A(-6:-l) (If offset is less than length*6, an error message is issued.) 

Example 1: 

COLLECT FLDA=&C(l ),FLDB=CODE 

Example 2: 

DEFINE COLLAREA.( ,8,X,8*64) 
EQUATE INTPROC=&SVM.IEANUC01.IEAQFXOO.(X'100' ,2) 
AT INTPROCiCOLLECT COLLAREA=&IPSW.( ,8)iEND 

Each time the instruction location INTPROC is reached, the COLLECT command is 
executed and the I/O old PSW is stored in successive eight-byte fields of 
COLLAREA. The arrow in Figure 11 points to the next available space (that is, 
the referenced string) at base plus offset of COLLAREA after one execution of 
the COLLECT command. 

COLLAREA 

I 

I/O Old PSW 

next available 
space • 

I 
I 

size = I 
I 512 bytes 

I 
~ length = 8 bytes ~ 

Figure 11. Collection Area 

In Figure 11, the next available space is referred to as COLLAREA(O), and the 
previous space is referred to as COLLAREA(-I). See No.te 6, above. 

Example 3:. 

AT INTPROC 

END 
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DEFINE 

The DEFINE command creates a named data field in DSS storage and optionally 
sets the data field's contents to an initial value. 

Command Verb Operands 

{
DEFINE} 
DEF {data-field1-name[ = data-field2] H,···] 

data-fieldcname 
The name of the data field created. 
Specified as: an identifier that is not already in use as the name of a data field; 
since the identifier represents a data field, you can append an immediate 
attribute designation to it. 

data field2 

A data field that contains a value to which the created data field is to be 
initialized. 
Specified as: any representation of a data field that is not more than 2048 or 
49Q§.: bytes in length. 

When no initialization is specified, the attributes of the created data field are 
either determined from the optional immediate attribute designation or by 
default. The default values are: 

offset = 0 
length = 4 
type = X 

size = offset + length 

When initialization is specified and immediate attributes are specified for the 
created data field, the referenced string of the created data field is initialized 
from the other data field, following the rules of padding and truncation given 
later in this section, with the description of the SET command. When initialization 
is specified and no immediate attributes are specified for the the created data 
field, the default attributes are: 

offset = 0 
length = same as length of other data field 
type = same as type of other data field 
size = length 

Note 1: Once defined, a data field exists until it is deleted by the REMOVE 

command or the DISCONNECT command. 

Note 2: When length and size are not equal, it is usually because the data field is 
being defined as a collection area or an array. See Example 1. Although it is not 
mandatory that a collection area's length be a fraction of its size, this technique 
usually facilitates reference' to the individually collected data items. 
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Example 1: 

DEFINE AREA. ( ,8,,512) 

As an array (or collection area), AREA consists of 64 eight-byte elements. 
DISPLAY AREA causes eight bytes to be written. The location of the eight bytes 
depends on AREA's offset, which does not remain zero if AREA is used as a 
collection area. 

Assuming that offset=O, 

DISPLAY AREA(2) 

displays an eight-byte data field that consists of the third element of the array. 

DISPLAY AREA (1:3) 

displays a 24-byte data field that consists of the second through fourth elements 
of the array. 

DISPLAY AREA(O:63) or DISPLAY AREA. ( ,512) 

displays the entire array-a field of 512 bytes. 

Example 2: 

DEFINE A 

creates a data field in DSS storage with the attributes: offset=O, length=4, 
type=x, size=4. The contents of the data field are zeroed. Subsequent 
commands (SET, DISPLAY, etc.) can refer to the data field by using the identifier 
A. 

Example 3: 

DEFINE B=X'OO' 

creates a data field, named B, with the attributes: offset=O, length= 1, type=x, 
size= 1. The contents are X'OO'. 

Example 4: 

DEFINE C.(2,2,C,8)=D 

creates a data field, named C, with the attributes: offset=2, length=2, type=C, 
size=8. The third and fourth bytes of data field C are initialized from the first 
two bytes of data field D. 
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DISABLE 

DISCONNECT 

The DISABLE command causes AT and ON breakpoints to be ignored until 
ENABLE commands reactivate them. 

Command Verb 

{
DISABLE} 
DSBL 

&AT 
&ON 

Operands 

{
&AT} 
&ON 

[( {name "} 
number 

Indicates whether A Ts or ONs are to be disabled. 

name 
number 

[, ... ])]}[, ... ] 

Indicates the enabled A Ts or ONs that are to be disabled. If no name or 
number is specified, all A Ts or ONs are disabled. 
Specified as: an identifier or decimal literal. 

Note 1: If any of the names or numbers specified are not found, or are already 
disabled, a warning message is issued. 

Note 2: If an error is encountered in executing any operand., a warning message 
is issued and processing continues with the next operand until all operands are 

.. processed, at which time you are prompted for a command to correct the error. 

Example: 

DISABLE &AT(ATONE,005),&ON(004) 
GO 

disables the AT named ATONE, the AT numbered 005, and the ON numbered 
004; and returns control to OS/VS without the DSS monitoring for the disabled 
ATs and ON. 

The DISCONNECT command stops DSS operation. DISCONNECT removes all ATs, 

ONs, patches, PROCEDUREs, and DSS user symbols; releases all assigned I/O 

names; and returns control to OS/VS. Use this command when you have 
completed debugging and want to ·terminate the DSS session. 

Command Verb 

{
DISCONNECT} 
DSC 

Operands 

none 
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DISPLAY 

The DISPLAY command writes the contents of a data field or the information 
provided by a DSS function at the console. 

Command Verb Operands 

{gISPLAY} data-field [, ... ] 

data-field 
The data field whose contents are to be displayed. 
Specified as: any representation of a data field, or &QT. 

Note 1: DISPLAY is normally used for short data fields. For extensive data fields, 
use'DUMP. 

Note 2: If an error is encountered in executing any operand, a warning message 
is issued and processing continues with the next operand until all operands are 
processed, at which time you are prompted for a command to correct the error. 

Note 3: If mUltiple operands are used with DISPLAY, the data specified by each is 
written beginning on a new line. 

Note 4: When the operand is a DSS function or includes a DSS function, one or 
more lines are written at the console. The contents and formatting of these lines 
depend on the DSS function. When the operand does not include a DSS function, 
the referenced string of the data field is displayed at the console. For specific 
output formats, see "Section 5: Output Formats". 

Example 1: 

DISPLAY 'IDENTIFIER' 

causes this to be printed at the console: IDENTIFIER 

Example 2: 

DISPLAY &G(O:15) 

displays all general registers at the console; in this case, more than one 
line of output is required. 

Example 3: 

DISPLAY &O(AREA) 

displays the oHset attribute of AREA. 
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DIVERT 

The DIVERT command changes the source of DSS command input. 

Command Verb 

{
DIVERT} 
DVT 

CARD 
TIN 

Operands 

{
CARD} 
TIN 

The I/O name of a card or tape data set that contains command input. If 
neither is specified, the console is assumed. 

Note 1: The commands in the command stream established by DIVERT are 
executed as if each one was specified as a separate physical record. When you 
divert from CARD or TIN, the CARD or TIN input buffer is not cleared out. 
Therefore, CARD or TIN can divert to another data set and be diverted back to 
without the loss of any commands. However, when you divert from the console, 
the console's input buffer is cleared. Therefore, if a DIVERT command is 
specified at the console, it should be the last command in the input record, since 
all following commands in the input record are ignored. 

Note 2: If a command procedure issues a DIVERT, the next command in the 
procedure can be reached by a subsequent REVERT. 

Note 3: When physical end of input is detected on a diverted-to data set, DSS 

executes an implicit REVERT. Physical end of input is an end-of-file condition on 
a card reader or the detection of a tape mark on a magnetiC tape. 

Note 4: If DIVERT is executed as the last command in a command procedure, an 
attempt to REVERT to the command procedure returns control to the console. In 
addition, an attempt to REVERT to a command procedure before one has been 
invoked returns control to the console. 

Note 5: The I/O name must have been allocated by the ASSIGN command. 

Example 1: 

ASSIGN CARD=X'OOC' 
DIVERT CARD 

This causes the cards in the card reader to be used as command input. 

Example 2: 

The console input: 

A:ASSIGN CARD=X'OOC' 
B:DIVERT CARD 
B 1 : RELEASE CARD 
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The diverted-to card input: 

C:ASSIGN TIN=X'183' 
D:DIVERT TIN 
E:RELEASE TIN 

The diverted-to magnetic tape input: 

F:SET A=1 
G:SET B=2 
H:DIVERT CARD 
I:SET C=3 . 

Commands A and B are executed in sequence. Command B causes commands to 
be read from the card reader; commands C and D are then executed. Command 
D causes commands to be read from the tape input device; commands F, G, and 
H are executed. Command H causes commands to be read from the card reader; 
command E is executed. When end of file is detected on the card reader, an 
implied REVERT causes the command stream to switch back to the console. 
Command Bland all subsequent commands are then typed and executed. (See 
the first programming note under DIVERT). Note that command I has not been 
executed; it can be executed by DIVERT TIN. 

Example 3: 

A:PROC Z 
B:ASSIGN CARD=X'OOC' 
C:DIVERT CARD 
D:RELEASE CARD 

END 
F:INVOKE Z 
G:SET C=1 

The diverted-to card input: 

.C1 :SET A=2 
C2:ASSIGN TIN=X'183' 
C3:DIVERT TIN 
C4:DIVERT TIN 
C5:SET B=3 

The diverted-to magnetic tape input: 

T1 : SET B=2 
T2:DIVERT CARD 
T3:REVERT 

Command A is executed. Commands B, C, and D are stored as the text 
commands of procedure Z. Command F is then executed to invoke the procedure. 
Commands Band C of procedure Z are then executed. Command C causes 
commands to be read from the card reader. Commands C 1, C2, and C3 are 
executed. Command C3 causes commands to be read from the tape input device. 
Commands Tl and T2 are executed. Command T2 causes commands to b~ read 
from the card reader. Command C4 is executed, which causes commands to be 
read from the tape input device. Command T3 is executed; this causes control to 
return to the current command procedure, procedure Z. Command D is executed. 
Command D is the last command in the command procedure, so an implicit 
RETURN is executed, and command G is executed next. 
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DUMP 

The DUMP command writes the specified data to the I/O name specified by 
the last setting of the &DOUT DSS function. For specific output formats, see 
"Section 5: Output Formats." 

Command Verb Operands 

DUMP 
{ 

data-field[, ... ] } 
& PRDMP[RM] 

data-field 
A data field whose contents are to be dumped as low-speed, formatted output. 
Specified as: any representation of a data field, or &QT. Immediate attribute 
designation can be used in the data-field representation. 

&PRDMP[RM] 
Specifies a high-speed unformatted dump that can be used as input to the 
AMDPRDMP service aid program while OS/VS2 is running. 

&PRDMP 
A dump of all virtual storage, consisting of all common storage and the 
private area indicated by the &ASID in &QT. 

&PRDMPRM 
A dump of all real storage, including the PSA for the &CPUID in &QT. 

&PRDMP or &PRDMPRM is valid only when &DOUT is set to TOUTI or TOUT2 .. 

&PRDMP[RM] speeds up the dumping of large areas of OS/VS2 storage. DUMP 

commands with this operand dump unformatted information consisting of 
blocked records, whereas DUMP commands without this operand dump 
formatted informaton consisting of unblocked records. Both types of dumps 
can be on the same tape; AMDRPRMP can print the pre formatted information. : 

Each DUMP command with &PRDMP[RM] produces a separate tape data set. 
(That is, the first thing the DUMP command does is write a tapemark.) The 
communication vector table, address space vector table, and address space 
control block (ASCB) are dumped; the ASCB is dumped for virtual storage 
dumps only. DSS types the file sequence number at the console. 

~otel: When DUMP is executed, the I/O name of the output device (PRINTl, 

PRINT2, TOUTl, TOUT2, LOG, CMDT, or PUNCH) must be in the data field 
controlled by the &DOUT DSS function. Initializing &DOUT entails: 

ASSIGN if o-name = device-address 
SET &DOUT = 'if o-name' 

For example, 

ASSIGN PRINT1 = X'OOE' 
SET &DOUT = 'PRINT1' 

Note 2: Only command procedures that have been stored by PROCEDURE can be 
dumped to the card punch (PUNCH) or to the output tape (CMDT). 
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ENABLE 

Note 3: If an error is encountered in executing any operand, a warning message 
is provided and processing continues with the next operand until all operands are 
processed, at which time you are prompted for a command to correct previously 
mentioned errors. 

Note 4: Every dump should have a subheading (specified by &HDR) that 
indicates what area of storage is dumped; every dump is on an offline device 
(&DOUT cannot specify the console), and it may be difficult to trace a dump 
back to the corresponding DUMP command. 

Example 1: 

DUMP L'30000:3FFFF' 

This command dumps OS/VS virtual storage from location 30000 through location 
3FFFF on the output device specified in &DOUT. 

Example 2: 

DUMP &AT,&ON 

This command causes all A Ts and ONs, with their associated command 
procedures, to be printed on the output device specified in &DOUT. 

Example 3: 

ASSIGN CMDT=X'lBO' 
SET &DOUT='CMDT' 
DUMP &PROC (COMS) 

dumps command procedure COMS, which must have been stored by PROCEDURE, 

to magnetic tape CMDT for later command-stream input. 

The ENABLE command activates ATs and ONs that were disabled by either the 
DISABLE command or the DISABLE suboperand of the AT and ON commands. 

Command Verb 

{
ENABLE} 
ENBL 

&AT 
&ON 

Operands 

{&AT} 
&ON 

[( {name } 
number 

Indicates whether ATs or ONs are to be enabled. 

name 
number 

[, ... ])] [, ... ] 

Indicates the ATs and ONs that are to be enabled. If no name or number is 
specified, all A Ts and ONs are enabled. 
Specified as: an identifier or decimal literal. 

Note 1: If any of the names or numbers specified are not found, are already 
enabled, or conflict with other already-enabled AT breakpoints or ON events, a 
warning message is issued for each. 
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END 

EQUATE 

Note 2: If an error is encountered in executing any operand, a warning message 
is provided and processing continues with the next operand until all operands are 
processed, at which time you are prompted for a command to correct the error. 

Example: 

ENABLE &AT,&ON(5) 
GO 

enables all A Ts and ON number 5, and returns control to OS/VS. DSS monitoring 
specified by the newly enabled A Ts and ON is added to the AT and ON 

monitoring that was already specified. 

The END command is used as the final text command for an AT, ON, IF, or 
PROCEDURE command. END is not an executable command; it is a delimiter of 
the text commands associated with a definitional command. 

Command Verb Operands 

END none 

Note: If END is found with no matching AT, ON, IF, or PROCEDURE command, 
it is ignored. 

Example 1: 

ON &LD(HENRY);DUMP &Q;ENABLE &AT(AT1,AT2,AT3, 
AT4,AT5,AT6);GO;END 

Example 2: 

AT L'1000' 
IF FIELD=X'FF' 
INVOKE SETPROC 
END 
END 

The EQUATE command establishes a secondary definition for an existing data 
field. 

Command Verb 

{
EQUATE} 
EQU 

data-field2-name 

Operands 

{ data-field2-name data-fieldl } [, ... ] 

The name of the secondary definition. 
Specified as: an identifier that is not already in use as the name of a data field; 
you can append an immediate designation of any attribute except size. 
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data-fieldt 

The data field for which you want a secondary definition. 
Specified as: any representation of a previously defined or equated data field in 
DSS storage, or a data field in a load module in oS/vs virtual storage. 

Note 1: The attributes of the secondary data field are as follows, where 1 
designates the primary data field and 2 designates the secondary data field: 

base2 = basel plus offsetl 

offset2 = 0, or as specified by immediate attribute designation 

length2 = in OS/VSl, lengthl minus offset2, or as specified by immediate 
attribute designation 

type2 = type l, or as specified by immediate attribute designation 

size2 = sizel minus offsetl 

If offset2 or length2 is specified by immediate attribute designation, the 
referenced string must reside entirely within the bounds established by base2 and 
size2, or the command is rejected and an error message is issued. 

Note 2: When more than one pair of operands is specified, the result is the same 
as if multiple EQUATE commands with single pairs of operands were specified. 

Note 3: Once a secondary definition is established, it exists until it is deleted by 
the REMOVE command, or the primary data field ceases to exist, or the 
DISCONNECT command is issued. In addition, if the secondary definition applies 
to a data field in an OS/VS load module, DSS will remove the 'secondary 
definition if the module is unloaded. 

Example 1: 

EQUATE MYNAME=IGC116 
DISPLAY &SYM(MYNAME) 

DSS replies: 

&SYM NAME=MYNAME REF=EQUATED OFFSET=OOOOOOOO LNG=000001FO TYPE=X 
SIZE=000001FO SCOPE=EXTERNAL QUAL=&SVM.IEANUC01. 

Example 2: 

DEFINE FLDA='ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ' 
EQUATE FLDB=FLDA.(9,3) 
DISPLAY &SYM(FLDB) 

DSS replies: 

&SYM NAME FLDB REF=E~UATED OFFSET=OOOOOOOO LNG=00000003 TYP~=C 
SIZE=0000001A SCOPE=INTERNAL QUAL= 
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GO 

GOTO 

The GO command relinquishes control to OS/VS for resumption of program 
execution, without disconnecting the DSS user. 

Command Verb Operands 

GO 

RECOVER 

·Wh.~·.~JJ3.S~. •· •. ~~·.mqp~~~.n#~iQ~ .• ~y~.~ .•. ·•· .• ~~~ •• · •. Y9y·~.~~i •.•. ~P.·.·.S!*e·.8.9#.ir?~ .•• t6~r~·.···.··.· .•.•••• > .•• ' ii 
(r~cp'yerryrptti~~tipl1.~~~~ge~~J1!J~press·.·R~~T~.~T;· ••. andVlhel1 ••. l).~.~ ..•• P~?ll:l.~ts 
y()uifor •. fl:~RmW~Il9'\~Wf~.:9.()·.~~1PYr~· •.. ·'I'~s·· .. SoIl1~~J1~ .• ·s~~I~~.~~Rre~siJ1~ .... / ...•.•....•.. ) 
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Note 1: OS/VS is restored as it was when DSS received control, except for any 
changes (including implanted AT and ON breakpoints) that you made. 

Note 2: If you want to resume execution at a point other thani!]M§~ the point 
of interruption when DSS gained control, change the current pswal1d any related 
information (general registers, etc.) by means of the SET command and 
appropriate DSS functions before issuing the GO command. 

Note 3: To regain control, other than through activated ATs and ONs, you must 
press the RESTART key; this activates the primary DSS control level. 

Note 4: GO can be issued from any control level. (Control levels are explained in 
Section 4.) 

Example: 

SET &RANGE=&LM(IGC2903D) 
SET &SOUT='PRINT1' 
ON &B,&P(LP30N1,SNAP) 
END 

(DSS lists the name and number of the ON.) 

GO 

Control returns to OS/VS with DSS monitoring. The monitoring is controlled by 
the commands entered before the GO. 

The GOTO command allows nonsequential execution of the commands in a 
command procedure. 

Command Verb 

GOTO 

label 

Operands 

label 

The label specified at the beginning of a DSS command, excluding the colon 
(:). 
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IF 

Note 1: The current command procedure is searched for the specified command 
label, starting at the first command in that command procedure. If the command 
label is not found within the command procedure, DSS issues an error message. 

Note 2: If a GOTO command is issued from the command stream and the 
command label is found in the current command procedure, an implied REVERT 
command is executed and control is transferred to the specified command label. 

Example 1: 

GOTO JOE 

The command labeled JOE will be executed next. 

Example 2: 

A:GOTO D 
B:SET M=2 
C:GO 
D:SET J=l 
E:GOTO B 

The commands will be executed in the order A,D,E,B,C. 

Example 3: 

IF A=l 
GOTO EQUAL 
END 

SET B=2 
INVOKE Q 
EQUAL:SET C=l 
GO 

If A equals 1, the normal sequential processing of DSS commands will be 
interrupted and processing will continue at the command labeled EQUAL. 

Example 4: 

C: DISPLAY 'HERE' 
.A: SET F=l 
B: GOTO C 
D: SET E=2 
C: SET G=3; GO 

When the command labeled B is executed, the OOTO command will result in the 
first c (the DISPLAY command) being executed next; see Note 1 under OOTO. 

The IF command supplies conditional text commands; that is, if the expression of 
the IF command is evaluated as "true," its text commands are executed. If the 
expression is false, the specified text commands are bypassed and processing 
continues with the next command after the END command. 

Command Verb Operands 

IF expression 

Text Commands 

text-commands 
END 
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INVOKE 

expression 
Any expression that can be evaluated as true or false or returns a one-byte 
data field set to X'FF' or X'OO'. The expression may contain arithmetic, 
relational, or boolean operators or a combination of these. 
Specified as: a character string containing data-field representations, and 
usually one or more operators. 

text-commands 
Any DSS commands. 

END 
Indicates the end of the text commands. 

Note 1: If an IF command (and its text commands) is nested within the text 
commands of another IF, execution of the inner IF is conditional on the truth of 
the outer IF's expression. 

Note 2: Any expression that can be evaluated as true or false or returns a 
one-byte data field set to X'FF' or X'OO' is valid in an IF command. Any other 
expression causes an error message. 

Example 1: 

IF BYTE=X'FO' ; DUMP TABLE;END 

compares the contents of BYTE to the literal X'FO'; if they are equal, the DUMP 
command is executed. If they are not equal, the DUMP command is ignored. 

The commands could also have been entered on separate lines: 

IF BYTE=X'FO' 
DUMP TABLE 
END 

Example 2: 

AT INTPROC 
COLLECT COLLAREA=&MPSW 
IF &O(COLLAREA)=O 

DISPLAY COLLAREA.(O,512) 
END 

END 

The INVOKE command causes the execution of a command procedure that a 
PROCEDURE command stored during the current DSS session. 

. Command Verb 

{
INVOKE} 
INV 

procedure-name 

Operands 

procedure-name [,argument] ... 

The name of the command procedure to be executed. 
Specified as: the name of a command procedure that a PROCEDURE command 
stored during the current DSS session. 
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ON 

argument 
The value to be assigned to the corresponding parameter variable of the 
procedure. 
Specified as: A character literal or a character string (the same as a character 
literal, but not enclosed in apostrophes; consecutive blanks will be edited to 
single blanks). 

The parameter variables of the procedure are established as read-only variables, 
with values equal to the arguments. The arguments in the INVOKE command 
must be specified in the same order as the parameter names in the associated 
PROCEDURE command. 

Note: If the specified procedure cannot be located, DSS issues an error message. 

Example: 

PROCEDURE Z,W,A,P1 
SET &S(A)=&S(A)+1 
IF W = 'NOGO' 

GOTO S1 
END 

SET B=&S(P1) 
S1: RETURN 
END 

DEFINE L=O 

INVOKE Z,GO,L,(M+7)*4 

definition of command procedure Z 

definition of the identifier 
to be passed as an argument 

invocation of command procedure Z 

The text commands following the PROCEDURE command are stored as a 
command procedure. The parameter variables of the command procedure are 
defined as if this command were executed at the beginning of the procedure: 

DEFINE W = 'GO', A = 'L', P1 = '(M+7)*4' 

These variables are automatically removed on return from the command 
procedure, as if this command were executed: 

REMOVE &SYM(W,A,P1) 

The ON command specifies the events for which OS/VS execution is to be 
monitored, and the actions to be taken on their occurrence. 

Command Verb 

ON 

dss-function 

Operands 

dss-function[, ... ][,&P([name] 
[,SNAP][,DISABLE])] 

A program event or a system event. 

Text Commands 

[command-procedure] 
END 
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Program Events 

&B Successful branch 

&1 Execution of instruction 

&SA Storage alteration 

&RA General-purpose-register alteration ' 

System Events 

name 

&LD(module-name[, ... ]) 

&UNLD(module-name[, ... ]) 

The loading of the named modules 

The unloading of the named modules 

If specified, the name of the ON for use in the DISABLE, DISPLAY, DUMP, 
ENABLE, and REMOVE commands. (In addition, a unique number is generated 
for the ON by DSS. This number, printed at the console when the ON 
command is processed, can be used instead of a name to refer to the ON.) 

SNAP 
If specified, each time one of the events occurs a predefined set of SNAP 
information will be recorded prior to the execution (if any) of the ON 
command procedure. If &SOUT is set to an I/O name that is assigned a device 
address, the SNAP information will be printed. 

DISABLE 
If specified, indicates that the ON is to be inactive until activated by an 
ENABLE command. 

command-procedure 
Optional only if SNAP is specified. If SNAP is not specified, at least one DSS 
command must be specified before the END command. 

END 
Delimits the command procedure; must be specified as the last or only text 
command. 

Note 1: The program events are monitored during the execution of the object 
program in the address range specified by the "SET &RANGE= address1:address2" 

command. The system events are monitored for the modules listed with &LD or 
&UNLD. 

Note 2: The &RANGE DSS function applies to all program events. Only those 
areas where DSS has monitoring access may be specified by &RANGE; for a list 
of those areas, see "Appendix A: Restrictions." 

Note 3: Registers to be monitored by &RA are indicated by setting the &PRM DSS 
function. Example: SET &PRtyI=&M(1,5:9). You can change &PRM at any time 
without disturbing the command procedure or the enable/disable status of the 
ON command. 

Note 4: DSS checks the syntax of the text commands as you enter them. 
However, nested command procedures are not checked for syntax until the 
command procedures that contain them are executed. 
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PATCH 

Note 5: In OS/VSl, the qualification in the qualify table (&QT) when the 
command procedure is stored is the qualification that is used when the command 

~~~~~?~.~~i~.i~x~~~ted.~Hg§X~§~~~~~£9mM~~gp~9~~~~!~~~~g~*~lj§§~~~~ 
~~J:9q!!![!S~!!g~~ . .. . .. . . .... . . . . ... .. 
Note 6: DSS does not accept an enabled ON for a program event specified in an 
already-enabled ON. 

Note 7: The number of ATs and ONs that can be enabled at the same time is 
limited by the amount of space that is free for storage of their control blocks. On 
the average, this is about 64 A Ts and ONs in OS/VS 1 ,~ijti~~9.q!g~~~ii~il:~~g) 
:~~~m.gl~~§~*· . '. . .. .. ' ........ . 

Example 1: 

SET &RANGE=§!.§·~i?(~)]~;&SVM. IGC2903D. ( 0, 100 ) 
ON &B, &P ( BRANCH, SNA'P ) ; END 

Sets the program event range to the address of IGC2903D through the address 
IGC2903D+99,!B~~!~~S2~~~e.~f~~~~~~~~f DSS will monitor for branches within 
that range. Each time a successful branch is executed within that range, SNAP 

information will be saved and program execution will continue. 

Example 2: 

ON &LD(PAYROLL),&P(LOAD,DISABLE) 
AT &LM(LMB).(X'64' ),&P(LMAT,SNAP);DIVERT 
END 

END 

The AT command is stored along with related information for this ON command, 
but the event is not activated (and therefore not monitored) because DISABLE is 
specified. A subsequent ENABLE &ON(LOAD) is required to activate this event. 
Upon the enabling, the ON event will be monitored. When PAYROLL is loaded by 
OS/VS, the AT will be implanted at the logical breakpoint PAYROLL plus the 
offset of X'64'. When that breakpoint is executed, the SNAP information will be 
recorded and the DIVERT command will give control to the console. Note that 
the first END command delimits the AT command and the second END command 
delimits the ON command. 

The PATCH command changes the· contents of a data field and saves the .. 
original contents. 

Command Verb 

{
PATCH} 
PAT 

data-fieldl 

Operands 

{data-fieldl == data-field2 }[,···][,&P(name)] 

The data field where data is to be inserted. The base and offset attributes of 
this data field determine the first byte of OS/VS storage to be changed. 
Specified as: any representation of a data field that is in an OS/VS load module 
and in an area to which DSS has write access; for a list of those areas, see 
"Appendix A: Restrictions." 
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PROCEDURE 

data-field2 

The data field from which data is to be moved. The length attribute of this 
data field determines the number of bytes to be changed (an important 
difference between PATCH and SET) and cannot be greater than the smaller of 
2048 or~~§ bytes or sizel minus offsetl • 

Specified as: any representation of a data field. 

name 
If specified, the name applied to the patch for use in the DISPLAY, DUMP, and 
REMOVE commands. If more than one patch is given, the name applies to the 
entire group of patches. (In addition, a unique number is printed at the 
console when the PATCH command is processed; this number can be used 
instead of a name to refer to the patch.) 

Note 1: The original contents of data-fieldl can be referred to by using the 

&PATCH{name } 
number 

DSS function with the DISPLAY, DUMP, and REMOVE commands. 

Note 2: Since data-fieldl must be in a load module, it cannot be in a storage area 
acquired by GETMAIN. GETMAIN areas can only be modified by SET. 

Note 3: You cannot patch over an enabled AT breakpoint. 

Example: 

PATCH IEAQFXOO. ( X' 1 DO' ,2 )=X ' 4770' , &P( GOOD·) 

Replaces the two bytes at offset X'IDO' from the beginning of CSECT IEAQFXOO 

with X'4770' and saves the two bytes that were at that location. The name of this 
patch is GOOD. The original contents can be restored by REMOVE 

&PATCH(GOOD). 

The PROCEDURE command defines a command procedure that can be 
activated by the INVOKE command. 

Command Verb 

{
PROCEDURE} 
PROC 

procedure-name 

Operands 

procedure-name[,parameter] ... 

The name assigned to the command procedure. 
Specified as: an identifier. 

parameter 

Text Commands 

command-procedure 
END 

The name assigned to a parameter variable that will be created when the 
command procedure is invoked. 
Specified as: an identifier that is not qualified by immediate attribute 
designation. 

command-procedure 
A series of DSS commands. 
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END 
Delimits the command procedure; must be specifieq as the last text command. 

Note 1: The syntax of the text commands will not be checked until the command 
procedure is invoked. 

Note 2: The parameter variables will not be defined until the command 
procedure is invoked. They will be removed on return from the command 
procedure. See the first example under INVOKE. 

Note 3: A parameter variable cannot be defined by DEFINE, since it is implicitly 
defined when you invoke the command procedure. Thus, 

PROCEDURE PDEF,A 
DEFINE A = 5 

is an error. 

Note 4: A parameter variable cannot be altered by SET, since it is read-only. 

Note 5: Using &S, you can refer to the contents of the argument (in INVOKE) 
that corresponds to the parameter variable. Thus, after 

PROCEDURE PDEF,A 
SET &S(A)=&S(A)+1 
END 

DEFINE ABLE=O 

INVOKE PDEF,ABLE 

ABLE is incremented by 1. 

Note 6: Every command procedure ends with an implicit RETURN command. 
Therefore, if the text is exhausted, the command procedure will terminate 
execution normally. 

Note 7: To make any change to a command procedure, you must remove and 
reenter the entire procedure. 

Example: 

PROCEDURE STOP,LOC,WHERE 
DEFINE PARM=WHERE 
AT &S(LOC) 

END 
END 

DISPLAY '&S(PARM)' 
DIVERT 

These commands define a command. procedure with two parameter variables, 
LOC and WHERE, that are used as substitution variables in the text commands. 
The command DEFINE PARM=WHERE allows the AT-command procedure to 
display the value of WHERE. Although WHERE, a parameter variable, will be 
removed at the end of procedure STOP's execution, PARM will exist when the 
AT -command procedure is executed. 
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RELEASE 

The text commands in this example include two END commands. The first 
END delimits the command procedure stored by AT; the second END delimits 
the command procedure stored by PROCEDURE. The latter command 
procedure could be invoked by: 

INVOKE STOP,L'2CO' ,'CSECT A ENTERED' 

This causes STOP to be executed with parameter variable LOC set to L'2CO' 
and parameter variable WHERE set to 'CSECT A ENTERED'. 

The RELEASE command closes a data set and returns the associated I/O device 
to OS/VS. 

Command Verb 

{
RELEASE} 
REL 

CARD 
TIN 
CMDT 
PUNCH 
PRINTl 
PRINT2 
TOUTl 
TOUT2 
LOG 

Operands 

CARD 
TIN 
CMDT 
PUNCH 
PRINTl 
PRINT2 
TOUTl 
TOUT2 
LOG 

too.] 

The I/O name of the device to be released. 

Note 1: All data sets to be released must have been previously allocated by the 
ASSIGN command. ' 

Note 2: For TOUTl, TOUT2, or CMDT, RELEASE writes a tape mark and does a 
rewind and unload. For TIN, RELEASE does a rewind and unload.' 

Note 3: If the I/O name being released was for dump output, &DOUT is set to 
blanks to indica'te no device assignment. 

Note 4: If the I/O name being released was for SNAP output, the SNAP buffer is 
dumped prior to closing the data set and &SOUT is set to blanks to indicate no 
device assignment. 

Note 5: If the I/O name being released is used by the current command stream, a 
warning message is issued and the I/O name is not released. 

Note 6: If an error is encountered in executing any operand, a warning message 
is issued and processing continues with the next operand until all operands are 
processed, at which time you ar~ prompted for a command to correct the error. 

Example: 

RELEASE PRINT1, CARD 

closes the PRINTl and CARD data sets and releases the associated printer and 
card reader. 
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REMOVE 

The REMOVE command deletes ATs and ONs, along with their associated 
command procedures, as well as patches, command procedures stored by 
PROCEDURE, and Dss-user-defined data fields. 

Command Verb 

{
REMOVE} 
REM 

&AT 
&ON 
&PATCH 

Operands 

1 
&AT I &ON 

&PATCH 
{

name } 
[( number [,:"])] 

&PROC [(procedure-name[, ... ])] 
&SYM [(dss-data-field[, ... ])] 

Indicates whether ATs, patches, or ONs are ,to be removed. 

name 
number 

[, ... ] 

Indicates the ATs, patches, or ONs that are to be removed. If no name or 
number is specified, all ATs, patches, or ONs are removed. 
Specified as: an identifier or decimal literal. 

&PROC 
Indicates that a command procedure stored by PROCEDURE is to be removed. 

procedure-name 
Names a PROCEDURE to be removed. If not specified, and &PROC is specified, 
all such command procedures are removed. 

&SYM 
Indicates that a data field is to be removed. 

dss-data-field 
Names a data field that was created by DEFINE or EQUATE and that is to be 
removed. If not specified, and &SYM is specified, all data fields that were 
created by DEFINE or EQUATE are removed. 

Note 1: REMOVE is implied for ATs,ONs, PROCEDUREs, patches, and 
user-defined data fields when DISCONNECT is issued. 

Note 2: REMOVE is implied for an AT when the module that contains the 
breakpoint is unloaded. This removal is partial if the AT was specified for 
locations in more than one load module; the AT remains effective for the 
modules that remain loaded. 

Note 3: REMOVE is implied for all symbols that are equated to data fields in a 
module being unloaded· or equated to a data field being removed via REMOVE 
&SYM. 

Note 4: You can remove a symbol equated to an oS/VS data field with no effect 
on the aliases equated to that symbol. 
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RETURN 

Note 5: If an error is encountered in executing any operand, a warning message 
is issued and processing continues with the next operand until all operands are 
processed, at which time you are prompted for a command to correct the error. 

Examples: 

REMOVE &ON,&AT(ATl ),&SYM(FLDA,FLDB) 

removes all of your ONs, the AT named AT1; and the symbols FLDA and FLDB. 

REMOVE &AT( 1 ) 

removes AT number 1. 

The RETURN command terminates the execution of a command procedure and 
returns control to the point from which the command procedure was invoked. 
Execution continues with the command following the INVOKE that invoked the 
terminated command procedure. If any parameter variables are used by the 
terminated command procedure, they are removed. 

Command Verb 

{
RETURN} 
RET 

ALL 

Operands 

[ALL] 

Terminates all active command procedures and returns control to the console. 

Note 1: If the INVOKE command was issued from a command stream, execution 
continues with the next sequential command in the stream. (This may not be the 
command following the INVOKE, since the invoked procedure could have diverted 
back to part of the command stream.) 

Note 2: If command execution reaches the end of the command procedure before 
it reaches a RETURN command, an implicit RETURN is executed. 

Note 3: Execution of a RETURN command in a command stream at the primary 
control level causes control to be returned to the console. (For an explanation of 
control levels, refer to "Control Levels," in Section 4.) 

Example 1: 

PROCEDURE B 

RETURN 
END 

The execution of procedure B is terminated and control returns to the point of 
invocation. 
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REVERT 

Example 2: 

PROCEDURE C 

RETURN ALL 
END 

The execution of procedure C and all other active procedures is terminated and 
control returns to the console. 

The REVERT command returns control from the command stream to the current 
command procedure. Execution of the command procedure resumes with the 
command following the last-executed DIVERT command. 

Command Verb 

{
REVERT} 
RVT 

Operands 

none 

Note 1: If no DIVERT has been issued by the current command procedure, the 
REVERT command is ignored. 

Note 2: Execution of a REVERT command in the primary control level returns 
control to the console. (For an explanation of control levels, refer to "Control 
Levels," in Section 4.) 

Example: 

A: PROCEDURE Z 
B: ASSIGN CARD 12 
C: DIVERT CARD 
END 

E: INVOKE Z 
F: RELEASE CARD 

The diverted to card input: 

C1: SET C = 
C2: REVERT 
C3: SET D=2 

Command A is executed. It causes commands Band C to be stored as 
command procedure Z. Command E is executed, which causes command 
procedure Z to be executed. Commands Band C are now executed. Command 
C causes commands to be read from the card reader. Commands Cl and C2 

are executed. The end of the command procedure is reached, and an implied 
RETURN is executed. Command F is then executed. 

Command C3 has not been executed and cannot be executed by DIVERT 

CARD, since the card reader has been released. 
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SET 

The SET command is used to insert data into a data field. No record of the 
operation is kept by DSS. 

Command Verb Operands 

SET {data-fieldl = data-field2 } [, ... ] 

data-fieldl 

The location where data is to be inserted. The length attribute of this data 
field determines the number of bytes to be changed. This is an important 
difference between SET and PATCH; in the PATCH command, the length of data 
field2 determines the number of bytes to be changed. 
Specified as: any representation of a data field to which DSS has write access 
(or &QT), and which is no more than 2048 or409§ bytes long. For a list of 
areas to which DSS has write access, see "Appendix A: Restrictions." 

data-field2 

The data field from which data is to be moved. If its length differs from that 
of datafield., this data field is padded or truncated, according to data type, as 
shown in Figure 12. 
Specified as: any representation of a data field. 

Note 1: The REMOVE command removes only PATCH alterations, not SET 
alterations. 

Note 2: When you alter OS/VS storage with the SET command, keep a record of 
the change by displaying the storage area before and after. 

Note 3: SET l:~ I (any-dss-function) is invalid. 

&SZ 
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Type Attribute Length Attribute 

Data Field 1 Data Field 2 Data Field 2 Less Data Field 2 Equal Data Field 2 Greater 

C C Data field 2 is padded on Data field 2 is moved as is. Data field 2 is truncated 

C X right with blanks. on right. Warning issued 
if any nonblanks are 

X C truncated. 

C I Invalid operation raises Invalid operation raises I nval id operation raises 

I C 
error condition. error condition. error condition. 

I I Data field 2 padded on left Data field 2 moved as is. Data field 2 truncated on 

by propagating sign bit. left. Warning issued if 
significant bits are lost. 

X X Data field 2 padded on left Data field 2 moved as is. Data field 2 truncated on 

with zeros. left. Warning issued if 
significant bits are lost. 

I X Data field 2 padded on left Data field 2 moved as is. Data field 2 truncated on 
with zeros. Warning issued if result left. Warning issued if 

after move is negative. significant bits are lost or 
resu It after move is 

negative. 

X I Data field 2 padded on left Data field 2 moved as is. Data field 2 truncated on 

by propagating sign bit. Warning issued if result left. Warning issued if 

Warning issued if result is after move is negative. significant bits are lost or 

negative. result is negative. 

I Figure 12. Truncation and Padding by SET and DEFINE 

Example 1: 

SET &O(AREA)=O 

Changes the offset value of the data field AREA to zero. 

Example 2: 

SET &PSW=X'OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO' or SET &PSW=O 

Sets the current resume PSW:f~r~ec~tiideritlfie~Uj~Qt to zero. 

Example 3: 

SET L'29000'=X'OO' 

Sets four bytes at location 29000 to zero. 

Example 4: 

SET FLAG=FLAG\X'40'i 

Sets the data field FLAG to the contents of the immediate data field that 
results from evaluating the expression FLAG I X' 40' : 
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Example 5: 

SET &SOUT='PRINT1' 

The device assigned to the PRINTl I/O name is now the SNAP output device. 

Example 6: 

IF FLDA=6 
SET CTR=CTR+1 

END 

Increments CTR if FLDA equals 6. 
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Section 3: Command Summary 

This section consists of five figures: 

Figure 13. DSS Commands 
The commands, their formats, and their uses. 

Figure 14. Command Operands 
. How to type the operands that Figure 13 shows in lowercase letters. 

Figure 15. DSS Functions 
The DSS functions, their formats, and their meanings. 

Figure 16. Using DSS Functions 
The DSS functions and the commands that they can be used in. 

Figure 17. I/O Names and Their Uses 
The Iio names, the commands they can be used in, and their purposes. 
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Command Verb Operands and Text Commands 

* [comment] 

{ASSIGN} ICARD \ 
ASGN TIN 

CMDT 
PUNCH 

{ PRINT1 = device-address} [ , ... 1 
PRINT2 
TOUT1 
TOUT2 

\ LOG I 

AT location[ , ... ] [,&P([name] [,SNAP] [,DISABLE])] 
[command-procedure] 
END 

{COLLECT} { dss-data-field = data-field2 } [ , ... 1 
COL 

{DEFINE} 
DEF 

{data-field1-name [= data-field2 ] } [ , ... ] 

{DISABLE} 
DSBL 

{{&AT I rame 
} } &ON [( number [, ... ])] [, ... ] 

{DISCONNECT} 
DSC 

{ DIS~LAY} data-field [ , ... ] 

{DIVERT} _[ {CARD}] . 
DVT TIN 

DUMP 1:~~~~~~{-~~tl } 
{ENABLE} 

ENBL 
{{ &AT} {"arne } } &ON [( number [, ... ])] L ... ] 

END 

Figure 13. DSS Commands (part 1 of 3) 

Function 

Puts a comment into a command procedure 
or onto the console sheet. 

Assigns an I/O name for use by DSS; allocates 
an I/O device to DSS. 

Establ ishes AT breakpoints at which a SNAP dump and/or a 
command procedure will be executed. 

Copies data from source data fields into successive elements 
of a receiver data field. 

Defines a data field in DSS work space and, optionally, 
initializes it. 

Disables ATs and ONs until ENABLE commands 
reactivate them. 

Terminates DSS and returns control to OS/VS. 

Writes data at the integrated operator's console. 

Changes the source of DSS command input. 
The source may be the integrated operator's console, 
a card reader, or a tape drive. 

Du mps the specified data. 

Activates A Ts and ONs. 

Ends text commands for the AT, ON, IF, and PROCEDURE 
commands. 
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Command Verb 

{EOUATE} 
EOU 

GO 

GOTO 

IF 

{ INVOKE} 
INV 

ON 

{PATCH} 
PAT 

{PROCEDURE} 
PROC 

{RELEASE} 
R~L 

{ REMOVE} 
REM 

Operands and Text Commands 

{data-field2-name = data-field1 } [ , ... ] 

[RECOVER} 
'c,cc,,~ ,c~" -',c~""~' 

command-label 

expression 
text-commands 
END 

procedure-name [,argumentl ... 

dss-function[ , •.• ] [,&P([name] [,SNAP] [,DISABLE})] 
[command-procedure} 
END 

{data-field 1 == data-field2 }[, ... 1 [,&P(name)) 

procedure-name [,parameter] ... 
command-procedure 
END 

I CARD \ 
TIN 

I CMDT 
, 

PUNCH 
PRINT1 [, ... ) 
PRINT2 

I TOUT1 
TOUT2 

\ LOG I 

rAT i &ON [( { nam~ } [ , ... l) 1 
&PATCH num er 

[, ... l 

&PROC [(procedure-name [ , ... 1 ) 1 
&SYM [(dss-data-field[ , ... ])] 

~ Figure 13. DSS Commands (part 2 of 3) .., -
'< 

\0 

Function 

Applies an alias to a data field defined by the DSS user or to a data 
field in OSIVS storage. 

Returns control to OSIVS with DSS monitoring. 

Allows nonsequential execution of a command procedure. 

Designates text commands whose execution depends on whether 
the expression is evaluated as true or false. 

Invokes a command procedure stored by a PROCEDURE command. 

Specifies ON events on which a SNAP dump and/or a command 
procedure will be executed. 

Alters the contents of a specified data field and keeps a record of the 
original data. 

Stores a command procedure to be invoked later by an INVOKE 
command. 

Closes a data set and returns the associated I/O device to OS/VS. 

Deletes: ATs, ONs, and associated command procedures; command 
procedures stored by PROCEDUR E; patches; and DSS·user-clefined 
data fields. 
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Command Verb Operands 

{RETURN} [ALL] 
RET 

{REVERT} 
RVT 

SET { data-field 1 = data-field2 } [ , ... ] 

'----- ~ 

0. Figure 13. DSS Commands (part 3 of 3) 
r. 
:3 

Function 

Terminates the execution of a command procedure and returns control 0 

to the point from which the command procedure was invoked. 

Returns control from a command stream to the current command 
procedure. 

Alters the contents of a data field without saving the 
original data. 
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Operand 

argument 

command-procedure 

comment 

data-field 

Specified As 

character string or character literal 

any DSS commands 

character string 

address literal 

character literal 

decimal literal 

hexadecimal literal 

name used previously as a data-field
name operand or parameter operand 9 

a DSS function that can be used in the 
operand's position; see Figure 16 

map expression 7 .. 
indirect address 

indicator 1 indicator 2 

" 

§ Figure 14. Command Operands (part 1 of 3) 
p) 
:::I 
0. 
til c:: 
3 
3 
p) 

~ 

\C 
I.IJ 

Format 

C 1 

Commands separated from each other and from definitional 
command by semicolons or by entry on separate lines 

C 1 

L'x,5 [.(o,l,t,sz)] 4 

'c' 1 

n 2 

X'x,5 

identifier6 [.(o,l,t,sz)] 4 

See Figure 15 

See Figure 15 

J address-literal} [( I )] 4 
1 dss-function 8 . 0, ,t,sz 

data-field-name [(n[:m])] 3 

{
'address-literal t o[ (I )] 4 

. 8 r . 0, ,t,sz 
dss-functlon 

indirect-address 
data-field-name 

{% [.(o,l,t,sz)] 4} ... 

{
addreSS-literal t 
dss-function 8 r [.(o,l,t,sz)] 4 

indirect-address 
data-field-name 

Example 

ABCD 

IF A=B 
DISPLAY & PSW,&G(o:9) 
GO; END 

TH IS COMMENT 

L'3COOO' 

'TOUT1' 

1234 

X'89AB' 

AREA5 

&PSW 

&SVM.MODULE 1 

L'1234'%% 

A:A(5) 
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Operand Specified As 

data-field-name name of data field being defined 
(must be a unique name) 

device-address decimal device address 

hexadecimal device address 
, 

dss-data-field name used previously as data-field-
name operand or parameter operand9 

dss-function &8, &1, &SA, &RA, &LD, or &UNLD 

expression a character string, containing data-field 
representations and usually one or more 
operators, that can be ,evaluated as true 
or false or represents a one-byte data 
field set to X'FF' or X'OO' 

label name used as a label in the current 
command procedure 

location address literal 

name specified by EQUATE as the 
name of a location in an OSNS 
load module (not valid if qualified 
by &ASID) 

DSS functionS 
-

indirect address 

Figure 14. Command Operands (part 2 of 3) 

Format· Example 

identifier 6 [(n[:m])] 3 [.(o,I,t,sz)] 4 AREA5 

n 2 14 

X'x,5 X'OOE' 

identifier 6 [(n[:m])] 3[.(o,I,t,sz)] 4 .AREA5 

&8 &LD(lGC07,IGC08) 
&1 
&SA 
&RA 
&LD (module-name [, ... 1 ) 
&UNLD (module-name [ , ... ]) 

data-field {[ [Ij] operator[lj] data-field]} ... A <8+9 

identifier 6 A6 

L'x,5 [.(0,I,t,sz)]4 L'1234' 

identifier 6 [(n [:m] )J 3 [.(o,I,t,sz)] 4 TESTLOC 

See Figure 15. &Q 

{address-li.teral } [.(o,I,t,sz)J 4 L'1234'%% 
dss-functlon S 

{%[.(0,I,t,sz)]4} ... 

data-field-name [( n [: m] )J 3 



Operand Specified As 

name name of the AT breakpoint, ON 
breaj<point, or patch 

number number of the AT breakpoint, ON 
breakpoint, or patch 

parameter name of the parameter 

procedure-name name of the command procedure 

text-commands any DSS commands 

Notes: 

1 Where c is any character string. 

2 Where n is a decimal integer. 

identifier 6 

I n 2 

identifier 6 

identifier 6 

See Figure 13 

3 A subscript (n) or subscript range (n:m), where nand m are decimal integers. 

4 I mmediate attribute designation, where 

o = ofiset I 
I = I:ngth in bytes, specified as a decimal literal, hexadecimal literal, symbol, or expression 
sz = sIze 
t = type expressed as I, X, or C, where I = decimal 

X = hexadecimal 
C = character 

5 Where x is a hexadecimal integer. 

Format 

6 A character string that starts with an alphabetic or alphabet-extender character optionally followed by as many as seven alphameric characters. 

7 The first operand of PATCH must be a map expression. 
8 See Figures 15 and 16. 

9. Except that REMOVE cannot remove parameters. 
W • If a parameter, the command procedure that defines it must be active. 
~ o· 
=' 
~ Figure 14. Command Operands (Part 3 of 3) 
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TEST 
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Type of DSS Function 

Machine Register 

Program Status 

Machine Status 

Command-Related 

Format 

&G (1 register t) 
lrange f 

&C(jregister }) 
1 range 

Meaning 

general-purpose registers 

control registers 

&EPSW external PSW (old) 

&EPSWN 

&IPSW 

&IPSWN 

&PPSW 

&PPSWN 

&SPSW 

&SPSWN 

&MPSW 

&MPSWN 
&PSW 

&RPSW 

&RPSWN 

&AC 

&CAW 

~&Clb 
&CSW 

',' . 

external PSW (new) 

1/0 PSW (old) 

1/0 PSW (new) 

program PSW (old) 

program PSW (new) 

SVC PSW (old) 

SVC PSW (new) 

machine check PSW (old) 

machine check PSW (new) 

current PSW 

restart PSW (old) 

restart PSW (new) 

ac*ivation code 

channel address word 

.,~ 1~;=~tl~n;~~id'~'mi~i~;tiQnJ 
channel status word 

L&IOEL 
rry.""·'.'-"'-"~~'Y'--""'''''~-'='''''''~''''-'~''''''''.'~'--r, __ """"'M'~ I. ""_~, , •.• " .. ,~ .• """'," .w~, ~~''''',-w''_W-'-'~'''~! 

""., .#, •• ,_,. ,.' ,.,~,;,.,~,.,., .,,",,' •• , •• ~., •.•• " "',b_ •••• , ". .. ."JlQ.~ :l<~~lJctE!(t Logou ~J~c:I,c:lI~SL j 
&MC 

&PRM 

&AT[(jname U, ... ])] 
1 numberf 

&ON[Oname U, ... ])] 
lnumberf 

&PATCH [(j name t [ , ... ])] 
1 numberf 

monitor call 

register alteration mask 

ATs 

ONs 

patches 

&PROC[(procedure~name[, .•. ])] PROCEDURE-command procedures 

&SYM [dss-data-field[ , .•• ])] user-defined data fields 

&P(Jname l 
1 [name] ['SNAP] [,DISABLE] f) operand for AT, ON, or PATCH 

r&PROl\7lPTRM]--····;--c--r~·-:~Y'·='~~··w~-~ I'~ "-'operancffor:150ivl"JiT&PRDMp'orl 
t '/. 'W', •• ~. '~~.-~.:" .... ;, , .;"' •• ".~~. '. _;".:.::,~"." •••••••••• =., •. ' """ •• ", "&,~flQJ',!'1'pJ3Ml., .•. ,,,, .. ,.=, •• =~,.~ .•• " ••• =,,,.J 

&S(dss:(!ata-field [ , .•. ]) , character-string substitution 

&DOUT D':JMP output destination 
&SOUT 

&HDR 

&M({register}[, ••• ] ) 
range 

SNAP output destination 

DUMP subheading 
mask function 

Figure 15. DSS Functions (Part 1 of 2) 
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Type of DSS Function 

Attribute 

Location 
Qualifier 

Map 
Expressions -< 

Map 

Event 

Format 

&O(symbol) 

&L(symbol) 

&T(symbcl) 

&SZ(symbol) 

&AOOR [&ASIO(number).] map-expression 

&ASIO[( {nUmbed.locatiOn} ] 
job-name) 

{ 
dss-function } 

&CPU 10 [(number). address-literal ] 

&IO(simple-address-literal) 

& R M .address-I i teral 

&SVM.module-name [. . ] { 
csect-name } 
entry-p0lnt-name 

{
job-name } 

&JOB( . I dd I' I I·module-name simp e-a ress- Itera 

& TCB (si mple-address-I iteral) .module-name 

[ J csect-name r 
'1 entry-poi nt-name r] 

&P R B (simple-address-I iteral) .module-name 

[. . ] { 
csect-name } 
entry-polnt-name 

&LM(module-name) 

&Q [. { csect-name }] 
entry-poi nt-name 

&QT 

NUC 

LPA 
&SVMMAP[( ALPA )] 

RRMA 

_. {jOb-name } 
&JOBMAP( . .) 

slmple-address-Ilteral 

&TCBMAP(simple-address-literal) 

&B 

&1 

&SA 

&RA 

&LO(module-name[ •... ]) 

&UNLO(module-name[ •... ]) 

Figure 15. DSS Functions (Part 2 of 2) 

offset 

length 

type 

size 

Meaning 

hexadecimal address 

address-space id 

CPU id 

symbolic address 

real address literal 

SVM map-id; indicates that the module is in 
supervisor virtual storage 

JOB map-id; indicates that the module is in 
the named job or addressed job-step task 
control block 

TCB map·id; indicates that the module is 

associated with the addressed task control block 

PRB (program request block) map-id; used in 
place of TCB when there are duplicate copies 

load module 

qualify function 

qualify-table function 

SVM map 

JOB map 

TCB map 

branch 

instruction fetch and execute 

storage alteration 

register alteration 

load a module 

unload a module 
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\C 
QC 

o 
C/l ........ 
< 
C/l 

CJ ,< 
:::l 

3 
;:S" 

C/l 
c: 

-:::J 
-:::J g 
C/l 

~ 
(J 

3 

~ 
Note: Complete command formats are not shown. » 

(") 
'V'V'v indicates where additional operands 
are required. 

AT dss-function; 'V'Vv 

AT 'V'V'v ['dss-function( [name] [,SNAP] [,DISABLEll]; 
'v'vv 

COLLECT data-field-name = dss-function X 

DEFINE dss-data-field = dss-function X 

DISABLE dss-function 

DISPLAY dss-function X 

DUMP dss-function X 

ENABLE dss-function 

EQUATE data-field-name = dss-function 

IF expression-incl uding-dss-function X 

ON dss-function; 'V'V'v 

ON 'VV'v [,dss-function( [name] [,SNAP] [,DISABLE])]; 
'VV'v 

PATCH dss-function = data-field 

PATCH data-field = dss-function X 

PATCH 'V'V'v [,dss-function(name)) 

REMOVE dss-function 

SET dss-function = data-field 

SET data-field = dss-function X 

Figure 16. Using DSS Functions (Part 1 of 2) 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ » » » OJ· (") (") (") (") (") 0 m m " 0 (J) -I » 5 "tJ (J) 0 "tJ "tJ 

0 5 :E c :E c (J) (J) 

6 :E :E JJ -I Z 

X 

X X X X X X X X X X X 

X X X X X X X X X X X 

X 

X X X X X X X X X X X X 

X X X X X X X X X X X X 

X 

X 

X X X X X X X X X X X 

X 
, 

, 

X 

X X X X X X X X X X 

X 

X 1 X X X X X X X 

X X X X X X X X X X 

1Excluding &C (9:11) in OSIVS1. 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~I 
G"') I - 5 0 

c.... c.... r r r ~ ~ ~ ~ 0 0 "tJ "tJ 0 0 0 
~ ~ 

0 ~ (") "tJ "tJ Z 
JJ 

m OJ OJ (J) (J) r ~ :E :E Z » 
"tJ 

z 

X X 

X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 

X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 

X 

X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 

X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 

X 

X X 

X X X X X X X X X X X X X 

X X 

X X 

X X X X X X X X X X X X X 

X 

X X X X X X X X X X X 

X X X X X X X X X X X X X 



'Jl 
n 
!l 
o· 
::l 
'.;.) 

n 
o 
:3 
:3 
r.l 
::l 
0-

'Jl 
t: 
:3 
:3 
r.l 

~ 

\D 
\D 

Note: Complete command formats are not shown. 
r\./vv indicates where additional operands 
are required. 

AT dss-function; 'V'\./V 

AT 'VV'\.J [,dss-function([name] ['SNAP] [,DISABLE])]; 
rvv\.J 

COLLECT data-field-name = dss-function 

DEFINE dss-data-field = dss-function 

DISABLE dss-function 

DISPLAY dss-function 

DUMP dss-function 

ENABLE dss-function 

EQUATE data-field-name = dss-function 

IF expression-including-dss-function 

ON dss-function; rV'v\.J 

ON rvv\.J ['dss-function( [name] [,SNAP] [,DISABLE] )] ; 
'VVv 

PATCH dss-function = data-field 

PATCH data-field = dss-function 

PATCH rvv\.J [,dss-function(name)] 

REMOVE dss-function 

SET dss-function = data-field 

SET data-field = dss-function 

Figure 16. Using DSS Functions (Part 2 of 2) 
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I/O Name 

LOG 

CMDt 

PUNCH 

TOUT1 

TOUT2 

PRINT1 

PRINT2 

CARD 

TIN 

Related 
Commands 

none ( integrated 
operator's console) 

Cll 

E on 

:g e 
1"0 
o "0 

--- co Z ~ 
~ 05 
CJ) Cll 
CJ)"O 
« II 

x 

x 

x 

x 
x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

Cll 

I- E 
0: :g 
UJ I 
> 0 

00 :; 

x 
x 

x 

Figure 17. I/O Names and Their Uses 
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...... 
UJ Cll 

~ ~ 
UJ c: 
....II 
UJ 0 
0::-::: 

x 
x 

x 

x 

x 
x 

x 

x 

x 

I- Cll 

::> E o co 
Cl c: 
~ 6 
1-:-::: 
UJ
CJ)II 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

I- Cll 
::> E 
o :g 
CJ)I 
~ 0 
1-:-::: 
UJ -
CJ) II 

x 

x 

x 

x 
x 

Use 

hardcopy log output 

PROCEDURE output 
(card-image format) 

displays and dumps 

command input 



Section 4: User's Guide 

This section is a step-by-step description of how to use DSS; in addition, there is 
information on how DSS responds to errors. 

The contents include: 

• How to Gain Control 
• How to Enter Commands 
• DSS Command Processing 
• How to Correct an Invalid Command 
• How to Display Data 
• How to Alter Data 
• Command Procedures and Command Streams 
• How to Do Simple Branching 
• How to Return Control to OS/VS 

• Control Levels 
• System Errors 
• Examples 

tigj~;§li~g~gJij.t'Qim~!!Qij)ipp1J~~\9ijly(qQ$/Y§~~ 

How to Gain Control 

When DSS is Dormant 

Suppose you want to enter DSS commands at the integrated operator's console. 
You can: 

• Press the R~START key, which~iJ.~.~rp~Q~t¢§iJ.~itig@ interrupts whatever 
OS/VS or DSS is doing and allows you to enter commands at the integrated 
operator's console. 

• Use a stored DSS command to divert or return DSS control to the integrated 
operator's console at a selected point in DSS command execution. 

• Combine the second technique, above, with a monitoring interrupt that gives 
DSS control at a selected point in oS/vs execution. 

To invoke DSS when os/vs is running with DSS dormant, press the RESTART 

key . 

. ~R~~·~~ii~~J2S~~~~~~Z~.~.~~l~.~~~~ffi;~~·~~·~!~fig·~!~f:~&~ •• ··~27.~;.~~)~pt~\~~9f:~~~ 
lmg.g~~~~tie~~~gi.n·~~!~i~~.~.~~~.;~~!~~[&·~~Rl,~~9~R~~~¥r~?t~~7~tp~~~~?~.\ 
~.~~I.~~~~~~.~~mmfW¥~~~~~rr~~~~7gH~~~~~P~7f:~t~f:~·~·7~mma~~J~.~~.~~.~8P:~~ 
;!I~~·N~mm~~~~~~~~~~~~th~Br~~~.~~l~~~g~]~~I·~~~!~~~·~~g~;~~~\8G-~ 
~~i~j~!~~~.~~~~~~~g~!~i~~~~.~~.~~;;;n:.xr~f.9!.~~· .• ·.Y9W£~n\~~!J?~~p~~§g~n~i·.··. 
!M~!.mi~!~~!}.Q§§Ar,tljJ~9m~!~~etJim~,~ .. . 

Note: Do not press PSW RESTART to invoke DSS. 

After you press RESTART to initiate DSS, DSS normally takes control 
immediately. However, any of these conditions will delay DSS initiation: 

• The CPU is in a disabled wait state; DSS remains dormant. 
• oS/vs is in a disabled loop; DSS remains dormant. 
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• The OS/VS 1 paging supervisor is executing or has work pending; DSS waits for 
the completion of this condition, then takes control. 

• The OS/VSl system error task is executing or has work pending; DSS waits for 
the completion of this condition, then takes control. 

When DSS initialization is complete, DSS types a message at the integrated 
operator's console to inform you that it is ready, and types & to prompt you for 
a command. 

Example Directory 
Figure 1 in Section 1 
Figure 23, first box ("press RESTART"), in Section 4 
Figure 36 in Section 4 

When DSS is Executing Commands 

To get control at the integrated operator's console when DSS is running, you can 
use either the RESTART key or a DIVERT command. 

If you press REST ART while DSS is running, execution of the command stream 
or command procedure stops. Processing stops between commands, unless a 
dump, a display, or an input of a command procedure is in progress. DSS writes 
messages that indicate where processing stopped; in addition, if a command was 
interrupted, DSS allows you to specify whether the I/O for that command is to be 
completed. After processing stops and the partially executed command, if any, is 
either canceled or completed, DSS prompts you to enter commands at the 
console. 

Example Directory 
Figure 23, first box (RESTART), in Section 4 
Figure 36, bottom of second controllevel ("or press RESTART") in Section 4 

If you want, after pressing RESTART, you can return control to the point 
where DSS command processing was interrupted: 

• If a command procedure was interrupted, type REVERT. 

• If a command stream was interrupted, type DIVERT {CARD} 
TIN 

Note 1: When you are caught in an infinite command loop, you should use the 
RESTART key to get out. 

. Note 2: Command procedures and command streams are further explained under 
"Command Procedures and Command Streams," "How to Do Simple 
Branching," and "Control Levels," later in this section. 
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If you include a DIVERT command (with no operand) in a command procedure 
or command stream, execution of that command will transfer control to yc~ a. 
the integrated operator's console. In some cases, a RETURN command will have 
the same effect. 

Example Directory 
Figure 1 in Section 1 
"RETURN," example 2, in Section 2 
Figure 23, first box (DIVERT and RETURN), in Section 4 
Fiugre 36, bottom of second control level (DIVERT and RETURN ALL), in Section 4 

If you want, after entering DIVERT (and sometimes after RETURN), you can 
return control to the point where DSS command processing was interrupted. 

• If a command procedure was interrupted by DIVERT, type REVERT . 

• If a command stream was interruped by DIVERT (or RETURN), type: 

DIVERT {CARD} 
TIN 

• If a command procedure was interrupted by RETURN, REVERT cannot return 
control directly to the point of interruption. The procedure can only be 
reentered from the beginning, with an INVOKE command. 

When DSS is Monitoring 

To invoke DSS when OS/VS is running with DSS monitoring, you can use either 
the RESTART key or a monitoring interrupt. 

As when DSS is dormant, use of the REST ART key when DSS is monitoring 
causes DSS to stop os/vs, take full control of the CPu, and prompt you to enter 
commands. 

.Th~.~P:~'I'f\RT.~eY~h?tlld~9~p~pr~~s~~i.seyer~1.~i~~8qui~.kly(or. '.' .•.... . 
• ····~~1.llt~~()usly()11b{)th.CPlJsjl'l··~.·IIlultipr?'?eSSillgsyst~m);!f-this··.ruleis ... foll9.weq, 
the PJ1lY times RI;START.\VillJailtobI"ingDS~ out of . the. monitoring .modean~ 
when: 

. . • 'J'hest()pand ~~st~rt.sUbroutin~ ··'is l1idting QS/VS2·.(indicated bya .·.wait-stat7 
c()d~.ofCCC, for. tlIe9lJIESCEcommand, ora wait-state code for a situation 
that, must be dealt with}.. 

• f)~~~~ssig~alin~cillo~1I~r9P(J~i thfiIlSt~nt.~~ekey ",as p~~ssed (indip~t~d 
py as()n~lluation()fnormal OS/YS1.prosessillg) .Pres~RESTt\RT aga.in· aft~r>~ 
fewSec()nds. . 

Example Directory 
Figure 23, first box (RESTART), in Section 4 

If you want a monitoring interrupt, you must follow these steps when DSS is 
active and OS/VS is stopped: 

1. Enter an AT command or an ON command. 

2: If you want a SNAP dump or OS/VS at the time of the interruption, specify 
SNAP in the &P operand of the AT or ON command. 
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\ 

I 

3. Enter any DSS commands to be executed immediately after the interruption. 
Include a DIVERT or RETURN ALL command if you want the option of 
entering commands from the integrated operator's console at that time. 

4. Enter an END command. 

5. Do any other work that you want to do before DSS starts monitoring. 

6. Enter GO to begin the monitoring. 

If OS/VS reaches the location specified by the first operand of the AT 

command, or performs the action specified by the first operand of the ON 

command, DSS will regain control and execute the commands that you entered in 
step 3. 

Example Directory 
Figure 1 in Section 1 
"AT," examples 1 and 3, in Section 2 
"COLLECT," examples 1 and 2, in Section 2 
"DISABLE" example in Section 2 
"ENABLE" example in Section 2 
"ON," example 2, in Section 2 
"PROCEDURE" example in Section 2 
Figure 22, second box, in Section 4 
Figure 36 in Section 4 
Examples 1, 2, and 6 in Section 4 

. 1 ~:!... 'c"<'; .,: ... 

iiii:> •.•.• :.: .. :< •. : .•..•.. : ..• 
iX ~rt r\ 

<.:: ..•... 

..: 

i/ iE : ....... ,:. < L 

RESTART Summary 

Figure 18 summarizes the use of the RESTART key. 

Under these conditions 

pressing RESTART gives control to 
DSS OS/VS 

quiesced OSIVS2 

dormant in control when PSADSSGO=O Recovery Termination Manager 

in control when PSADSSGO=4=O 

in control dormant DSS at the integrated operator's console 

running 

monitoring 
OS/VS2 quiesced 

monitoring and signaling 
running 

• DSS at the integrated operator's console ~ Unpredictab.le; 
another CPU • RESTART is ignored either could occur 

Figure 18. The REST ART Key 
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How to Enter Commands 

Type commands at the integrated operator's console, according to the format: 

label: verb operands 

If you type two or more commands on the same line, separate them with 
semicolons. If you type each command on its own line, semicolons are not 
required. 

Example Directory 
Example of definitional command and Note 5 under "Contents of a Command," in 
Section 2 
Comment command example in Section 2 

If you want to continue a command on the next line, type _ as the last 
character in the line. 

Example Directory 
"END," example I, in Section 2 

If, while typing a line, you notice a typing mistake in that line, you can either 
(1) cancel the line, by pressing CANCEL, or (2) backspace over the error and 
retype. If there is no backspace key on your keyboard, use the cursor or type 
one ? for each backspace. 

Example Directory 
Second paragraph of "Character Literal," under "Data Fields," in Section 2 

Complete the entering of the line by pressing the END key (not to be 
confused with the END command, which ends command procedures) or the 
RETURN key. If the integrated operator's console is a display console, end the 
line by pressing the ENTER key. If DSS types & on the next line, it has 
processed all of your previous input and is waiting for your next command. If 
DSS types # on the next line, it is waiting for you to continue a partially entered 
command or command procedure. 

If DSS types an error message and then ?, it is waiting for you to type a 
replacement for a canceled command. 

DSS Command Processing 

Figure 19 is an overview of DSS operation. 

Note: Figure 19 is a guide to the use of DSS, but it does not represent internal 
DSS logic. 
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Type & 
at Console 

DSS 

End DSS Session; 
Return Control to 
OS/VS 

Yes 

YOU 

Type Input Line 
(i.e., a Continued 
Command, One 

Complete 
Command, or a 
Series of 
Commands 

Separated by 
Semicolons) . 

Interpret 
Input Line 

Figure 19. Command Processing 
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Process AT or 
ON Command 
Procedure 

Type # 
at Console 

No 

DSS 

Take SNAP Dump 

Yes 

Yes 

Execute 
Input Line 

DSS 

No 

If a system error 
interferes at any point 
in the above process, 
DSS issues a message 
and, if possible, resumes 
processing. 



I How to Correct an Invalid Command 

After you enter the command, DSS checks it for syntactical validity: 

• If the command is not part of a command procedure, the syntax check is 
performed immediately. 

• If the command is in a command procedure stored by PROCEDURE, the syntax 
check will be performed when the command procedure is invoked. 

• Command procedures stored by AT and ON are syntax-checked immediately, 
unless they are nested in other command procedures. A nested AT or ON 

procedure is syntax-checked when the command procedure that contains it is 
executed. 

Some errors are not related to syntax, and are not detected until command 
execution. Example: An attempt to divert to an unassigned command stream. 

When DSS detects the error, it reacts as described in Figure 20. You should 
then respond according to Figure 21. 

Note: Figures 20 and 21 are guides to the use of DSS, but they do not represent 
internal DSS logic. 
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Cancel Command 

Cancel 
Definitional 
Command 

Cancel 
Invalid Text 
Command 

Note: Each off page connector (CJ) refers to an entry to Figure 21. 

Figure 20. DSS Response to an Invalid Command 
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Command 

EQUATE 
PATCH 

} Cancel Command 

Execute 
Remainder 
(If Any) 

of Command 

Remainder 
(If Any) 

of Command 
~ 

} 

Cancel 

SET 
PROCEDURE 
IF 
pN 
AT 

Cancel Definitional 
Command and 
Command 
Procedure 

Cancel 
Definitional 
Command 



Text 
Commands 

Type REVERT 
(See Note 5) 

Type One 
Replacement 
Command 

Type Enough 
ENDs to End 
Procedure and 
Nested I Fs 

Continue Entering 
Procedure 

Notes: 

Type 
DIVERT 

(See Note 3) 

Type Any 
Commands 
(See Note 4) 

1. For the correct entry to this chart, see Figure 20. 
2. Correct only those operands that were canceled. 

The other operands have already been executed. 
3. If the invalid command was entered at the console, 

trailing commands within the same input record 
will be canceled; if there are no trailing commands, 
the _DIVERT has no effect and can be omitted. 

4. The typed commands will be executed immediately. 
If the invalid command was in a command procedure 
or command stream, and the commands that are 
typed at this point leave that command procedure or 
corrynand stream undisturbed, you can resume its 
execution at the point of interruption by typing 
_REVERT or _DIVERT { CARD} 

TIN 
5. Remaining non-canceled text will now be processed. 

Figure 21. How to Respond to the Canceling of a Command or Command Operand 

Type One 
Replace"ment 
Command 

Respond as 
Indicated in 
"Section 6: 
Messages" or 
Disconnect and 
Restart DSS. 

If You Want, 
Type Text 

Commands to 
Precede Text 

Commands 
Already Entered 
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How to Display Data 

If you want to display a small data field at the integrated operator's console, use 
the DISPLAY command. 

Example Directory 
Figure 1 in Section 1 
Example under "Mapped Data Fields," in Section 2 
"DEFINE," example 1, in Section 2 
"DISPLAY," examples 1-3, in Section 2 
"PROCEDURE" example in Section 2 
Examples 1-6 in Section 4 
DISPLAY examples in Section 5 

If you want to dump a large data field to a magnetic tape or high-speed 
printer, use the DUMP command. 

Example Directory 
"DUMP," examples 1-3, in Section 2 
Example 5 in Section 4 
DUMP examples in Section 5 

If you want a brief summary of information (written to a printer or tape 
drive) associated with an OS/VS event, use the SNAP operand of the AT or ON 

command. 

Example Directory 
Example of & S under "Command-Related Functions," in Section 2 
"AT," example 1, in Section 2 
"ON," examples 1 and 2, in Section 2 
Example 6 in Section 4 

You can also associate a DISPLAY or DUMP command with an OS/VS event, 
by including the command in a command procedure that is controlled by an AT 

or ON command. 

Example Directory 
Figure 1 in Section 1 
Example in Note 5 under "Content~ of a Command," in Section 2 
Note 1 in "& RA" under "Event Functions," in Section 2 
"AT," examples 1 and 3, in in Section 2 
"END," example 1, in Section 2 
"PROCEDURE" example in Section 2 
Examples 1 and 2 in Section 4 

You can synchronize a DISPLAY or DUMP command with the filling of a 
collection area, by using an IF command to detect when the collection area is 
full. 

Example Directory 
"COLLECT," example 2, in Section 2 
"IF," example 2, in Section 2 

Before executing a DUMP command or SNAP operand, you should allocate an 
output I/O name, using the SET command, and an output device, using the 
ASSIGN command. 

Example Directory 
"The SNAP Dump" example in Section 2 
"DUMP" note 1 and example 3, in Section 2 
Examples 5 and 6 in Section 4 
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How to Alter Data 

To alter data fields defined by you or referred to by DSS functions, use SET. 

Example Directory 
"SET," examples 1,2, and 4-6, in Section 2 
Examples 3, 5, and 6, in Section 4 

The contents of an OS/VS module can be altered by either SET or PATCH. 

Example Directory 
Figure I in Section 1 
&Q example under "Location Functions," in Section 2 
"PATCH," example 1, in Section 2 
"SET," example 3, in Section 2 
Example 6 (PATCH command) in Section 4 

However, there are two differences between SET and PATCH: 

• While DSS keeps no record of a SET operation, it does record the original 
contents of a patched data field. Thus, you can remove a patch by means of a 
REMOVE command. 

• When the DSS session ends (that is, when you issue the DISCONNECT 

command), patches are removed but sets are not. 

Command Procedures and Command Streams 

If there is a series of commands that you need to use more than once, you could 
simply type them at the integrated operator's console every time you want DSS to 
execute them. However, if the series is lengthy, it would be inconvenient to 
remember and type all the commands each time you use them. It would be easier 
to store them as a command procedure or a command stream that can be 
executed whenever you need it. 

A command procedure is a set of commands that is stored in DSS virtual 
storage. Its advantages over a command stream are: 

• There is no physical handling of a data set. 

The GOTO command works in it; you can execute it nonsequentially. 

Figure 22 shows how to use the two types of command procedures. 
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PROCEDURE procedure-name [,parameter] [, , ,] 

END 

INVOKE 

the command procedure can 
contain any commands 

procedure-name [, argument] 

OR 

~ {AT location [ , , , ,] } 
F ON event [ , , , , ]. 

[,&P(suboperands) ] 

I 
N 
I 
T 
I 
o 
N 

I 
N 
V 
o 
C 
A 
T 
I 
o 
N 

:}the command procedure can 
• contain any commands 

END 

GO } OS/VS resumes execution 

If the AT location is executed or the 
ON event occurs, the command pro
cedure is executed via an implicit 
INVOKE, 

Figure 22. The Definition and Invocation of a Command Procedure 

If you store a command procedure with a PROCEDURE command, invoke it 
while DSS is executing, with an INVOKE command. If you store the command 
procedure with an AT or ON command, it is invoked while DSS is monitoring 
when the ON event occurs or the instruction in the AT location is executed. 

A command stream is a set of commands that is stored on cards or magnetic 
tape. (Commands read from the console are also a co~and stream, except that 
they are not stored.) Its advantages over a command procedure are: 

• It still exists after DISCONNECT. You can use it in a later DSS-session or 
transport it to a different oS/vs system that has DSS. 

• You can add to it. Once defined, it is not final. 
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Figure 23 shows how to use the two types of command streams. 

S {press RESTART } 
T DIVERT 
A RETURN ALL 
R RETURN following an INVOKE from the console 
T control is given to console 

D 
E 
F 
I 
N 
I 
T 
I 
o 
N 

D 
E 
F 
I 
N 

, I 
T 
I 
o 
N 

S 
T 
A 
R 

T 

'--____ J.....J type any commands 

OR 

PROCEDURE procedure-name [,parameter 1 [ ... 1 

The command procedure can 
contain any commands 

ASSIGN {CMDT } =device-address 
PUNCH 

For CMDT, the tape should be completely 
empty, except that a tape label is optiona I. 

SET &DOUT =' {CMDT}' 
PUNCH 

DUMP &PROC(procedure-name[, ... 1) 1 
RELEASE CMDT 

RELEASE writes a tape mark and rewinds the tape. 

Note: Instead of the above, you can keypunch the commands onto cards or use an 
OS/VS utility (for example, I EBG ENER) to write them as card images on tape. If you 
use one of these methods, the commands don't have to be in a command procedure. 

{
TIN } 

ASSIGN CARD = device-address. 

Be sure that the tape reel or card deck 

is on th{e;i~ht d}evice. 

DIVERT CARD 

Q r .... ___ ---I'· DSS processes the commands sequentially, either storing 
~ _ , them as a procedure or executing them immediately 

Figure 23. The Definition and Starting of a Command Stream 
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Use of a stored command stream is shown in the first part of Figure 23: 
Here, you put the commands on a tape reel or a card deck. Later place the 
tape reel or card deck on an input device (TIN or CARD) and read it with a 
DIVERT command. 

Use of a console command stream is shown in the second part of Figure 
23: to return control to the integrated operator's console from os/vs, press 
RESTART; from another command stream, press RESTART or use DIVERT; 

from a command procedure, press RESTART or use RETURN. 

How to Do Simple Branching 

The GOTO command allows nonsequential execution of any command procedure. 
See Figure 24. 

Command 
Procedure 

• 
• 
• 

8: • 

• 
• 

A: • 
• 
• 

GOTO 8 

Figure 24. GOTO (Within a Command Procedure) 

Example Directory 
"GOTO," examples 1-4, in Section 2 

The DIVERT command changes the source of command input from the command 
procedure to the command stream, if a command procedure was being executed, 
or from one stream-input device to another, if a command stream was being 
executed. See Figure 2S. 

Command 

• 
• 
• 

Figure 25. DIVERT 

Example Directory 

• 
• 
• 

~---. 

• 
• 

"DIVERT," examples 1-3, in Section 2 

} read from 
device A 

} read from 
device 8 

After a DIVERT command, either a REVERT or a GOTO command can be used to 
return control to the control level's command procedure. See Figures 26 and 27. 
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Command Command 
Stream 

• • 
• • 
• • 

REVERT 

• 
• 

A: • 

Figure 26. REVERT 

Example Directory 
"REVERT" example in Section 2 

Command 

A: 

Command 
Stream 

• 
• 
• 

GOTOA 

Figure 27. GOTO (Command Stream to Command Procedure) 

Note: Compare Figure 27· with Figures 24 and 26. 

How to Return Control to OS/VS 
There are two commands that return control to OSjVS: GO and DISCONNECT. 

GO terminates DSS command processing, but does not terminate the DSS 

session. Any DSS AT or ON command that is enabled will cause a monitoring 
interrupt, and further DSS command processing, if the AT location is reached or 
the ON event occurs. In addition, the RESTART key on the console control panel 
can also be used to reactivate DSS. 

Note: In an AT or ON command procedure, RETURN has the same effect as GO. 

DISCONNECT terminates the DSS session. All ATs, ONs, patches, command 
procedures, and symbols that you have defined are removed. DSS will now be 
inactive unt~ someone presses REST ART again. 
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Control Levels 

The concept of levels is sometimes applied to a hierarchy of programs: 

main routine 
(primary level) 

- - - - - - - - -r-------I---....,- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --

second -level 
subrouti nes 

r----------'--,- - - - -- -- - - - --- -- - ---- ----

r----JL.....---, - - - -

third-level 
subroutines 

etc. 

This concept, when applied to a DSS session, helps illustrate your flexibility in 
choosing a source of DSS command input. 

Here's a simple example: Each DSS session begins at the primary control level. 
If procedure A is then the first command procedure that you invoke with the 
INVOKE command, A is in the second control level. If A invokes procedure B, 

command execution goes to the third control level. If B contains a RETURN 

command that returns control to A, command execution returns to the second 
control level. 

That's a general idea of what control levels are in DSS; now for the details. 
Although the subject may seem complex at first, it will give you a visual 
technique for remembering how to use all DSS branching commands. 

The primary control level is the first control level after DSS initiation; see 
Figure 28. 

DSS Initiation 

Figure 28. After DSS Initiation 

Primary Control 
Level 

Command 
Stream 

Second Control 

Level 

• • • 
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DSS 
Initiation 

At this point, DSS has typed DSS READY at the console, followed by a carrier 
return and an & that invites you to type your first command. As yet, no 
command text has been executed. The primary control level has no command 
procedure-it consists only of a command stream. Initially, this command stream 
is the conversational command stream that occurs when you type commands at 
the console and DSS replies at the console; however, the DIVERT command can 
change the source of the command stream to a card reader or tape drive. 

Every control level except the primary control level has one command 
procedure and one command stream. See Figure 29. 

A monitoring interrupt gives control to a command procedure at the second 
control level. See Figure 30. 

Aside from the GO command, INVOKE and RETURN are the only commands 
that change control levels. They can be issued from either a command procedure 
or a command stream. 

The RETURN command, when used with its ALL operand, allows you to return 
control to the primary control level from any control level. See Figure 31. 

Primary Control Second Control Level Third Control Level 

Level 

Command Command rC~;;ndl Command rC;m-;a~'" 
Stream Procedure I Stream I Procedure I Stream ; 

I I I • • I • • I I I ••• 
• • I I I I 

I I 
I 

I I I INVOKE INVOKE I I I L ___ .J L ___ ...J 

Figure 29.· A Succession of Control Levels 

Monitoring 
Interrupt / 

Primary Control Level 

(implied INVOKE) 

Figure 30. After a Monitoring Interrupt 

... 

Second Control Level 

AT- or ON
Command 
Procedure 

r----..., 
I Command I 
1 Stream I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I L _____ -I 

••• 
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Pri mary Control Level 

Command 
Stream 

• • 
• 

INVOKE 

Second Control Level 

Command 
Procedure 

• • 
• 

r-----, 
I Command I 
I Stream I 
I I 
I I 
I I 

INVOKE - ........ ----........ ~ 

Control Level 

Command 
Procedure 

• • 
• 
• 

r---, 
I Command I 
I Stream I 
I I 
I I 
I I 

· ~_P----._~--------~-I--------~--.. ------~ • L ___ ~ 
RETURN 
ALL 

I I 
I I L ___ J 

• 

Figure 31. Skipping Control Levels on Return 

Notes for Figures 29, 30, and 31 

Note 1: The ALL operand must be used whenever control is to be returned to the 
primary control level from a command procedure stored by AT or ON. 

Note 2: DIVERT, REVERT, GOTO, and the attention interrupt do not change 
control levels. 

Note 3: In the primary control level, a REVERT is treated as a DIVERT with no 
operand (that is, a DIVERT to the integrated operator's console). 

Figure 32 shows the sources of command input within any control level except 
the primary control level. 
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Monitoring 
Interrupts 

AT 

(Invokes AT
Command 
Procedure) 

ON 

(Invokes ON -
Command 
Procedure) 

INVOKE 

(Invokes 
PROCEDURE
Command 
Procedure) 

Command 
Procedure 

DIVERT 

REVERT 
or 

GOTO 

Command Stream 

DIVERT command 
or 

RESTART Key 

Figure 32. Command Inputs Within a DSS Control Level 

GOTO 

RESTART' 
Key 

/ 
t::J 

"'
"'-

Card Reader 

"~ 
V 
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Figure 33 shows the sources of command input within the primary control level. 

Stream 

REVERT command 
or 

RESTART Key 

............ 

DSS I nitiation via 
RESTART Key 

............ 
........................ 

............. 
............ 

DIVERT 

Card Reader 

---r::::\ 
V 

Figure 33. Command Inputs Within the Primary Control Level 
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Figure 34 shows how to get to any DSS control level. 

Primary 
Control 
Level 

INVOKE 

Command 
Stream 

RETURN 

DSS Initiation 

RETURN ALL 

Monitoring 
Interrupt 

Figure 34. DSS Control Levels 

Second 
Control 
Level 

PROCEDURE-
Command 

Second 
Control Level 

,INVOKE 

RETURN 

~---------------INVOKE 

RETURN 

Third 
Control 
Level 

PROCEDURE
Command 
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Figure 35 shows how to return control to OSjVS from any control level. 

Figure 36 shows a hypothetical example of DSS command execution. 

DSS Initiation 

Primary 
Control Level 

DISCONNECT or GO 

Second Control Level 

OS/VSResumes~~----------------------------~----------------~ 

Execution 

Second Control Level 

Monitoring 
Interrupt ________ ------------

Figure 35. Return of Control To OS!VS 
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rn 
(!> 

~ o· 
= ~ 

~ 
~} 
Gl 
= s: 
(!> 

. OS/VS is executing 

• 
• • 

You press RESTART 

DSS Initiation 

Primary Control Level 

Command Stream 
(commands entered 
from console) 
PROCEDURE X 
LOOP: • 

• 
• 

IF A=B 
GOTO LOOP 
END 

RETURN 
END 
PROCEDURE Z 

• 
• 
• 

ON &LD (VSMOD) 
DIVERT TIN 

• 
• 
• 

INVOKE X 
RETURN ALL 
END' 

END 
DIVERT CARD 
(commands entered 
from card reader) 
INVOKE Z ~ 

OS/VS. resumes • I GO "C-
execution 

• 
• 
• 

VSMOD is loaded 

Monitoring 
Interrupt 

DSS Termination 

. OS/VS resumes execution 

(implicit INVOKE) 

Command Stream 
(commands entered 
from console) 

• 
• 
• 

DISCONNECT 

N Figure 36. Example Of A DSS Session 
~ 

Second Control Level 

PROCEDURE Z 

• 
• 
• 

ON &LD (VSMOD) 
DIVERT TIN 

• 
• 
• 

INVOKE X 
RETURN ALL 
END 

END1 

1 implicit RETURN 

2 or press REST ART 

3 or physical end of 
command stream 

ON-command I J Command Stream 
procedure (commands entered 
DJVERT TIN from tape) 

• 
• 
• INVOKEX--..... 

RETURN ALL 
END 

DIVERT2 
(commands entered. 
from console) 
REVERT3 

Third Control Level 

PROCEDURE X 

~RETURN 

END 
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System Errors 

The system-error messages, which are explained in "Section 6: Messages," are 
IQAOOO to IQA099. 

When DSS detects a device error, a channel error, or an error in DSS logic that 
may threaten the integrity of DSS or os/vs, DSS issues a system-error message in 
the following format: 

IOAOOOD <SEVERE> DSS PROGRAM CHECK, L()C\IO.:02, IOAPIHOO IOAPAGOO 
'-...,,-'~ ~ ~~~ 

Message Error 
Identifier Severity 

Message 
Text 

Location 
In Current 
Module 

Current 
Module 

Second Line 

of Message 

CANNOT TAKE DSS DUMP, CONTINUE? REPLY Y OR N 
DSS DUMP DESIRED? REPLY Y OR N 

Failing 
Module 

Message Identifier: IQAnnnt, where IQA is the operating-system component 
identifier for pss; nnn is a three-digit serial number; and t is one of these codes: 

Code Meaning 

A Immediate action required 
o Immediate decision required 
E Eventual action required 
I Information (may provoke action) 
W The system is in the wait state 

~6~~t~ft~~~~~~~~ti!~?~~~~~if9it~~~.~~~~~m~~~~~%g~~~~~:~he. 
~~~£~'e~~qp:.pJ~P:9r·.~~y~~i~~~~.~?~~.· •. 'f~~~.~~PtioI1i9~<~~PB~~~jn.g~') l~t~E.iI1~Il!~ s¢ctitirii .. ........ . . 

Message Text: What happened. 

Location in Current Module: The location where the error was detected; the 
current module's listing relates this number to that location. 

Current Module: The name of the module that detected the error. 

Failing Module: The name of the module directly concerned with the error, if that 
name is available. 

Second Line of Message: In OS/VS 1, one of these lines is printed as the second 
line of the message.~m'Q~~§~~!~~~~~r~!#S~~~~·~~~'~·!!~~~i§~f) 
The following situations could prevent. DSS from taking a dump: 

• The OS/VS 1 paging supervisor is not loaded. 

• Both OS/VSl dump areas are full (see Note 1 under "How To Obtain A 
Dump," which follows). 

• A permanent I/O error (indicated by "DSS DUMP DESIRED? ... " and then 
"CANNOT TAKE DSS DUMP ... "). 

In the case of a hard machine check interrupt or translation specification 
exception, DSS issues a different type of system-error message and then proceeds 
according to the severity of the error. See the description of catastrophic or 
major errors under "Resumption of Processing," later in this section. 
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How To Obtain A Dump 

If DSS offers a dump and you type Y, DSS dumps itself, real storage from 

I locations 0 to 4096, and registers. (The format of this dump is shown under 
"Error Dump," in Section 5.) In addition, this dump is taken automatically, 
without the Y or N prompt, if the system error prevents I/O to the console but 
allows the DSS dump.Il1Q§IY~2,PS~{}UlllP~Wr~c;t!Y~9~p!iJ;1~¢r .• The OS/VS 1 
dump, a page-formatted data set written to SYS1.DSSVM, could be printed by JCL 

such as: 

//jobname JOB MSGLEVEL=( 1,1) 
//stepname EXEC PGM=IQAEPROO 
//SYSIN DD DSNAME=SYS1.DSSVM,DISP=OLD 
//SYSPRINT DD S~SOUT=A,SPACE=(CYL,(5,5)) 

For more information on JCL options, refer to OS/VSl JCL Reference, 

GC24-5099. 

Note 1: In OS/VSl, space has been alloc~ted for two separate dumps. When both 
areas are full, at least one dump must be printed before DSS can take another 
dump. When both areas have been printed, IQAEPROO prints NO DUMPS 

OUTSTANDING. Execution of IQAEPROO requires approximately 60K of real 
storage. 

If DSS could not take the dump, you should dump real storage by running 
~/HMDSADMP as described in Section 6, Table I, item 11. 

Resumption of Processing 

If DSS cannot take the dump and you type N in response to the CONTINUE? 

prompt, DSS gives control to the OS/VS machine check handler (MCH), which 
attempts to issue a message to the integrated operator's console and puts the 
system into a disabled wait state. 

If you type Y after CONTINUE? or if DSS offers the option of a dump and you 
type Y or N, DSS attempts to resume processing. DSS attempts to recover from 
device and channel errors as described in Section 6, in the "System Action" 
paragraph for the message issued. Response to an error in DSS logic, or response 
after failure to recover from a device or channel error, depends on the severity of 
the error. 

There are four severities of system error: 

1. Catastrophic (OS/VS1)9tM@jQl:'(~~Z~$~): Probable modification of DSS 

when successful return to the OS/VS environment is unlikely, a machine check 
interrupt during DSS operation when the machine check handler couldn't 
recover, a translation specification in DSS virtual memory, or loss of OS/VS 

integrity due to an AT that couldn't be removed from the nucleus or LP A. DSS 

issues another message (IQA016 or IQAOIO) and gives control to the OS/VS 
machine check handler; OS/VS then enters the disabled wait state. 

2. Severe: The integrity of DSS is questionable, but it is likely that DSS can back 
. out of the system and reinstate the OS/VS environment. DSS issues another 

message (IQ,A014) and relinquishes control as if a DISCONNECT command had 
been issued; OS/VS then runs with DSS terminated. The RESTART key can be 
used to reactivate DSS. 
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3. Local: Accidental modification of DSS or a DSS logic error, where the problem 
can be isolated; a successful reinstatement of the DSS environment is likely 
through reinitialization. DSS issues another message (IQA01S), gives control to 
DSS Initialization, prints the DSS READY message at the console, prints an &, 
and waits for you to enter a command. 

4. Minor: An error that does not affect further DSS processing. 
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Examples 

Following are examples of some of the ways DSS might be used to debug. 

Example 1 

This will cause OS/VS I to stop at entry to ABTERM when the ABEND code is OC I. 

PROCEDURE ABTERM,CC 
DEF COMPCODE=&S(CC) 

AT L'4C'%.(52)% 
IF &G( 1 )=COMPCODE 
DISPLAY 'ABEND HIT' ,&PSW,&G(O:15) 
DVT 
END 

END 
END 

;*SAVE THE PARM VALUE 
;*SET THE STOP 
;*IS IT THE ABEND WE WANT 
;*TELL PROGRAMMER 
;*GIVE PROGRAMMER CONTROL 
;*END OF IF TEXT 
;*END OF AT TEXT 
;*END OF PROC 

These commands would invoke the procedure and return control to OS/VS: 

INVOKE ABTERM,X'800Cl000' 
GO 

Example 2 

This will cause OS/VS 1 or OS/VS2 to stop when message IEF244 is issued. 

PROC MSG,NUMBER 
DEF NUM.(O,6,C,6)=NUMBER 

AT &LM(IEAVVWTO).(2) 
IF &G( 1 ) %. ( 4,6, C )=NUM 
DISPLAY 'MSG &S(NUM) ISSUED' 
DVT 
REMOVE &SYM(NUM) 
END 

END 
END 

;*SAVE THE PARM VALUE 
;*STOP ON ENTRY TO WTOI 
;*IS THIS THE MSG 
;*~ELL PROGRAMMER 
;*GIVE HIM CONTROL 
;*WIPE OUT THE PARM VALUE 
;*END OF IF TEXT 
;*END OF AT TEXT 
;*END OF PROC 

These commands would invoke the procedure and return control to OS/VS: 

INVOKE MSG,IEF244 
GO 

Example 3 

A command procedure finds and displays an OS/VSI orOS/VS2 UCB (unit control block). 

PROC FINDUCB,UNIT 
DEF TBLPTR=L'10'%.(40) 
DEF UCBPTR 

* 

SEARCH: IF TBLPTR%.(O,2,X)=X'FFFF' 
DISPLAY 'UCB NOT FOUND' 
GOTO EXIT 
END 

IF TBLPTR%.(O,2,X)=X'OOOO' 
SET TBLPTR=TBLPTR+2 
GOTO SEARCH 
END 

I In OS/VS1, substitute IGC0003E for IEAVVWTO. 

;*GET UCB TABLE POINTER 
;*DEFINE FULLWORDFO~ INDIR ADDR 
;*IS THIS END OF UCB LOOK-UP TABLE 
;*YES, DISPLAY UCB NOT FOUND 
;*GET OUT 
;*END OF IF TEXT 

;*IS IT A VALID ADDR 
;*NO, INCR THE TABLE ADDR 
; *LOOP BACK 
;*END OF IF TEXT 
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SET UCBPTR=TBLPTR%.(0,2,X) 
IF UCBPTR%.( 13,3,C)=UNIT 
EQU UCB&S(UNIT).(0,64,X)=UCBPTR% 
DISPLAY UCB&S(UNIT) 
GOTO EXIT 
END 

SET TBLPTR=TBLPTR+2 
GOTO SEARCH 
EXIT: REMOVE &SYM 
END 

;*SET UCBPTR 
;*IS THIS THi UCB 
;*PUT A LABEL ON IT 
;*DISPLAY THE UCB 
;*GET OUT 
;*END OF IF TEXT 
;*INCR THE TABLE ADDR 
;*GET NEXT UCB ENTRY 
;*REMOVE THIS PROC'S DATA FIELDS 
;*END OF PROC 

Example of an INVOKE command for the above command procedure: 

INVOKE FINDUCB,182 

Example 4 

This displays the address of the current OS/VS1 TCB (task control block) and, if 
the TIOT (task input! output table) pointer is not zero, displays the jobname, 
stepname, and procstep name. Note: If this command procedure is invoked when 
DSS is fully active (that is, after the DSS READY message), it will give the address 
of the DSS TCB. If the procedure is to give the address of the current OS/VS1 

TCB, it must be invoked dynamically (via AT or ON). 

PROC CURRENT 
EQU TCB~L'4C'%%.(4) 
D TCB%.(0,32,X) 

IF TCB%.( 12,4,X)=0 
REMOVE &SYM(TCB) 
RETURN 
END 

EQU TIOT=TCB%.( 12) 
DISPLAY TIOT%.(0,24,C) 
REMOVE &SYM(TCB,TIOT) 
END 

Example 5 

This dumps the OS/VS 1 TCB chain. 

PROC DTCB 
DEF PTR=L'10'%.( 160,4) 
SET &HDR='TCB DUMP' 
LOOP: DUMP PTR%.( ,184) 
SET PTR=PTR%.( 116,4) 

IF PTR=X' 0 ' • 
REMOVE &SYM(PTR) 
D 'TCB DUMP COMPLETE' 
RETURN 
END 

GOTO LOOP 
END 

;*INDIRECT ADDR OF NEWOLD 
;*DISPLAY THE FIRST 32 BYTES 
;*TIOT POINTER ZERO 
;*YES, REMOVE THE SYMBOL 
;*GO BACK TO INVOKER 
;*END OF IF TEXT 
;*GET THE TIOT ADDR 
;" *PRINT THE NAMES 
;*DELETE THE SYMBOLS 
;*END THE PROC 

;*GET CVTHEAD 
;*NAME THE DUMP 
;*DUMP TCB 
;*UPDATE TCB POINTER 
;*IS THIS END OF TCB CHAIN 
;*YES, REMOVE SYMBOL 
;*MESSAGE TO PROGRAMMER 
;*RETURN TO INVOKER 
;*END OF IF TEXT 
~*GET NEXT TCB 
;*END OF PROC 

The following commands allow execution of the above procedure: 

ASSIGN PRINT1=X'00E' 
SET &DOUT='PRINT1' 
INVOKE DTCB 
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Example 6 

DSS can be used to find random alterations of storage. For example, during the 
testing of DSS we found that somehow the restart PSW at location 0 was being 
altered by an oS/vs module. We used DSS to find the module, bypass the _ 
problem, and apply the fix. The following DSS commands were entered from the 
integrated operator's console to trap the prqblem. 

ASGN PRINT1=14 
SET &SOUT='PRINT1' 
SET &RANGE=L'O' 

ON &SA,&P(ZAPZERO,SNAP) 
REL PRINT1 

Assign a printer to PRINT1. 
Specify PRINT1 for SNAP output. 
Monitor program events in loc 0-3. 
SNAP when PSW altered. 
Release PRINT1; this causes the 
SNAP buffer to be printed. 

END End of ON text. 
GO Resume OS/VS execution. 

The following SNAP output was produced. 

SNAP AC=10 ADDR=00FC5A2C OPSW=470D100000FC5A30 INST=92000001 
GPR=OO 00118001 0007E760 0007E820 0007EF44 00000001 0000283C 00000000 0000283C 
GPR-08 40FC51F6 00FC50AC 0007E880 0007E838 00DEF408 00DEF470 0007E820 00118000 

From this, we learned which module contained the bug and applied the following 
temporary bypass. 

DEF TEMPFIX=X'47000000' 
SET &QT=&SVM.IEFXXOOO 
DISPLAY IEFZZOOO.(X'13A4') 

No-op the bad instruction. 
Establish the module ID. 

PAT IEFZZOOO.(X'13A4' )=TEMPFIX 
GO 

Verify that this is the location 
of the bad instructipn. 
Patch in the bypass. 
Return to OS/VS. 

This bypassed the problem until we received the permanent fix, which was 
zapped on the system and patched in using DSS. 

Example 7 

This command procedure traps storage alteration over a range of virtual addresses. 

PROC TRAPSA,RANGE,ASID 
SET &QT=&ASID( &S(ASID» 
SET &RANGE=&S(RANGE) 

ON &SA,&P(TRAPSA) 
D 'MONITORED STORAGE ALTERED' 
D &RANGE,&AC 
D &ID(&AC.(2,3)%) 
D '**INSTRUCTION RESPONSIBLE**' 

IF &AC. (2,3 )%. ( ,1 )<X'CO' 
D &AC. ( 2 , 3 ) % . ( , 4 ) 
GOTO L00100 
END 

D &AC. (2 , 3 ) % • ( I 6 ) 
L00100: D '**CONTENTS, AFTER ALTERATION, OF MONITORED STORAGE * * , ,&S(RANGE), 
D &G( 0: 15 ) 
D '**LAST TRACE TABLE ENTRY**',L'54'%%.( ,32) 
DVT 
END 

RETURN 
END 
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Example of an INVOKE command for the above command procedure: 

INVOKE TRAPSA,L'100:200',O 

Example 8 

. This command procedure displays an ASID's ASCB and ASXB. 

PROC ASCB,ASID 
IF &S(ASID)=X'FO' 
D 'ASID 0 NOT VALID' 
GOTO END 
END 

DEF ASCB&S(ASID).(O,X'C8' ,X) 
DEF ASXB&S(ASID).(O,X'E8' ,X) 

;*ASID STARTS WITH 1 

;*DEFINE ASCB FIELD 
;*DEFINE ASXB FIELD 

• DEF A=L' 10'%.(X'22C' )%.(528+4*( &S(ASID)-1 ),4) i*DEFINE A FIELD TO POINT AT THE ASVT 
;*IS THIS A VALID ASCB POINTER? IF A.(O,l )=X'80' 

D'ASID NOT ASSIGNED' 
GOTO END; 
END 

SET ASCB&S(ASID)=A%.( ,X'C8') 
SET ASXB&S(ASID)=A%.(X'6C' )%.(O,X'E8' ) 
D ASCB&S(ASID),ASXB&S(ASID) 
END: REM &SYM(ASCB&S(ASID),ASXB&S(ASID)) 
END 

: Example 9 

*SET ASCB FIELD = ASCB 
*SET ASXB FIELD = ASXB 
*DISPLAY ASID NO., ASCB, &ASXB 

This command procedure dumps one virtual memory, except the LPA to a tape. 

PROC DTAPE,TAPE,ASID,DESC 
SET &QT=&ASID(&S(ASID)) 
ASGN TOUT1=X'&S(TAPE)' 
SET &HDR='&S(DESC)' 
DUMP &SVMMAP 
DUMP &PSW,&G(O:15) 
DUMP L'O':IEACVT.(X'169' ,3)% 
DUMP IEACVT.(X'230' ,4)%.(X'18' ,4)%.(4,4)%.(9,3)%.L'FFFFFF' 
RELEASE TOUT1 I 

END 

Example of an INVOKE command for the above command procedure: 

INVOKE DTAPE,280,O,TAPEDUMP 

Example 10 

These command procedures define a DSS symbol for an OS/VS2 direct-access device UCB, then make the 
device either shared or nonshared. 

f PROC DEFUCB,UNIT 
*****DEFINE A DSS SYMBOL FOR A UCB***** 
DEF X1.{ ,2)=X'&S(UNIT)' 
DEF X2=IEACVT.(X'24',4) 
DEF X3=X2+(X1/256) 

L01: IF X3>X2 
IF X2%.(,1 )=X'FF' 

i*BINARY UNIT ADDRESS 
;*CHANNEL INDEX LIST ADDRESS 
;*CHANNEL ENTRY ADDRESS 
;*LOOP TO ENSURE SYSGENED CHANNEL ADDRESS 

D UNIT, 'CHANNEL HIGHER THAN HIGHEST SYSGENED' 
GOTO EXIT 
END 

SET X2=X2+1 
GOTO L01 
END 

IF X3%.(,1 )=X'OO' 
D UNIT, 'CHANNEL ~OT SYSGENED' 
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GOTO EXIT 
END 

SET X2=IEACVT.(X'24',4)+X3%.(,1 )+2*«X1//256)/16) ;*CONTROL UNIT ENTRY ADDRESS 
IF X2 %. ( ,2 )=X' 0000' 
D UNIT, 'CONTROL UNIT NOT SYSGENED' 
GOTO EXIT 
END 

SET X3=IEACVT.(X'28' ,4)+2*(X2%.( ,2)+Xl//16» ;*DEVICE ENTRY ADDRESS 
IF X3 %. ( ,2 )=X' 0000' 
D UNIT, 'UNIT NOT SYSGENED' 
GOTO EXIT 
END 

EQU UCB&S(UNIT).( ,64,X)=X3%.( ,2)% ;*DEFINE THE SYMBOL 
IF UCB&S(UNIT).(4,2),=Xl 
D 'UNIT HAS MULTIPLE PATHS OR UCB DEFINITION INVALID' ,UCB&S(UNIT) 
END 

EXIT: REM &SYM(X1,X2,X3) 
END 

PROC SHARE, UNIT 
*****MAKE A DIRECT ACCESS DEVICE SHARED***** 
SET UCB&S( UNIT). ( X' 11 ' ,1 )=UCB&S( UNIT). (X' 11 ' , 1 ) I X' 20' 
END 

PROC NONSHARE,UNIT 
, *****MAKE A DIRECT ACCESS DEVICE NONSHARED***** 

SET UCB&S( UNIT). (X' 11 ' ,1 )=UCB&S( UNIT).X' 11 ' ,1 ) &&X' DF' 
END 

This would invoke the command procedures to make unit 230 shared: 
\ 

I~VOKE DEFUCB,230 
INVOKE SHARE,230 

This would invoke the command procedures to make unit 230 nonshared: 

INVOKE DEFUCB,230 
INVOKE NONSHARE,230 
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Section 5: Output Formats 

DISPLAY Output 

This section describes the formatted output produced by DSS commands. It 
includes the following topics: 

DISPLAY Output 

DUMP Output 

SNAP Output 

Output Produced 
for DSS Functions 

Error Dump 

produced by any DISPLAY command other than 'DISPLAY 
, dss-function' 

produced by any DUMP command other than 'DUMP dss-function' 

produced by the SNAP operand of an AT or ON command, 
whenever the monitoring interrupt occurs 

produced by 'DISPLAY dss-function' or 'DUMP dss-function' 

produced when DSS detects a DSS error and dumps itself 

DSS messages are described in "Section 6: Messages." 

The format of a displayed line is: 

I prefix I 
The content of the prefix depends on the type of DISPLAY command that was 
issued. See Figure 37. 

Command 

DISPLAY identifier 

! rentifier%} l address- [%] 
DISPLAY literal 

&RM.address 
, literal ! expression l decimal-literal 

DISPLAY hexadecimal-
literal 

character-literal 

Figure 37. DISPLAY Line Prefixes 

I data I 

Prefix 

An integer that indicates the relative offset, from the 
beginning of the data field, of the first byte of data on 
the line. In addition, for the first line, the name of the 
integer is printed above the offset value. 

The hexadecimal address of the first byte 
of data on the line. 

None. 

The data is formatted according to the type attribute of the data field. The 
formats are: 

• X (hexadecimal) 

A hexadecimal representation of from one to four words of storage, followed 
by the EBCDIC translation (a continuous character string, with a period 
inserted in any position for which there is no printable EBCDIC graphic): 

I hex I . I hex II hex I I hex II character-string I 
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• I (decimal integer) 

An algebraic representation of from one to four words of storage: 

I ± 10 digits I I ± 10 digits I I ± 10 digits I I ± 10 digits I 
A one- to four-byte data field is displayed as a signed ten-digit decimal 

integer. 

Data fields longer than four bytes are split into fullwords on fullword 
boundaries; each fullword is displayed as a signed ten-digit decimal integer. 
Remainders from data field splitting, one to three bytes in length, are 
displayed as ten-digit decimal integers. See Example 8, in the set of examples 
that follows. 

• C (character) 

A continuous character string, with a period inserted in any position for which 
there is no printable EBCDIC graphic: 

I character-string I 
Notes: 

1. If more than one operand is used with a DISPLAY command, the display for 
each operand begins on a new line and.is formatted according to the type (x, 
I, or C). 

2. If a range is specified as the DISPLAY command operand and the range limits 
have different type attributes, the display is in hexadecimal (x). 

3. The maximum line length is 72 characters. 

4. The information is displayed at the integrated operator's console. 

Examples 

1. DISPLAY MYSYM, where type=x, could produce 

MYSYM 
00000000 00000004 

2. DISPLAY MYSYM, where type=C, could produce 

MYSYM 
00000000 ABC 

3. DISPLAY MYSYM+4, where type=x for MYSYM, would produce type=x 
output: 

+00000008 

4. DISPLAY &G(2)*MYSYM+4 could produce· 

+00000020 

5 . DISPLAY 'fred is great' produces capital-letter output, since DSS translates 
lowercase letters to uppercase: 

FRED IS GREAT 
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DUMP Output 

6. DISPLAY L'4006':L'4024' would produce output in this format: 

00004006 
00004010 
00004020 

9B15 400021A4 00000000 
OOOOBBE8 00040000 00002288 00040000 
0000B9E8 00000000 

* ., .. u .... * 
* ... Y ••• '" .h •.• , * 
* ... Y.. . . * 

7. DISPLAY ARRAY(tO:l9), where length=4 for ARRAY, could produce 

ARRAY 
00000028 00000000 00000000 
00000030 00000000 44C1FOFO 00000000 00000000 
00000040 TO 0000004F ALL CONTAIN 00000000 

.. 
8. FIELD is this four-word data field: 

02000001 00000004 00000005 00060000 

DISPLAY FIELD.(t,13,I) would display FIELD as 

* ........ * 
* ..... AOO ........ * 

FIELD 
00000001 +0000000001 +0000000004 +0000000005 +0000000006 

!~~Pti.t~~tifQ~§§HM~s~~~~~~¥tff~~f~9~~[#~~gg.~r~p~~i#~~;~b 
.· •. ~~~~~~pl.~?J~~~!qw18F!R9!~~.1;T1p~!~~)c~~)J)~l~m~~~g.ea~.1?~~~r~; 
... · •.. ~~~.~ .•.. O~(Y~3~~~~;.By.~P~D~~.D.:M:J:l .. ~~!Sipe~iQ ••.. l?r()~~~~Jf~{~fP1~tof 
>t.b~ ••.. ~MBrR.BMJ:>o.utp~~ •... ya~eSt~~pepding •. ·o.n\~~.p .·.co.n~rql>s~ate~~.~~.}~~.atYQtl.use 
... toip.ypke~~p~~J)~r~.!~7.C~~l?~PF?nRR.I)M~·ill~!y~.2.~M~~t\id~r 
q~.t~.7P§~~i/9-~.~1b.~~~~~ASI?:~!~tf!l'D:~~lS!~P.~pr\8()n~Olis~te1tl(!.I1ts,a#~th~ 
()lltpl.lt.f ()f1tlatsJor •. ·A.MI:>PRI:>MPJis~ngs()fps~<duD:lps. ,: 

identical to that for the DISPLAY commaIld,except that:·· ...... .. ..... . .... . 

• Each line contains twice as much data: that is, eight eight-digit words of 
hexadecimal data, an algebraic sign followed by six ten-digit words of decimal 
integer data, or twice as many characters. 

• The maximum line length is 121 bytes, where the first byte is a forms-motion 
control character. The remaining 120 characters contain the formatted data. 

• Each DUMP command causes a new dump to be initiated, starting a new page 
with the header STORAGE PRINT and an indication whether virtual or real 
storage is being dumped. A line is skipped following the header and then the 
subheading, if specified via the DSS function &HDR, is printed and another line 
is skipped. The headings are repeated at the top of each page for that dump. 

• The output device is determined by the DSS function &DOUT; therefore, 
&DOUT must be set to a valid DSS I/O name before you issue the DUMP 

command. The valid settings are PRINTl, PRINT2, TOUTl, TOUT2, and LOG. 

(In addition, CMDT and PUNCH are valid for command procedures created by 
the PROCEDURE command. See "&PROC," under "Output Produced for DSS 
Functions," later in this section.) 
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Examples 

1. DUMP MYSYM.(8,S), where MYSYM was defined by a DSS command, would 
produce output in this format: 

HHHHHHHHHH oss YM STORAGE PRINT HHHHHHHHHH ~~~~~ PAGE OOlHHHHH 

MYSYM1 
00000008 23456789 AB 

2. DUMP L'S006':L'S060' would produce output in this format: 

HHHHHHHHHH oss YM STORAGE PRINT HHHHHHHHHH :::::::::: PAGE 001:::::::::: 

&SYM.IEANUC01.XCP064 
00005006 921B 89780200 A0003020 47F05710 91042001 47805702 58A07030 • • K •••••• 0 ••••••••••••• 
00005020 50AC8980 92088980 47F0527E 91017006 471053A8 58F088A8 45EOF014 47F0533A & •••• :0.= .....••• 0 .. 0 .. 0 .• 

• 0 • •••••• • 7 • •• .:: • 7 ••• G • • • - •• 00005040 47F088BE 91017006 471053A8 58F7003C 587F005C 58F7003C 18C758AF 006058FA 
00005060. 003C1B77 

SNAP Output 
There are two basic types of SNAP output: 

• Type 1, for ATs, ONs (&B, &1, &RA, &SA), 

• Type 2, for ONs (&LD, &UNLD) 

Type l-ATs, ONs (& B, & I, & RA, & SA) 

SNAP AC=xx~GEY.iR~QQQ~~~§jP~~t~; ADDR=xxxxxxxx 
OPSW=xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx INST=xxxxx etc. 

GPR= 00 xxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx etc .. . 
GPR= 08 xxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx etc .. . 

where x = a hexadecimal· digit 

AC - two hexadecimal digits to indicate the event(s) that caused the SNAP 
record to be taken: 

Code Event 

20 Instruction fetch (ON &1) 
10 Storage alteration (ON &SA) 
08 Successful branch instruction (ON &8) 
04 General register alteration (ON &RA) 
02 AT encountered 
01 Asynchronous event (RESTART key or error) 
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ADDR - the address of the instruction that caused the interrupt; this instruction 
was executed 

psw - the resume PSW 

INST - four to twelve hexadecimal digits to indicate the instruction causing the 
interrupt 

GPR=OO --.;... a display of general registers 0-7 

GPR=08 - a display of general registers 8-15 

Example 

SNAP AC=02 ADDR=001F4784 OPSW=00040005C01F4798 INST=07FE 
GPR=OO 00000000 001FR860 001F4800 FFFFFFFF F1F2F3F4 F5F6F7F8 C1C2C3C4 004789AB 
GPR=08 FFFFFFD9 0000147A 00000000 OABCDEFO 001F4752 001F4954 001F4798 001F4750 

Type 2-0Ns-(&LD, &UNLD) 

SNAP AC=xx r~~!fgt)l¥a~(~~§~g~~~* NAME=cccccccc 
ADDR=xxxxxxxx LGN=xxxxxx 

where x = a hexadecimal digit 
c = a character 

AC - two hexadecimal digits to indicate the event(s) that caused the SNAP 
record to be taken. 

Code Event 
80 Module loaded (ON & LD) 
40 Module unloaded (ON & UNLD) 

NAME - the name of the load module 

ADDR - the beginning address of the named load module 

LGN - the length of the load module 

Example: 

SNAP AC=80 NAME=TESTPGM1 ADDR=OOAF4880 LGN=0001FA 

Output ·Produced for DSS Functions 
When a DSS function is specified as an operand of a DISPLAY or DUMP 
command, the output appears as one or more lines of 72 bytes for the console, 
121 bytes for printer or magnetic tape, or 80 bytes to obtain a copy of the 
PROCEDURE command and its associated command procedure in card-image 
format for a card punch or magnetic tape. 
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&AT 

The output formats for the DSS functions are further described in the 
remainder of this appendix. 

Note: If an expression containing a DSS function is specified as the operand of 
DISPLAY or DUMP, the output format is as described earlier in this appendix, 
under "DISPLAY Output" and "DUMP Output". 

&AT NO.=dddd NAME=cccccccc SNAP=ccc STATE=cccc 

Q U AL= cccccccccccccccccccccccccc 

ADDR=xxxxxxxx LM=cccccccc 

TXT = command-procedure 

where d = a decimal digit 
x = a hexadecimal digit 
c = a character 

NO. - the number that DSS assigned to this AT command 

NAME - the name, if any, that you gave to this AT command 

SNAP - a YES or NO that indicates whether or not a SNAP is to be taken 

ST ATE - ENBL or DSBL, to indicate whether the AT is enabled or disabled 

QUAL - the &QT qualification that will be applied to the command procedure 
when it is executed 

ADDR - the address of the logical breakpoint 

LM - the fully qualified name of the load module in which the breakpoint is 
planted, or, if the name is unavailable, the character string * *NOT IN 

UNLOAD ABLE MODULE** 

TXT - the procedure stored by the AT command 

Notes: 

1. A separate "ADDR=xxxxxxxx LM=cccccccc" is written for each breakpoint that 
this AT command planted. 

2. If &A T is specified without parentheses containing names or numbers, then all 
ATs are displayed. If the unqualified &AT is an operand of a DISPLAY 

command, the associated command text is not displayed. If you want to get 
the command text at the console, use the form &AT( ) with the numbers or 
names. 

Example 

&AT NO.=0004 NAME=MYATl SNAP=YES STATE=ENBL 
QUAL=&SVM.TESTl 
ADDR=OOOlAFOO LM=&SVM.TESTl 
TXT=DISPLAY &G(7:10) 

SET &G(l )=X'OOOOlAFO' 
DIVERT 
END 
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&ON 

& PATCH 

&ON NO.=dddd NAME=cccccccc SNAP=ccc ST ATE=cccc 
Q U AL=cccccccccccccccc 

EVENTS=cccccccc etc. 
TXT =command-procedure 

where d = a decimal digit 
c = a character 

NO. - the number that DSS assigned to this ON command. 

NAME - the name, if any, that you gave to this ON command. 

SNAP - a YES or NO that indicates whether or not a SNAP is to be taken 

ST ATE - ENBL or DISBL, to indicate whether the ON is enabled or disabled 

QUAL - the &QT qualification that will be applied to the command procedure 
when it is executed. 

EVENTS - the events to be monitored for by this ON command 

TXT - the command procedure stored by the ON command 

Note: If &ON is specified without parentheses containing names or numbers, 
then all ONs are displayed. If the unqualified &ON is an operand of a DISPLAY 

command, the associated command procedure is not displayed. If you want to get 
the command procedure at the console, use the form &ON ( ), with the numbers 
or names. 

Example 

&ON NO.0001 NAME=MYON1 SNAP=YES STATE=ENBL 
QUAL=&SVM.TEST1 
EVENTS=&RA 
TXT=END . 

&PATCH NO.=dddd NAME=cccccccc 
ORIGINAL DATA LM=cccccccc 

location value value value value 

NEW DATA 

address value value value value 

where d = a decimal digit 
c = a character 

NO. - the number that DSS assigned to this PATCH command 

NAME - the name, if any, that you gave to this PATCH command 

LM - the fully qualified name of the patched load module, or, if the name is 
unavailable, the character string **NOT IN UNLOAD ABLE MODULE** 
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&PROC 

location - eight hexadecimal digits that indicate the offset from the beginning of 

1~_~_i~~§fiYl~~W"~t~l:lt;m1:!'m~~Il*~ 

address - eight hexadecimal digits that indicate the base address 

value - eight hexadecimal digits; the series of values shows the original data and 
the new data 

Note: A series of lines consisting of "address value value value value" may be 
required under both ORIGINAL DATA and NEW DATA to show these areas. 

Example 

&PATCH NO.=0022 
ORIGINAL OATA 

00000000 0000001F 
00000010 01020304 

NEW OATA 
00034F90 000000F4 
00034FAO 40404040 

NAME=MYPATCH1 
LM=MYJOB.TEST47 
C1C2C3C4 F1F2F3F4 
001FF928 

C1C2C3C4 00000000 
40404040 

&PROC NAME=cccccccc P ARM=cccccccc etc. 
TXT = command procedure 

where c = a character 

NAME - the name of this command procedure 

FFFFFFFF 

00000000 

PARM - your parameter specification for this command procedure 

TXT - the command procedure 

Each of these commands produces different output for &PROC: 

• DUMP &PROCO, when &DOUT is set to LOG, PRINT1, PRINT2, TOU1J, or 
TOUT2 

• DUMP &PROCO, when &DOUT is set to CMDT or PUNCH 

• DISPLAY &PROCO 

Dump of &PROC to LOG, PRINTl, PRINT2, TOUTl, or TOUT2 

The dump is in the format shown above; line length is 120 bytes. Where no 
parameters were specified, PARM= is blank. 

Dump of &PROC to .CMDT or PUNCH 

The dump is in card-image format, that is, 80-character logical records that each 
contain a command. &PROC, NAME=, PARM=, and TXT= are omitted; only the 
commands themselves are dumped. 
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&SYM 

Display of &PROC 

The display is in the format shown above, except that if &PROC is unqualified, 
the texts of the command procedures are not displayed. (If you want to display 
the text of a command procedure at the console, use the form &PROC(name[, ... ]).) 

In addition, if no parameters were specified, PARM= is blank. 

Note: If &PROC is specified without parentheses containing command-procedure 
names, all command procedures that PROCEDURE stored during the current DSS 

session are described. 

Example 

&PROC NAME=MYPROC PARM= 
TXT=DISPLAY &G(O:1) 

IF &G(O)=X'800049FF' 
SET MSG='OK' 
RETURN 
END 
SET MSG='NOGOOD' 
RETURN 
END 

&SYM NAME=cccccccc REF=ccccccc OFFSET=xxxxxxxx LNG=xxxxxxxx 
TYPE=c SIZE=xxxxxxxx SCOPE=cccccccc QUAL=cccccccc 

where c = a character 
x = a hexadecimal digit 

NAME - the data field's name 

REF - a character string that indicates whether the data field is defined, 
equated, or a procedure parameter 

OFFSET - the offset 

LNG - the length 

TYPE - the type (c = character, I = decimal integer, X = hexadecimal) 

SIZE - the size 

SCOPE - INTERNAL or EXTERNAL, to indicate whether the name is internal or 
external 

QUAL - for external.symbols only, the fully qualified name of the load module 

Example 

&SYM NAME=WORKAREA REF=DEFINED OFFSET=OOOOOOOO LNG=00000004 
TYPE=I SIZE=00000004 SCOPE=INTERNAL 
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I . &name value I 
&name - the symbol to which the value applies 

value - the value in hexadecimal format 

Examples 

&RANGE OOOOAFOO OOOOAFBO 

& CAW 001DBOA8 

&PRM 0472 

& DOUT, &QT, &SOUT,&TOD 

&HDR 

&ID 

I &name value I' 
. &name - the name of the DSS function 

value - a character string that indicates the value of the DSS function 

Example 

&DOUT PRINT1 

&HDR 
subheading 

subheading - the character string that was stored in &HDR by the last SET 
&HDR command. 

Example 

&HDR 
AREA ABC ON EXIT FROM XYZ 

SlID address value 

address - eight hexadecimal digits that indicate the base address of the load 
module 
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value - the f~lly qualified symbolic address in the form: 

.:.· •• : •••. ·: •. ·.1:.:.·.·.:.··.:.&.· .. ·.·.:.· .•. • .. • .• ·: ••. • •.•••. A.· •.. • .. · •. ··.S .. · .. ·· .. ·.· .. ' ... · .. D ... ·· ... ···· .•.. • ••..••. ··: .•.. ·~.··.··.( ... ·.· ... ··.n .• · ... · .... ·.·:.: .. · ... u::.::.·:· ... : ... · .... ·· •... m ... · .• : ..... · .• · ... · .. : ... : ... : •...... · ... ·.:.:.b.:· •••. · ••• • .•. • .. ·: .••. • •. e.· ...... ·.: .•.... • ... · .. ·.r .. : .. ::: •.. :::.:· .•. ): .... ·· ...... ·.:.· .... ·.map- id.madule-name[. T&CP\JIDf/·········. 
jcsect-name U 
lentry-paint-name f 

When the address that you specify with &ID does not reside in a mapped data 
field, "value" is the character string: *NOT IN LOAD MODULE* 

Example 

&JOB(MYJOB).TEST1.PARTA 

&P,&S,&B,&I,&RA,&SA,&LD,&UNLD 

Map Output Formats 

These DSS functions cannot be displayed or dumped. Although &S can be 
specified in a DISPLAY or DUMP command, only the substituted item is displayed 
or dumped. 

&SVMMAP(NUC): The format is 

NUCLEUS STORAGE MAP nucleus-id 

TYPE NAME ADDR LENGTH' ENTRY ADDR 
tt nnnnnnnn aaaaaa 1111 nnnnnnnn aaaaaa 

nuc1eus-id - Eight-character data field from the CVT. 

tt - Type code -CS for a control section 
- blanks for an entry point. 

LENGTH 
1111 

nnnnnnnn - eight characters that indicate the control section or entry point 
name. 

aaaaaa - six hexadecimal digits that indicate the address of the control section 
or entry point. 

llll - four hexadecimal digits that indicate the length attribute of the control 
section or entry point. 

The DISPLAY command writes two name-addr-Iength groups on each line; the 
DUMP command writes four name-addr-Iength groups on each line. 

The map is ordered by address, so each control section entry in the map is 
followed by its entry points. The beginning of each control section entry is 
identified by a CS in the TYPE field. 
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TYPE NAME 

CS IEAQFXOO 

CS IGFCAT 

CS IEAVGMOO 

CS IEAVLKOO 

Example 

Following is the beginning of a printout that could ,be produced by DUMP 
&'SVMMAP(NUC). 

:::e:::::::::::::::: DSS &SVM MAP PRINT :::::::::::::::::::: ................ PAGE 001:::::::::: 

NUCLEUS STORAGE MAP IEANUC01 

ADDR LENGTH ENTRY ADDR LENGTH ENTRY ADDR LENGTH ENTRY ADDR LENGTH 

000000 FD78 

00FD78 0740 

0104B8 1EAO 

012358 OF88 

SVCOPSW 000020 FD58 PIOPSW 000028 FD50 PINPSW 000068 F010 
IEAPSW 000200 FB78 IECIERLC 00020A FB6E FLCAEQJ 000210 FB68 
FLCAEQS 000218 FB60 IEASCSAV 000220 FB58 IEAPKSAV 000260 FB18 
IEASAV 0002C8 FABO IQAPFXSV 000914 F464 IQAPFXOO 000914 F464 
IQAPFXPC 00091C F45C IQAPFXLP 000930 F448 IQAPFXAT 000936 F442 
IECIOS 000940 F438 IECIOQET 004B5C B21C IECITSAR 00564C A72C 
DDRRQE 005650 A728 IGCOOO 005698 A6EO IGC114 0056AO A608 
XCP064 005966 A412 IECHK4 005CA6 AOD2 IECHK1 00603C 903C 
IECINT 0061FC 9B7C INT025 006464 9914 IECHK2 0065D2 97A6 
IECHK5 'ill" 9438 IECHK6 006942 9436 IGC015 006AF8 9280 
IFCCPLOO 006 CE 8FAA IGC092 006F40 8E38 IECIXAVL 006F94 80E4 
IECDMS 00Z024 8D54 IECXAPG 00704C 8D2C IECOLTVT 00707C 8CFC 
DDRAPNVT o OA4 8CD4 CATAPP 007224 8B54 IECPESW 007268 8B10 
DEVTAB o 747C 88FC IECCST 0074D4 88A4 IECILCH 0074FC 887C 
IECILK1 007534 8844 IECILK2 0075BA 87BE IEAERPV 009102 6C76 
IECRMS 00930A 6A6E DDRSRTO 009604 6774 IECIHIO 0097E6 6592 
IFCHK13 009A10 6368 IECSTB 00F170 OC08 

CHRADTAB 0103E8 OODO ERPIBFD 010418 OOAO IGFCCH 0104A5 0013 

IGC004 0104B8 1EAO IGC005 0104B8 1EAO GMBRANCH 010658 1000 
CLBRANCH 01068A 1CCE FMBRANCH 010690 1CC8 ABBRANCH 0106C2 1C96 
RMBRANCH 0106E8 1C70 IGC010 010710 1C48 QCBRANCH 01074E 1COA 
SVCBYTE 010802 1B56 OBFRSW 010805 1B53 GETMAINB 01080C 1B4C 
MRELEASE 0112F8 1060 GMLPSWV 01161C OD3C GMLPSWR 011620 0038 
CDPURGE 011746 OC12 FBQSRCH 0117C6 OB92 OBFRSAVE 012178 OlEO 
GOVRFLB 012 BC 001C 

i\\lil:MB(i!I)·~l'·.I'·sm_JIIIII;·: & SVMMAP(RRMA), & JOBMAP(), 
& TCBMAPO: The format is: 

TYPE 
tt 

NAME EP 
nnnnnnnn eeeeee 

header-line 

EXTENTS(ADDR LENGTH) OR MAJOR NAME 
aaaaaa 111111 aaaaaa 111111 

header-line - A character string that depends on the map being printed. 

tt - Type code - M 
MS 
blanks 

Major and not shared 
Major and shared 
Minor 

nnnnnnnn - eight characters that indicate the load module or entry point name. 

eeeeee - six hexadecimal digits that indicate the address of the entry point. 

aaaaaa - six hexadecimal digits that indicate the starting. addre~s of an extent. 

111111 - six hexadecimal digits that indicate the length attribute of the extent. 
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Header-Line Formats: 

&SVMMAP(RRMA) 

RESIDENT REENTRANT MODULE MAP 

&JOBMAP( ) 

JOBMAP FOR nnnnnnnn AT aaaaaa 

nnnnnnnn - eight characters that indicate the job step name. 

aaaaaa - six hexadecimal digits that indicate the job step TCB address. 

&TCBMAP( ) 

MAP OF TCB AT aaaaaa 

aaaaaa - six hexadecimal digits that indicate the TCB address. 

The DISPLAY command prints up to two extents on a line. The DUMP 
command prints up to five extents ona line. If more extents must be printed 
than can be fit on the line, one or more additional lines are used. The TYPE, 
NAME, and EP fields are set to blanks on these additional lines. 

::~:~: :::::: ~::::::: DSS &SVM MAP PRINT :::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::: PAGE 001:::::::::: 

LINK PACK AREA MAP 

TYPE NAME EP EXTENTS(ADDR LENGTH) OR MAJOR NAME, 
MS IGCOA05A ED3858 ED3858 0007A8 
MS IGGo19V3 DF9C6o DF9C60 oOolAO 

IFG0239R EE9400 IFG0199R 
MS IGG019V5 DF81EO DFBIEO OOOE20 
MS IGG0196I DDB400 DDB400 000400 

IFG0239B EEAOOO I FGO 199B 
MS IGC0308F E98278 E98278 000260 
MS IEEVLOUT FC2AAO FC2AAO 000148 
MS IEFVGM2 F80AEO F80AEO 000148 
MS IGC04091 E954D8 E954DB 000380 
MS IGC5207B E77BE8 E 7 7 8E 8 OOOlDa-
MS IGCOD05A ED0678 ED0678 0002EB 
MS IGC6207B E710D8 E710DB 'OO03BO 

IFG0239D EE9COO IFG0199D 
IFG0239E EE9800 IFG0199E 

MS IGCOB06F ED2230 ED2230 000168 
MS IGCOFOIC ECF6E8 ECF6E8 000328 
MS IGE0904G E5F118 E5Fl18 OOOOCO 

IGG019CU E512EO E512EO ,OO06D8 
B400 FBAOOO FBAOO 

EDI418 
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&0, &L, &SZ, &T 

&G, &C, &F 

dss-function name value 

dss-function - a character string that indicates the dss function 

name :....- a character string that indicates the symbol to which the value applies 

value - eight hexadecimal digits or, for &T, a one-character code (x = 
character, I = decimal integer, X = hexadecimal). 

Examples 

~o ANSWER 000000A8 

~SZ AREA 0000014E 

~T MESSAGE C 

dss-function register # value value value value 

dss-function - a character string that indicates the DSS function 

register # - a hexadecimal digit that indicates the initial register number on that 
line 

value - a series of eight hexadecimal digits that indicate the present register 
value 

Examples: 
1. DISPLAY &G(O:5) would produce output in this format: 

~G 00 
04 

000FABE4 
000000A8 

OOOABCDE 
OOOOOOAD 

00000000 FFFFFFFF 

2. DISPLAY &C(2:15) would produce output in this format: 

~C 2 
4 
8 

12 

00000000 
00000000 
00000000 

00000000 
400007AD 
00000000 

FFFFFFFF 
00000000 
00037340 
EOCOOOOO 

FFFFFFFF 
00000000 
000387EO 
0002F990 

3. DISPLAY &G(1:4),&G(6:9) would produce output in this format: 

~G 
~G 

1 
6 

FOFOF840 
00000000 

00000000 
00000000 

00030001 
00000000 

4. DUMP &G(2:15) would produce output in this format: 

00000000 
40F107AD 

HHHHHHHHHH DSS YM STORAGE PRINT HHHHHHHHHH 

&G 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 
00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 
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&SVM,&JOB,&TCB,&LM,&PRB, &Q 

&RM 

Error Dump 

ASGN1 ER 

name 
address value value value value 

name - a character string that indicates the symbol to which the values apply 

address - eight hexadecimal digits that indicate the storage address specified 

value - a series of eight hexadecimal digits that indicate the present value 

Example: 

&JOB(MYJOB).MODULEA 
00014AC8 F1F2F3F4 
00014AD8 FFFFFFFF 
00014AE8 OOOOOOOB 

C1C2C3C4 
OOOOOOAF 
4987ABCD 

00000000 
D1D2D3D4 

F5F6F7F8 
00000006 

Output for &RM is covered under "DISPLAY Output," earlier in this section. 

In OS/VS1, the IQAEPROO program prints 

1. The dump identification that you entered in response to message IQA012A. 

2. The contents of the general registers. 

3. Real storage from locations 0 to 4096. 

4. The contents of all Dss-occupied segments from segment 5 up, in the form of 
one continuous storage dump. 

Following is the beginning of a printout that could be produced by IQAEPROO. 

GPR 7 00012048 00000000 00050000 00000008 OOOOOOOF 0000000100000206 8008B8F6 H ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•• 6H 

GPR 15 00086CC3 00062000 00086390 0008C390 0008C060 0006215C 5008BB3E 00054BAA H ••• C .......... C .... - ... H& ••••••• H 

00000000 040COOOO 00019F88 070EOOOO 00000000 
00000020 040COOOO 00F3334A 060COOOO 00F32E8~ 
00000040 0006D548 OCOOOOOO 0006D518 000170AO 
00000060 040COOOO 00019604 OOOCOOOo 00018E36 
00000080 00000000 00001004 0002006B 00060011 
OOOOOOAO 00000000 OOOOOOO~ 10000060 0002F458 
00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 

LINES 000000EO-00000140 SAME AS ABQVE 
00000160 00000000 00000000 00000000 82000170 
00000180 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 

LINES 00001AO-000001EO SAME AS ABOVE 

000170AO 00000000 070EOOOO 00000000 
00000000 00000000 070EOOOO 00000000 
FD64FFFF 0002FA54 04000000 00018C84 
04080000 0001EE48 040COOOO 00018DBO 
00F31000 00000000 00000000 00000000 
FFOOOOOO 00000000 00000283 00000000 
00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 

00000000 0002D798 00000000 00000000 
00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 

:: ••••••• H •••••••••••••••••••••••• :: 
:: •.••• 3. • .... 3 .......•.•.•....•. :: 
:: •• N ••••••• N •••••••••••••••••••• D:: 
:: •••••• 0 ••••••••••••••••••••••••• :: 
:: ••••••••••• , ••••• 3 •••••••••••••• :: 
:: ••••••••••• - •• 4 •••••••••••• C •••• :: 

:: •••••••••••• B ••••••••• PQ •••••••• :: 
:: ................................ :: 

00 F 3 ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ OA 0~2 ... 0 ___ ..,;.,FF ... 0;w;OwO~2~1 0_---.......... 00000218 :: ..... 3 ......................... . 
000011~--"- ........ 3 .. 3.H ............... . 

-----~ .•• 2J .••• 
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" 

In OS/VS2,' when Dssdumps itself to a printer, it displ~ys: 

1. The dump identification that you enteredin response to message IQA012A. 

, 2. The general registers. 

3. The control registers. 

4. The prefixed storage area ~labeled FIXED LOW CORE in the dump). 

S. The DSS vector table (IQADSV). , 

6. TheDSS environment routines (IQAENVOO). 

7. The DSS language routines (IQALANOO), including the . language work' space. 
1 

1 
Followingis the beginning of a printout that could be produced by 'a DSS error' 

dump in OS/VS2: . '; 
, ~,,, ,~". ,] 

DYNAMIC SUPPORT SYSTEM (OSS) ERROR DUMP FACILITY DATE 73.122 TI ME 04.09. IG PAGE 002 lO::: 

XKKOSS ERROR DUMPx~K KXKXXHXXKKXXXXHXXXXXXXXKXDUMP TEST ON 40AJKXHHHxHKKHHHKKKKKKKHHKHHHHK HKHOSS ERROR DUMPKKH 

:::::: S TAR T o F 0 U M P ::::lC 

~: ~c:: G ENE R A L REG I S T E RS :::~:: 

REG 0-7 00000000 0020C738 000A9714 1f00AEOAE 000A9000 00000000 000AF3B1f 800AEE78 
REG 8-15 00000009 00000040 00000400 OOOAAICC 0009EOOO 0001DG94 OOOlDSSC AOOAED9E 

:ot:: C ON T R 0 L REG I S T E R S ;no{ 

REG 0-7 00800000 OF09E140 FFFFFFFF FFFFFFFF 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 
REG 8-15 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 COOOOOOO 00000200 

KKK F I XED LOW COR E HHH 

00000000 
00000020 
00000040 
OOOOOOGO 
00000080 
OOoooOAO 
ooOoOOCo 

04080000 oOOOEGSE o70FOoOo 00000000 
070CIOoo 000BoGC4 04082000 002286FO 
000A30FO 04000000 000A30E8 0001D7FO 
000COoOO'0005BAOO OOOCOOOO 000$B7C8 
00000000.00000000 00020071 00060011 
OObooooo 00000000 00000000 00000000 
00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 

LINES OOOOOOEO TO 
1JJ.,ooO-_,L.\,J0 00000000 82000 ~----~~ 
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00000000 070FOOOO 00000000 H ••••• ;W .•••.•.••.. PO ••• ~i ••••••• K 
00000000 070COOOO 00023F3C :: ....... 0 .... ;;.0 .... : ........... :: 
00FDG760 OOOCOOOO 000;B3A8 :: ... O ....... Y •• PO ....... i .... : ... l: 

0009Bf)24 040COOOO 000A2DDO le •• ; ••••••.••••• • H •••.•••••••• ~ ••• 1: 

0000000000000000 00000000 :: ••••.•.•.••.•.••••• 0 .•.••••••••• 1: 

000000000000013000000000 :1 ................. ; ...... ; ....... 1: 

o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 :: •••••• '., >< ••• , ••• " ' •••••••• ; • ; • ~." '. :; 



Section 6: Messages 

DSS writes all of its messages at the integrated operator's console; in addition, if 
the LOG I/O name is assigned, DSS writes its messages in the hardcopy log. Most 
of the messages indicate either user error or system error; a few DSS messages 
are informational and do not imply error. 

The following information is included for each DSS message: 

Message: The message identifier followed by the message text. The format of the 

message identifier is IQAnnnt, where IQA is the operating-system component 

identifier for DSS; nnn is a three-digit serial number; and t is one of these 

codes: 

Code Meaning 

A Immediate action required 

D Immediate decision required 

E Eventual action required 

I Information (may provoke action) 

W The system is in the wait state 

Occasionally, a message is followed by one or more of these supplementary 

messages: 

Format 

CUA = xxxxxx 

CSW = xxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx 

SENSE = xxxx 

CAW = xxxxxxxx 

CCW = xxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx 

Meaning 

Control Unit Address 

Channel Status Word 

Sense Data 

Channel Address Word 

Failing Channel Command Word 

Explanation: The meaning of the message text. What happened or is happening. 

System Action: How DSS responds to the event. 

Programmer Response: What the DSS user should normally do next. 

Problem Detennination (if applicable): What to do next if it becomes necessary to identify a 

failing hardware unit or program. Standard OSjVS problem determination 

actions are identified as items of table I. Actions unique to DSS are identified 

following the list of standard actions to be taken. 
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Problem Determination 
Table I. Problem Determination 

2. Save the console sheet from the primary console. In systems with Multiple Console 

Support (MCS), save a copy of the hardcopy log. 

3. Save the job stream associated with the job. 

4. Save the system output (SYSOUT) associated with the job. 

11. Execute the HMDSADMP orA¥'Q§iPMR service aid program to dump the contents of 
real storage and page data se1s on magnetic tape. 

After restarting the system, execute the appropriate function of the HMDPRDMP or 

~~9~ft~M~ service aid prog~a~~? p~~~~<~he required portion of the dump tape 
produced by HMDSADMP or~N1p§'~9Met 

Save both the tape from HMDSADMP orAMRS~OMP (should further information from 

the tape be required) and the listing from HMDPRDMP or~Mt>~PMPi: 

16. Save the dump. 

20. Save the control cards associated with the job. 

22. Save the source input associated with the job. 

26. Execute the IEBPTPCH data set utility to 

b. print the applicable data set. 

29. Contact IBM for programming support. 

30. Contact IBM for hardware support. 

Figure 38. Problem Detennination 

Note: The discontinuities in the numbering of the Table I entries are caused by 
the fact that this table is a subset of the standard OS/VS Problem Determination 
table. 
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IIQAOOOD <severity::;' DSS PROGRAM CHECK,L()C.II)~ xx IQAPIHOO IQAxxxxx. 

[{
CANNOT tAKE DSS DUMP, CONTINUE? REPLY Y OR N.}] 
DSS DUMP DESIRED? REPLY Y OR N. 

Explanation: A program interrupt (0-15) was encountered in the second module. 
For more information, refer to "System Errors," in Section 4. 
System Action: DSS(~sue~m~~~~g~IAQQg§Pariq waits for the programmer's 
response. A press of the END key with no preceding Y or N is treated as a Y. 
Programmer Response (aS /VS 1): 
1. Cannot take DSS dump, continue? Reply Y or N 

a. Y (yes)-Processing resumes as described under IIResumption of Processing," 
in Section 4. 

b. N (no)-The system enters a disabled wait state. The system wait code is 
OF1. 

2. DSS dump desired? Reply Y or N 
a. Y (yes)-Real storage from locations 0 through 4096 and DSS-occupied 

segments from segment 5 on up are written to SYS1.DSSVM for later printing 
by IQAEPROO. Processing resumes as described under "Resumption Of 
Processing," in Section 4. 

b. N (no)-Processing resumes as described under IIResumption Of Processing," 

i~.~~.c~ion~. .........•..•.. ... . •......... . .<>. ....... .••... ...•.•.•••••.. •••..••... ... ....... . ..........•.•...•. .....•. • .•.........••... i><"'. 

e{p~rarnrrte~Re~pon~.~<qSIV~gJ:i~~eth~iprogrCJmm~r/responses ..• for··themessages 
!h~~if()lto~.·.· •. ·!~i~ .. m~~.~CJgfJ •• · .• ~t~tl.~ .• · ... ·~()ns()I.~. 
Problem Determination (OS /VS 1): 
After programmer response la or 2b-

Table I, item 2 and, if not already done, item 29. 
After programmer response 1 b-

Table I, item 2, item 11 while DSS is loaded, and, if not already done, item 29. 
After programmer response 2a-

Table I, item 2 and, if not already done, item 29. In addition, print the DSS dump 
by~eans.~!t~e pr~cedure. giv~n und~r .. 11~?wT?>qbtai~ ~. Du~p.,'~.in~7ction 4. 

ep?plerrl~.~~rrnit:latj0rl·. (PS(yS.2): ••.•• ·pS~.so~ar~ ~rror.R~pIYY.·1q •• rl1essag~ .. 
IQf.'\Q?~p~t~qlE) 1~~E)IJI~?CJl'19..J§~ ..•. . 

IQAOOIDgs~y!ri~> SVC IN DSS, LOC.lD. xx IQASVCOO IQAxxxxx. 

[{
CANNOTTAKE DSS DUMP, CONTINUE? REPLY Y OR N.}] 

IQA002D 

DSS DUMP DESIRED? REPLY Y OR N. . 

Explanation: An SVC instruction has been issued by the second module. This is a 
program error, since it is not the one case in which a DSS module is permitted to 
issue an SVC. For more information, see IISystem Errors," in Section 4. 
System Action: The same as for message IQAOOOD. 
Programmer Response: The same as for message IQAOOOD. 
Problem Determination: The same as for message IQAOOOD. 

~~~~~f~~> DSS PAGE TABLE UNAVAILABLE,LOC~IQ~ xx IQAxxxxx IQAxxxxx. 

[{
CANNOT TAKE DSS DUMP, CONTINUE? REPLY Y OR N.}] 
DSS DUMP DESIRED? REPLY Y OR N. 

Explanation: A page exception occurred for a DSS page table entry marked 
unavailable. For more information, see "System Errors," in Section 4. 
System Action: The same as for message IQAOOOD. 
Programmer Response: The same as for message IQAOOOD. 
Problem Determination: The same as for message IQAOOOD. 
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IQA003D 

IQA004D 

IQA005D 

IQA006D 

:~'!~!~~&~:'DSS PAGE UNASSIGNED, :~Qt;~Q'~ xx IQAxxxxx IQAxxxxx. 

[{
CANNOT TAKE DSS DUMP, CONTINUE? REPLY V OR N.}] 
DSS DUMP DESIRED? REPLY Y OR N. 

Explanation: The second module tried to refer to a DSS page entry that is marked 
unassigned. For more information, see "System Errors," in Section 4. 
System Action: The same as for message IQAOOOD. 
Programmer Response: The same as for message IQAOOOD. 
Problem Determination: The same as for message IQAOOOD. 

l'~'i'y!~lg~:'INVALID DSS PAGE FAULT,\~R~lil~·.xx IQAxxxxx IQAxxxxx. 

[{
CANNot tAKE DSS DUMP, CONTINUE? REPLY Y OR N.}] 
DSS DUMP DESIRED? REPLY Y OR N. 

Explanation: The .address of the page fault is not in a DSS-occupied segment. For 
more information, see "System Errors," in Section 4. 
System Action: The same as for message IQAOOOD. 
Programmer Response: The same as for message IQAOOOD. 
Problem Determination: The same as for message IQAOOOD. 

:~~'Y.fi.!Y~: UNRECOVERABLE DSS PAGING I/O ERROR,LOI~IQ~: xx IQAxxxxx 
IQAxxxxx. 

[{
CANNOT TAKE DSS DUMP, CONTINUE? REPLY Y OR N.}] 
DSS DUMP DESIRED? REPLY Y OR N. 

Explanation: An unrecoverable I/O error has occurred on the DSS paging device. 
For more information, see "System Errors," in Section 4. 
System Action: The same as for message IQAOOOD. 
Programmer Response: The same as for message IQAOOOD. 
Problem Determination (OS/VSl): 
After programmer response la or 2b

Table I, items 2 and 30. 
After programmer response Ib-

Table I, item 2, item 11 while DSS is loaded, and item· 30. 
After programmer response 2a-

Table I, items 2 and 30. In addition, print the DSS dump by means of the 

P~~ .. ~.~.~~~~~i.~~.:~. ~.~:~ .. ~~ .... ~·n~~.r.?:~8~~.i.~· ... ·:.~ .. H~!!lg~".lg .. §·~~~l~ .. ~."'~.;:.> ... i": 

BIi.li!iilir~~t&~1II¥t~8i~~f~!~~~Bi'~·~~~ 
::~!.y.~t~!: INVALID RETURN CODE,·:.lg~nQ~: xx IQAxxxxx IQAxxxxx. 

[{
CANNOT TAKE DSS DUMP, CONTINUE? REPLY Y OR N.}] 
DSS DUMP DESIRED? REPLY Y OR N. 

Explanation: At xx, the first module received an undefined return code from the 
second module. (In the prologue to the first module's listing, there is a directory 
that relates xx to a location in the first module.) 
System Action: The same as for message IQAOOOD. 
Programmer Response: The same as for message IQAOOOD. 
Problem Determination: The same as for message IQAOOOD. 
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IQA007D~~eve~itY:> CHANNEL ERROR INT xxxx CSW xxxx,~9¢.I[)< xx IQAxxxxx IQAxxxxx. 

[{
CANNOT TAKE DSS DUMP, CONTINUE? REPLY Y OR N.}] 
DSS DUMP DESIRED? REPLY Y OR N. 

Explanation: DSS encountered a channel error on the channel identified by the I/O 
address in the interrupt code (INT), and with the indicated CSW status. For further 
information, refer to "System Errors," in Section 4. 
System Action: Before issuing this message, DSS does the following: 
• If the bad channel status reflects an OS/VS I/O operation, the status information 

is saved for later return to OS/VS for recovery processing. 
• If the bad channel status reflects a DSS I/O operation, the operation is retried. If 

this does not clear the error, the DSS command requiring the use of the channel 
is canceled and this message is issued; however, if the error prevents use of the 
console, and there is no device assignment for the LOG I/O name, this message 
is not issued. 

After issuing this message, DSS issues message IQA025D and waits for the 
programmer's response. A press of the END key with no preceding Y or N is 
treated as a Y. 
Programmer Response: The same as for niessage·IQAOOOD. 
Problem Determination: The same as for message IQA005D. 

IQA008D<seY~rijY>. DSS INTERNAL LOGIC ERROR,t.OC .• ID. xx IQAxxxxx IQAxxxxx. 

[{
CANNOT TAKE DSS DUMP, CONTINUE? REPLY Y OR N.}] 
DSS DUMP DESIRED? REPLY Y OR N. 

Explanation: At xx, the first module detected a logic error in the second module. (In 
the prologue to the first module's listing, there is a directory that relates xx to a 
location in the first module.) 
System Action: The same as for message IQAOOOD. 
Programmer Respol')se: The same as for message IQAOOOD. 
Problem Determination: The same as for message IQAOOOD. 

IQA009D~~!Y!ri!i~£g~§9b§'Z9§B.RQR~~§9.~!Q~~~JQ~~~*~;IQA~~~~; 
UNRECOVERABLE CONSOLE I/O ERROR, xx IQAxxxxx IQAxxxxx. 

[{
CANNOT TAKE DSS DUMP, CONTINUE? REPLY Y OR N.}] 
DSS DUMP DESIRED? REPLY Y OR N. 

Explanation: An unrecoverable I/O error occurred on the DSS console. For more 
information, refer to "System Errors," in Section 4. 
System Action: The same as for message IQAOOOD. 
Programmer Response: The same as for message IQAOOOD. 
Problem Determination: The same as for message IQA005D. 

*IQAOIOW DSS TRANSLATION SPECIFICATION EXCEPTION. 

Explanation: DSS encountered a translation specification exception while operating 
under DSS virtual storage. 
System Action: The system goes into a wait state; the system wait code is OFA. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, item 11 while DSS is loaded, and, if not already 
done, item 29. 
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IQAOIID ;'~~~~rJ!y~LOGICAL PAGING ERROR,:\~Qg;,g~ xx IQAxxxxx IQAxxxxx. 

[{ 
CANNOT TAKE DSS DUMP, CONTINUE? REPLY Y OR N.}] 
DSS DUMP DESIRED? REPLY Y OR N. 

IQA012A 

IQA013E 

IQA0141 

Explanation: There is a logic error in the DSS paging supervisor. As a result, there 
are not enough real page frames to bring in a page, or there are not enough page 
slots on the disk to write a page. For further information, refer to "System Errors," 
in. Section 4. 
System Action: The same as for message IQAOOOD. 
Programmer Response (OS/VS1): 
1. Cannot take DSS dump, continue? Reply Y or N 

. a. Y (yes)-DSS returns control to OS/VS as if a DISCONNECT command had 
been entered. The RESTART key can be used'to reactivate DSS. 

b. N (no)-The system enters. a disabled wait state. The system wait code is 
OF1. 

2. DSS dump desired? Reply Y or N 
a. Y (yes)-Real storage from locations 0 through 4096 and DSS-occupied 

segments from segment 5 on up are written to SYS1.DSSVM for later printing 
by IQAEPROO. DSS then returns control to OSjVS as if a DISCONNECT 
command had been entered; the RESTART key can be used to reactivate DSS. 

b. N (no)-DSS returns control to OSjVS as if a DISCONNECT command had 

~~~~i~~~.~.~.~.~.;.~~~.· .. ~~~I~~r.k~~i~~.~?~~~~~9J~.r~~.9~!y~t~P§~':\"'·"<>·>i<·}«<:'··< :.· .• ·.~~e~~~.·:i:iJ. :m .••••••. i.'e .••..•.••. ~;ffl~~Ii~~e.:·.>.i .•• ·~ ..•. (!).· ••••.••.• :. S.' .•..• ~.··.~.i§. f. g% .••..•. ;·S .••. i .•• ·~.~ .• :.···· .• ·fh .• · ...... ·( .. ~ .• · ... iPt9g~·~.mm~rir.~~pp.~~~.~i·.f()r.·t~~· •. fu~~~~g~$· 
.~"~~lQU()V!.~\ii~m@§$~g~~!~ti~~Rn~9'~;: . . "\/.' " . 
Problem Determination: The same as for message IQAOOOD. 

ENTER DUMP IDENTIFICATION (8 CHARACTERS) 

Explanation: This message allows the programmer to enter an identification for a 
dump that he requested. The identification will be printed when the dump is printed. 
System Action: DSS waits for the programmer's response. 
Programmer Response: Enter up to eight characters, then press the END key. 

RUN DSS ERROR DUMP UTILITY 

Explanation: The requested DSS dump was successful; the DSS error print utility 
(IQAEPROO) must be run under OSjVSl to print the DSS page-formatted data set. 
System Action: None. 
Programmer Response: The DSS error print utility must eventually be run according 
to the directions given under "How To Obtain A Dump," in Section 4. 

DSS DISCONNECT IN PROCESS, RETURNING TO SYSTEM. 

Explanation: The DSS error processor has encountered a severe error and is in the 
process of returning to OSjVS as if a DISCONNECT command had been entered. 
System Action: OSjVS will run with DSS terminated. 
Programmer Response: If more DSS processing is necessary, restart DSS. Avoid the 
command that caused the error. 
Problem Determination: As specified for the first message issued regarding the 
error. 
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IQA0151 DSS SYSTEM DAMAGE. REINSTATEMENT IN PROGRESS. 

Explanation: The DSS error processor encountered a local error and is now 
reinitializing DSS as if the programmer had entered a DISCONNECT command and 
then restarted DSS. 
System Action: DSS prints DSS READY, then prints & and waits for the programmer 
to enter a command. 
Programmer Response: Start a new DSS session. Avoid the command that caused 
the error. 
Problem Determination: As specified for the first message issued regarding the 
error. 

*IQA016W DSS ERROR. SYSTEM WAIT STATE. 

IIQA017D 

IQA018D 

Explanation: The DSS error processor encountered a catastrophic or 'ro~19(: error, 
and the system has been placed in a disabled wait state. The systemwalfcode is 
OF1. 
System Action: OS/VS attempts to write a record in the SYSl.LOGREC data set, 
places the system wait code in the PSW, and enters a disabled wait state. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 2 and (if not already done) 29 or 30. In 
addition, if a DSS dump was taken, follow the procedure given under IIHow To 
Obtain A Dump," in Section 4, to print the DSS page-formatted data set; if a DSS 
dump was not taken, Table I, item 11. 

!~'II~~'!i~'~~~~~ROR ENCOUNTERED DURING DUMP PROCESSING.ggQm~~tD: 
t~=Ji*~a~ DUMP, CONTINUE? REPLY Y OR N.J .....................•. 

Explanation: While the DSS error dump was being written, an error prevented 
continuation of the dump. 
System Action: DSS:i~'y.!§m~~~g~.lQA.()~4Difid;'waits for the programmer's 
response. A press of the END Key with no preceding Y or N is treated as a Y. 
Programmer Response (OS/VSl): 
Y (yes)-Processing resumes as described under "Resumption of Processing," in 

Section 4. 
N (no)-The system enters a disabled wait state. The system wait code is OFl. 

lI.f~~~~lW~1~'I:~~t~~~~~I~~~!f'~~~~j~ltt';!ff~1ro~i~ii~1 
Problem Determination: Table I, item 2, item 11 while DSS is loaded, and, if not 
already done,item 29. 

!~mijfJti~I/O ERROR ENCOUNTERED WHILE SWAPPING OUT NUCLEUS,'~Q~~IQ~' xx'iQAxxxxx IQAxxxxx. . ..... , ..... 

[{
CANNOT TAKE DSS DUMP, CONTINUE? REPLY Y OR N.}] 
DSS DUMP DESIRED? REPLY Y OR N. 

Explanation: Dur'ing DSS initialization, while DSS was swapping out the OS/VS 
nucleus, an unrecoverable I/O error prevented continuation of the swapping 
process. For further information, ref~r to "System Errors." in Section 4. 
System Action: Before issuing this message, DSS does the following: 
• If the error was caused by an OS/VS I/O operation, DSS saves the status 

information for OS/VS recovery processing. 
• If the error was caused by a DSS I/O operation, DSS retries the operation 10 

times. 
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After issuing this message'lg~j'm;$$@g;'Q!P~~Qi DSS waits for the programmer's 
response. A press of the END key with no preceding Y or N is treated as a Y. 
Programmer Response (OS/VSl): 
1. Cannot take DSS dump, continue? Reply Y or N 

a. Y (yes)-DSS returns control to OS/VS at the point of interruption. 
b. N (no)-The system enters a disabled wait state. The system wait code is 

OF1. 
2. DSS dump desired? Reply Y or N 

a. Y (yes)-Real storage from locations 0 through 4096 and DSS-occupied 
segments from segment 5 on up are written to SYS1.DSSVM for later printing 
by IQAEPROO. DSS then returns control to OS/VS at the point of interruption. 

b. N (no)-DSS returns control to OS/VS at the point of interruption. 

Problem Determination: The same as for message IQA005D. 

IQA019D~~~!.~~JJY~NOT ENOUGH PAGE FRAMES FORDSS ACTIVATION,'~~~~lQ;: xx 
. IQAxxxxx IQAxxxxx. 

[{
CANNOT TAKE DSS DUMP, CONTINUE? REPLY Y OR N.}] 
DSS DUMP DESIRED? REPLY Y OR N. 

Explanation: DSS cannot be activated, because there are not enough page frames. 
For further information, refer to "System Errors," in Section 4. 
System Action: The same as for message IQAOOOD. 
Programmer Response: The same as for message IQA018D. 
Problem Determination: The same as for message IQAOOOD. 

IQA020D ·;~.!Yit~5~·' I/O ERROR ENCOUNTERED WHILE SWAPPING IN DSS, :IBiJI~ xx 
IQAxxxxx IQAxxxxx 

[{
CANNOT TAKE DSS DUMP, CONTINUE? REPLY Y OR N.}] 
DSS DUMP DESIRED? REP,L Y Y OR N. 

Explanation: During DSS initialization, an I/O error prevented the swapping in of 
DSS. For further information, refer to "System Errors,"" in Section 4. 
System Action: Before issuing this message, DSS retries the operation 
unsuccessfully. After issuing this message :·I§I·ml§ili.'~lg~~R;i; DSS waits for the 
programmer's response. A press of the END key with no preceding Y or N is 
treated as Y. 
Programmer Response (OS/VSl): 
1. C.annot take DSS dump, continue? Reply Y or N 

a. Y (yes)-DSS attempts to reinstate the OS/VS nucleus and return control to 
OS/VS at the point of interruption. 

b. N (no)-The system enters a disabled wait state. The system wait code is 
OF1. 

2. DSS dump desired? Reply Y or N 
a. Y (yes)-Real storage from locations 0 through 4096 and DSS-occupied 

segments from segment 5 on up are written to SYS1.DSSVM for later printing 
by IQAEPROO. DSS then attempts to reinstate the OS/VS nucleus and return 
control to OS/VS at the point of interruption. 

b. N (no)-DSS attempts to reinstate the OS/VS nucleus and return control to 
OS/VS at the point of interruption. 

Il'Btllnl_···~I.~I:··[-;!~,~~~·····Rr·tflI1Rrll~ilml~:iIJiP~$.i'·:·'p~··~nl·:tnii~II~:: 
jl§lllmUII.IHj.I;:I.I$iRl(\,:If.:;ill ... ;,gQjjlp.JI'~:;:::;'::\l:·;;;:::l\;},r:,:)i':.;:,~i;\:\,\;:\'\;~:;·;,':.:,:,.;;,;;;;;':;:;:.;{".,t;"i::;:\;::,~,;;';::;;,.;;".;';::;"':'·;;il\:::,:\:,:f:;.:'.:;'\!·:·.i';i;::! 
Problem Determination: The same as for message IQA005D. 
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IQA021D .. ~~~v~r~tY>I/O ERROR ENCOUNTERED WHILE SWAPPING IN NUCLEUS,:~q~~'Q~ xx 
IQAxxxxx IQAxxxxx 

[{
CANNOT TAKE DSS DUMP, CONTINUE? REPLY Y OR N.}] 
DSS DUMP DESIRED? REPLY Y OR N. 

Explanation: During DSS exit processing, an unrecoverable I/O error prevented the 
nucleus from being swapped back in. For further information, refer to "System 
Errors," in Section 4. 
System Action: Before printing this message, DSS retries the operation 
unsuccessfully. After issuing this message:?ngm@~~~giJQAQ·2~Pi.' DSS waits for the 
programmer's response. A press of the END key with no preceding Y or N is 
treated as a Y. 
Programmer Response (OS/VS1): 
1. Cannot take DSS dump, continue? Reply Y or N 

a. Y (yes)-The system enters a disabled wait state. 
b. N (no)-The system enters a disabled wait state. 

2. DSS dump desired? Reply Y or N 
a. Y (yes)-Real storage from location 0 through 4096 and DSS-occupied 

segments from segment 5 on up are written to SYS1.DSSVM for later printing 
by IQAEPROO. The system then enters a disabled wait state. 

b. N (no)-The system enters a disabled wait state. The system wait code is 
OF1. 

ilfIJ.tI~fIJ~~~~~~IIi~f;~fi!~~!~!!!~~;~~'~~~llii!i;m~~i~~i 
Problem Determination: Table I, item 2; if a DSS dump was taken, follow the 
procedure given under "How To Obtain A Dump," in Section 4, to print the DSS 
page-formatted data set; if a DSS dump was not taken, Table I, item 11; if not 
already done, Table I, item 29 or 30. 

IQA022A INTERVENTION REQUIRED, DEVICE xxxx. 

IQA0231 

Explanation: The device at control unit address xxxx nee«;ts operator intervention. 
System Action: The I/O operation is suspended until the required operator 
intervention is completed. \ 
Programmer Response: Perform the action indicated by the I/O data in the 
supplementary messages. 

STACK FULL,J.I~!~~~Y~!~<?~!" ............ } FOR DEVICE xxxx. 
l!OM~~ .. ,g~~J.~~i~HY.~1n 

Explanation (VS 1): The DSS I/O interrupt stack (IQASTK) has overflowed. One 

.i,!Jit§!I\illiillflflll 
Programmer Response: Issue GO or DISCONNECT as soon as possible, so that the 
interrupts in the stack can be passed back to OS/VS. 
Problem Determination: Table I, item 11 while DSS is loaded. 
In addition, 
• If it does not seem possible that many interrupts have occurred, item 29 (if not 

already done) 
• If the error persists due to false interrupts, item 30 
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IQA025D 

IQA0261 

IQA0271 

CAr~NCtT TAKE DSSDUMP, CONTINUE? 

Explanation: One of the' following situations has prevented a DSS. error dump: 
• A permanent I/O error (indicated by message IQA025D and then this message). 
• Recursion into IQAERROO (the DSS error processor) while. IQAERROO was trying 
· to dump DSS. . ._. .' '. ." 
System Action: DSS waits for the programmer's response. A press of the END key 
with no preceding Y or N is treated as a· Y. 
Programmer Response: . 
Y (yes)--Processing resumes as described under "Resumption of .Processing," in 
Section·4. 
N (no)-The system enters a disabled wait state. The. system wait code is OF!. 
Problem Determination: Table I, item 2, item 11 while DSS is loaded, and, if not 
already done, item 29. 

DSS DUMP DESIRED? REPLY Y OR N. 

Explanation: A DSS error, or an OS/VS2 error that affects DSS, occurred and is 
described by the preceding message. A DSS dump is probably necessary for 
complete diagnosis of the problem. 
System Action: DSS waits for the programmer's response. A press of the END key 
with no preceding Y or N is treated as a Y. 
Programmer Response: 
Y (yes)-DSS-occupied storage is dumped to a high-speed printer; the nrnllO' .. l:llmrlnar 

will be asked to enter the printer address .. Processing then resumes as t1AC:,.. .. i1'\At1 

under ··Resumption of Processing," in Section 4. 
N (no)-Processing resumes as described under lIResumption of Processing," in . 
Section 4. . . 

<severity> NO DSS SAVE AREAS AVAILABLE; LOC.lD. xx IQAxxxxx IQAxxxxx 

Explanation: DSS module IQATSSOO has returned with a nonzero return code 
indicating that there are no more save areas available in. the DSS save area' pool. 
This should not occur, as the pool is assembled with. ample space. For further 
information refer to lISystem Errors," in Section 4. 
System Action: DSS issues message IQA025D, to give the programmer the option 
of taking a DSS error dump. Processing then continues as described for errors in' 
DSS logic under "Resumption of Processing," in Section 4. 
Programmer Response: See the programmer responses for-the messages' that follow 
this message at the console. . 
Problem Determination: DSS software error. R~ply Y to messagelQA025D; Table I, 

'. item 16. Investigate the eonten~s of the saVE! area pool, which is assembled into 
module IQATSSOO, to determine which DS~ 'rTlOdules are not releasing save:,are~s. 

CANNOT SIGP CPU(S). 
• " < 

Explanation: DSS attempted to gain control of one or more CPUs via a SIGNAL· 
PROCESSOR instruction that ordered CPU restart. The attempt failed, as indicated 
by a return code of. 8 or 12 from IQAICCOO. 
System Action: Processing continues; DSS cannot access data (registers, P5W, . 
etc.) in the unavailable CPU. DSS will not be able to. disconnect until it can reach all 
CPUs via SIGNAL PROCESSOR instructions. 
Programmer Response: If,DSS cannot control a CPU because of a correctable 
condition (for example, the operator is intervening, the CPU does:{lot haveAts 
poweron, or the CPU is in the stopped state), correct the conditIO'n.' .' 
Problem Determination: Table I, item 2. 
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, IQA0281 <SEVERE> UNEXPECTED PRIVILEGED OPERATION CODE; 
LOC.lD. xx IQAxxxxx IQA!:xxxx 

Explanation: The OSS privileged operation simulator (lQAPOSOO) has encountered a 
privileged operation code that is not in the 'privileged operation translate table. For 
further information, refer to "System Errors," in Section 4. 
System Action: OSS automatically disconnects, after issuing message IQA0250 to 
give the programmer the option of taking a OSS error dump. 
Programmer Response: See the programmer responses for the messages that follow 
this message at the console. . 
Problem Determination: OSS software error. Reply Y to message IQA0250. Table I, 
items 2 and 16. 

IQA029 f~} <SEVERE> UNIDENTIFIABLE DSS ERROR; LOC.lD. xx IQAxxxxx IQAxxxxx 

. [{CANNOT TAKE DSS DUMP CONTINUE? REPLY Y OR N.}] 

i IQA0301 

IQA0311 

IQA0321 

DSS DUMP DESIRED? REPLY Y OR N. 

Explanation: The DSS error processor (IQAERROO) has been called without a DSS 
error block (lQAERB) or with an invalid code in the ERBIO field. For further 
information, refer to "System Errors," in Section 4. 
System Action: The same as for IQAOOOD. 
Programmer Response: The same as for IQAOIID. 
Problem Determination: The same as for IQAOIID. 

<SEVERE> CANNOT ACCESS DSS PAGING DATA SET; LOC.lD. xx 
IQAxxxxx IQAxxxxx 

Explanation: DSS cannot access SYS1.DSSVM (the OSS paging data set), either 
because of I/O errors or because DSS cannot get to the CPU that owns the path to 
the device. For further information refer to "System Errors," in Section 4. 
System Action: OSS automatically disconnects, after issuing message IQA0250 to 
give the programmer the option of taking a DSS error dump. 
Programmer Response: Run the DSS sysgen utility (lQADVMOO) to rebuild 
SYS1.DSSVM, then try to use DSS. 
Problem Determination: Reply Y to IQA025D. Table I, items 2 and 16. 

<severity> INVALID INPUT PARAMETER; LOC.lD. xx IQAxxxXll.IQAxxxxx 

Explanation: A OSS module has received invalid input from another DSS module. 
For further information, refer to "System Errors," in Section 4. 
System Action: DSS issues message IQA025D, to give the programmer the option 
of taking a OSS error dump. Processing then continues as described, for errors in 
DSS logic under "Resumption of Processing," in Section 4. 
Programmer Response: See the programmer responses for the messages that follow 
this message at the console. 
Problem Determination: OSS software error. ~eply Y to message IQA025D. Table I, 
item 16. 

<severity> LRA FAILED FOR A FIXED DSS OR SYSTEM PAGE; 
LOC.ID. xx IQAxxxxx IQAxxxxx 

Explanation: The condition code from a LOAD REAL ADDRESS instruction indicates 
that a DSS or OS/VS2 page is not available. This should not occur, bec~use the 
page is supposed to be .fixed. For further information, refer to "System Errors," in 
Section 4. 
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IQA033A 

IQA034D 

IQA0351 , 

IQA0361 

IQA0371 

IQA0381 

System Action: DSS issues message IQA025D, to give the programmer the option 
of taking a DSS error dump. Processing then continues as described for errors in 
DSS logic under "Resumption of Processing," in Section 4. 
Programmer Response: See the programmer responses for the messages that follow 
this message at the console. 
Problem Determination: DSS software error. Reply Y to message IQA025D. Table I, 
item 16. 

ENTER PRINTER ADDRESS (4 DIGITS) 

Explanation: The programmer replied Y to message IQA025D. 
System Action: DSS waits for the programmer's response. 
Programmer Response: Enter a printer address in the form of four hexadecimal 
digits. If the system uses three-digit device addresses, include a leading zero as the 
fourth digit. 

INVALID PRINTER ADDRESS. REENTER OR REPLY N TO CANCEL. 

Explanation: The programmer replied incorrectly 'to message IQA033A. 
System Action: DSS waits for the programmer's res,ponse. 
Programmer Response: Enter a valid printer address in the form of four hexadecimal 
digits (including a leading zero if the system uses three-digit device addresses), or 
enter N to cancel the dump. 

INVALID CCW IN lOS SENSE CHAIN. 

Explanation: During the return of stacked I/O error status indicators to OS/VS2, 
DSS encountered an unexpected command code in a CCW. 
System Action: DSS terminates status return for the invalid sense request, 
indicating an error to lOS. Processing then continues. 
Programmer Response: None. 

AT ENCOUNTERED IS SUBJECT OF EXECUTE INSTRUCTION 

Explanation: While monitoring OS/VS2, DSS found an AT on an instruction that is 
the subject of an EXECUTE instruction. 
System Action: The AT is automatically removed; the programmer gets control at 
the integrated operator's console; GO or DISCONNECT will give control to the 
EXECUTE instruction. 
Programmer Response: Enter any DSS commands. 
Problem Determination: Table I, item 2 and, if not already done, item 30. 

CPU xxxx NOT OPERATIONAL 

Explanation: The specified CPU has issued a malfunction alert, or the machine 
check handler' has issued a SIGNAL PROCESSOR instruction that ordered an 
em,ergency signal to vary the specified CPU offline. 
System Action: Processing continues; DSS cannot access data (registers, PSW, 
etc.) in the unavailable CPU. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Tab!e I, items 2 and 30. 

CPUxxxx NOW ONLINE 

Explanation: The specified CPU was varied online. 
System Action: Processing continues; DSS can now access 9ata in the specified 
CPU. 
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IQA0391 

IQA0401 

IQA0411 

,IQA0421 

IQA0431 

<SEVERE> NO DIRECT ACCESS SLOTS AVAILABLE FOR DSS PAGING; 
tOC.ID. xx IQAxxxxx IQAxxxxx 

Explanation: There are no external page slots available in the SYSl.DSSVM data set 
for DSS paging. For further information, refer to "System Errors," in Section 4. 
System Action: DSS automatically disconnects, after issuing message IQA025D to 
give the programmer the option of taking a DSS error dump. . 
Programmer Response: If the problem persists, reallocate IQADVMOO and 
SYS1.DSSVM. 
Problem Determination: Probable I/O errors in SYS1.DSSVM. Reply Y to message 
IQA025D. Table I, items 2, 16, and 30. 

<SEVERE> CRITICAL MALFUNCTION DETECTED ON ANOTHER CPU; 
LOC.lD. xx IQAxxxxx IQAxxxxx 

Explanation: A CPU necessary to DSS processing has issued a malfunction alert. 
System Action: DSS automatically disconnects, after issuing message IQA025D to 
give the programmer the option of taking a DSS error dump. 
Programmer Response: See the programmer responses for the messages that follow I 

this message at the console. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 2 and 30. 

<SEVERE> DSS CANCELLED, REINSTATEMENT FAILED. 
LOC.lD. xx IQAxxxxx IQAxxxxx 

Explanation: While processing a local error, DSS was unable to reinstate DSS. For 
further information, refer to "System Errors," in Section 4. 
System Action: DSS automatically disconnects, after issuing message IQA025D to 
give the programmer the option of taking a DSS error dump. 
Programmer Response: See the programmer responses for the messages that follow 
this message at the console. 
Problem Determination: Reply Y to message IQA025D. Table I, items 2 and 16. 

INVALID STATUS/SENSE FOR ERP, DEV xxxxx, STAT xxxxx, SNS xxxx. 

Explanation: The DSS I/O error recovery routine has detected invalid status or 
sense data. 
System Action: See the system actions for the messages that follow this message 
at the console. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Problem Determination: See the device address, status data, and sense data in this 
message to determine whether a hardware failure occurred. If a hardware failure 
occurred, Table I, item 30. If a hardware failure did not occur, reply Y to message 
IQAOZ5D; Table I, items 2, 16, and 29. 

<SEVERE> IEEVDSS ENTRY POINT IN IEEVWKVP NOT FOUND BY IEAVNPB6; 
LOC.ID. xx IQAxxxxx IQAxxxxx 

Explanation: During a VARY CPU, ONLINE request, DSS could not find the entry 
point IEEVDSS. For further information, refer to "System Errors," in Section 4. 
System Action: DSS automatically disconnects, after issuing message IQA025D to 
give the programmer the option of taking a ·I;>SS error dump. 
Programmer Response: See the programmer responses for the messages that follow 
this message at the console. 
Problem Determination: DSS software error. Reply Y to message IQA025D. Table I, 
items 2 and 16. 
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IQA0441 

, IQA0451 

IQA0461 

IQAI001 

IQAI011 

IQAI021 

<SEVERE> NO DSS STATUS SAVE AREA AVAILABLE; LOC.ID. xx IQAxxxxx IQAxxxxx 

Explanation: During a VARY CPU, ONLINE request,DSS found that no AOS table 
exists for the CPU ~'eing varied online. For further information, refer to "System 
Errors;" in Section 4. 
System Action: DSS automatically disconnects, after issuing message IQA025D to 
give the programmer the option of taking a DSS error dump. 
Programmer Response: Check the records of system generation to ensure that the 
CPU was included in the configuration. 
Problem Determination: Reply Y to message IQA025D. Table I, items 2 and 16. 

ADDRESS TRANSLATION ERROR IN OS/VS 

Explanation: While DSS 'lias monitoring, an error occurred during OS/VS2 address 
translation for an address in OS/VS2 storage. 
System Action: DSS activates itself, to allow the programmer to take corrective 
action. 
Programmer Response: Use DSS to correct the problem. When OS/VS2 is 
reentered, OS/VS2 will terminate the currently active task. 

SNAP OUTPUT INTEGRITY LOST. MISSING INFORMATION 
AVAILABLE FOR DISPLAY. 

Explanation: Due to simultaneous events requiring SNAP output, the SNAP buffers > 

did not have room for all of the information. 
System Action: DSS activates itself, to allow the programmer to display the 
information that was not included in the snapshot dumps. 
Programmer Response:., Enter any DSS commands. 

DSS READY 

Explanation: DSS initialization is complete. 
System Action: DSS types & at the console to prompt the user for command input. 
Programmer Response: Enter any DSS command. 

PAGE CANNOT BE ACCESSED 

Explanation: A page of OS/VS virtual storage could not be accessed. 
System Action: The operand is canceled. 
Programmer Response: Enter a GO command, let OS/VS execute a few instructions, 
press RESTART to give control back to DSS, and reenter the command. 
Problem Determination: Probable OS/VS software error. Table I, items 2, 11 while 
DSS is loaded, 22, and, if not already done, 29. 

DSS INITIALIZED. SYSTEM IN JEOPARDY 

Explanation: During DSS initiation, system page fix limits were ignored to get the 
DSS control program established. Therefore, DSS cannot be used for monitoring. 
System Action: Language routines prompt the user for command input. DSS cannot 
accept any AT, ON, or GO commands. 
Programmer Response: Avoid the AT, ON, and GO commands. To return control to 
OS/VS, use the DISCONNECT command. 
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IQAI031 

IQAI041 

IQAIOSI 

IQAI061 

IQAI071 

IQAI081 

IQAI091 

LOAD MODULE name WAS UNLOADED BY OS/VS 

Explanation: OS/VS unloaded a module that OSS was monitoring. 
System Action: OSS r-emoves all AT breakpoints and patches in that module, as 
well as all names equated to areas in that module. If a breakpoint or patch belongs 
to a group of breakpoints or patches that· have a single number or name but reside 
in different load modules, OSS removes only those that reside in the module being 
unloaded. This results in the group of ATs or patches being partially removed. 
Programmer Response: None. 

PERMANENT I/O ERROR ON SYSRES 

Explanation: A permanent I/O error occurred while reading directory entries, 
scatter/translation records, or CESO control records of the SYS1.NUCLEUS library. 
System Action: The nucleus mnp is not built. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, item 16, and, if not already done, item 29. 

DSS PAGE FIX NOT POSSIBLE 

Explanation: An unsuccessful attempt was made to fix a OSS page that contains a 
channel program used for building the nucleus map. 
System Action: The nucleus map is not built. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 2, 22. and, if not already done, 29. 

VIRTUAL ADDRESS NOT VALID 

Explanation: A request by a OSS routine to refer to a page of OS/VS virtual 
storage was canceled because the page was marked unavailable or unassigned. 
System Action: The function in process is terminated. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 2, 11 while OSS is loaded, 22, and, if not 
already done, 29. 

NUCLEUS MAP NOT BUILT 

Explanation: A map of the nucleus was not built due to the error described by a 
preceding message. 
System Action: None. 
Programmer Response: None. 

NUCLEUS DIRECTORY ENTRY NOT FOUND 

Explanation: The nucleus member whose 10 is in the communication vector table 
(CVT) was not found in the directory of SYSl.NUCLEUS. 
System Action: The nucleus map is not built. 
Programmer Response: Check the CVT at CVTNUClS to ensure that the nucleus 10 
is valid. 
rroblem Determination: Table I, item 16, and, if not already done, item 29. 

SYSRES DEVICE CANNOT BE ACCESSED 

Explanation: The unit control block (UCB) for SYSRES that is identified in the 
communication vector table at label CVTSYSAO showed that an error recovery 
program was in control when OSS was being initialized. 
System Action: The nucleus map is not built. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, item 16, and, if not already done, item 29. 
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SNAP OUTPUT TERMINATED DUE TO I/O ERROR 

Explanation: The message preceding this one describes the I/O error on the snap 
output device which prevents further output. , 
System Action: The remaining records in the snap buffer are ignored. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 2 and 30. 

&AT {name } HAS BEEN DISABLED BY DSS 
number 

Explanation: The AT could not be enabled after a machine check occurred, due to a 
paging error. 
System Action: None. 
Programmer Response: Remove the AT or try again to enable the AT. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 2, 22, and 30. 

MACHINE CHECK OCCURRED 

Explanation: ATs and ONs were disabled while the machine check handler was in 
control. They have been enabled except where noted. 
System Action: Processing continues. 
Programmer Response: None. 

PAGE NOT ASSIGNED 

Explanation: A user-specified data field resides in a virtual storage page that has 
not been assigned by OS/VS. 
System Action: The rest of the command is canceled. 
Programmer Response: Correct the error and reenter the command. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 2, 16, and 22. 

PER INTEGRITY LOST 

Explanation: Either PER (program event recording) hardware is not working 
properly, or during OS/VS operation the PER bit in the PSW under which OS/VS 
was operating or a PER related control registers (control register 9, 10, or 11) was 
changed from what the user requested and DSS processing required. 
System Action: PER interrupts, if they occurred, were ignored. ATs, if encountered, 
were ignored and may have been removed. No SNAP dumps were taken; no 
command procedures were executed. 
Programmer Response: Display control registers 9, 10, and 11, and the activation 
PSW to determine whether changes were made by OS/VS and what the effect was 
on PER monitoring. 
Problem Determination: ' Table I, item 29 (if not already done) or item 30. 

DSS TRANSLATION SPECIFICATION EXCEPTION UNDER OS/VS VIRTUAL STORAGE 

Explanation: DSS encountered a translation specification exception while operating 
under OS/VS virtuat storage. 
System Action: DSS. processing at the point of the exception is discontinued. 
Further DSS operation may be in jeopardy. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, item 29, if not already done. 
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EVENT LOST DURING EXECUTION OF UNMONITORABLE CODE 

Explanation: One or more ON breakpoints may have occurred while OS/VS was 
executing non-monitorable code. The actions specified for that event were not 
performed. 
System Action: None. 
Programmer Response: None. 

:"'05S READY.1ASSIGN LOG IF HARDCOPY DESIRED 

Explanation: DSS initialization is complete. When the integrated operator's console 
provtdes a display station rather than a printer, DSS writes this message to remind 
the programmer that he can start a hardcopy log. 
System Action: DSS prompts the programmer for his first command. 
Programmer Response: If a hardcopy log is desired, enter ASSIGN LOG = , where 
the equal sign is followed by a device address in the form of a decimal or 
hexadecimal literal. The addressed device must be a printer or a tape drive that is 
supported by, DSS. For a complete log of the DSS session, this command should be 
issued first; however, it can be issued at any time during the session. 

PROGRAM EVENT RECORDING FAILURE 

Explanation: The PER hardware has failed to generate an interrupt that DSS uses to 
detect when OS/VSl execution reaches an AT location. 
System Action: Processing continues; the AT may be disabled. 
Programmer Response: Continue entering commands, but be aware that AT 
commands may not work. 
Problem Determination: Probable OS/VSl hardware error. Table I, items 2 and 30. 

OS /VS HAS ENTERED A DISABLED WAIT STATE 

Explanation: OS/VSl has loaded a disabled PSW with the wait flag on. 
System Action: Processing continues. 
Programmer Response: Continue entering commands, but be aware that 
DISCONNECT will not work and that GO will only load the disabled-wait-state PSW, 
which can be displayed by DISPLAY & PSW. 
Problem Determination: Use DSS to dump, analyze, or repair OS/VSl. Table I, item 
29 (if not already done). 

LPME ENTRY NOT ACCESSIBLE 

Explanation: A DSS attempt to refer to OS/VS2 external page storage was 
canceled, because the LPME (logical page mapping entry) is not accessible. 
System Action: The function in process is terminated. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Probable OS/VS2 software error. Table I, items 2, 11 while 
DSS is loaded, 22, and, if not already done, 29. 

LPID GREATER THAN CREATED ADDRESS ,SPACE 

Explanation: A DSS attempt to refer to OS/VS2 external page storage was 
canceled, becuase the LPID" (logical, page identifier) is greater than the. available 
address space. 
System Action: The function in process is terminated. 
Programmer Response; None. 
Problem Determination: Probable OS/VS2 software error. Table I, items 2, 11 while 
DSS Is loaded, 22, and, if not already done,~ 29. 
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LPA IN TRANSIT 

Explanation: A page of the LPA (link pack area) could not be accessed. 
System Action: The operand is not executed. 
Programmer Response: Enter a GO command, let OS/VS2 execute a few 
instructions, press RESTART to give control back to DSS, and reenter the command. 

BASE LGN INVALID 

Explanation: A DSS attempt to refer to OS/VS2 external page storage was 
canceled, because the base LGN (logical group· number) is invalid. 
System Action: The function in process. is terminated. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Probable OS/VS2 software error. Table I, items 2,.11 while 
DSS is loaded, 22, and, if not already done, 29. 

ASPCT NOT VALID OR NOT ACCESSIBLE 

Explanation: A DSS attempt to refer to OS/VS2 external page storage was 
canceled, because the ASPCT (auxiliary storage page correspondence table) is not 
valid or not accessible. 
System Action: The function in process is terminated. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Probable OS/VS2 software error. Table I, items 2, 11 while . 
DSS is loaded, 22, and, if not already done, 29. 

BAD REAL CORE ADDRESS OR IT HAS BEEN VARIED OFFLINE 

Explanation: DSS could not access a page frame, for one of these reasons: 
• The programmer specified an invalid real address with & RM. 
• OS/VS2 marked the page frame as bad, because of hardware problems. 
• The page frame is in a storage unit that has been varied offline. 
System Action: The function in process is terminated . 

. Programmer Response: Check to see which of the three reasons under Explanation 
applies. If an invalid address was specified, reenter the command with the correct 
address. If the page frame was marked as bad, be aware that it is not available. If 
the storage unit is varied offline, consider bringing it back online. 
Problem Determination: Probable OS/VS2 hardware error. Table I, item 30. 

TEMPORARY SLOTS FOR LPA PAGES ARE FULL 

Explanation: An AT or PATCH command has been rejected, beCause it would 
change a seventeenth LPA page. No more than sixteen LPA pages can be changed. 
System Action: The function in process is terminated. . 
Programmer Response: Free one LPA page of all ATs and patches, and reenter the 
command. 

PREVIOUS REA.D WAS NOT ISSUED BEFORE PUT REQUEST 

Explanation: A PUT request by a DSS routine was rejected, because a GET request 
had not preceded it. 
System Action: The function in process is terminated. 
Programmer Response: Disconnect and restart DSS, if feasible; this may correct the 
problem. 
Problem Determination: Probable DSS software error. Table I, items 2, 11 while DSS 
is loaded, 22, and, if. not· already done, 29. 
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&ASID GIVEN WAS INVALID 

Explanation: The programmer attempted to use either & ASIO(O) where it is not 
permitted, or an & ASIO number that is larger than any address space number this 
system can assign. 
System Action: The operand is not executed. 
Programmer Response: Reenter the command with the correct & ASIO number. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 2, 11 while OSS is loaded, and (if not already· 
done) 29. 

ADDRESS SPACE NOT ACTIVE FOR DEFAULT OR 
REQUESTED ASID 

Explanation: The programmer specified, or accepted a default to, an address space 
that OS/VS2 has not assigned. 
System Action: The operand is not executed. 
Programmer Response: Reenter the command with the correct & ASIO. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 2, 11 while OSS is loaded, and (if not already 
done) 29. 

RBA FOR PAGE DATASET IS OUT OF EXTENTS 

Explanation: A DSS attempt to refer to OS/VS2 external page storage was 
canceled, because the RBA (relative byte address) is outside of the page data set's 
extent. 
System Action: The function in process is terminated. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Probable OS/VS2 software error. Table I, items 2, 11 while 
OSS is loaded, 22, and, if not already done, 29. 

UNRECOVERABLE INPUT ERROR ON i/o-name 

Explanation: An unrecoverable input error was detected on the I/O-name data set 
while attempting to read a command stream. 
System Action: All commands in the error record are ignored. 
Programmer Response: If the data set is the integrated operator's console, reenter 
the command. 

If the data set is a card reader, check the rejected card for a keypunching error. 
If the error persists, try another card reader. 

If the data set is a tape drive, try another tape drive. If the error persists, 
recreate the tape. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 2, 22, and 30. 

PERMANENT I/O ERROR 

Explanation: An unrecoverable I/O error was encountered while trying to perform 
an I/O operation to the device specified in a supplementary message. 
System Action: The requested I/O operation is not performed. 
Programmer Response: 
1. Try the request again. 
2. Release the I/O name, assign it to another device, and retry the original request. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 2 and 30. 
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device-address ALLOCATED TO DSS 

Explanation: The programmer has attempted to assign an I/O name to a device 
that is already allocated to DSS. 
System Action: The command is canceled. 
Programmer Response: (1) Reenter the ASSIGN command with a different device 
address, or (2) enter a RELEASE command for the I/O name now assigned to the 
device and reenter the ASSIGN command with the same device address. 
Problem Determination: Table I, item 2, item 11 while DSS is loaded, and, if not 
already done, item 29. 

INTERVENTION REQUIRED 

Explanation: The device at the control unit address shown in a supplementary 
message needs operator intervention. 
System Action: The I/O operation is suspended until the required operator 
intervention is completed. 
Programmer Response: Perform the action indicated by the I/O data in the 
supplementary messages. 

DATA CHECK 

Explanation: The device at the control unit address shown in a supplementary 
message has encountered a data check. 
System Action: The I/O operation is canceled. 
Programmer Response: (1) Retry the operation, or (2) release the device and 
assign the I/O name to another device. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 2 and 30. 

PARITY CHECK IN FCB. RELOAD BUFFER 

Explanation: A parity error was detected in the forms control buffer. 
System Action: The I/O operation is canceled. 
Programmer Response: Reload the buffer. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 22 and 30. 

I/O ERROR DURING PAGING 

Explanation: A page of data from OS/VS virtual storage could not be accessed due 
to a permanent I/O error on an OS/VS paging device. 
System Action: The operand is canceled. 
Programm~r Response: Enter a GO command, let OS/VS execute a few instructions, 
press RESTART to give control back to DSS, and reenter the command. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 2 and 30. 

TAPE UNIT UNAVAILABLE 

Explanation: The tape drive is disconnected, or a hardware malfunction prevented 
the system from finding it. 
System Action: The I/O operation is canceled. 
Programmer Response: Retry the operation. If this fails, release the device, assign 
the I/O name to another device, and retry the operation. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 2 and 30. 

END OF TAPE 

Explanation: The user attempted a dump for which there was not enough space 
remaining on the tape. 
System Action: DSS writes up to the end of the tape, prints this message, rewinds 
the tape, has the tape demounted, and issues message IQA393. 
Programmer Response: See message IQA393. 
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REENTER DATA 
Explanation: DSS has encountered an input data check. 
System Action: DSS attempts to read the reentered data. After four unsuccessful 
attempts to read the data, the I/O operation is canceled. 
Programmer Response: Reenter the data. 

HARDWARE MALFUNCTION IN PRINTER 
Explanation: The printer has malfunctioned; there may be extraneous lines in the 
output. 
System Action: DSS retries the operation three times. If the retries fail, DSS issues 
message IQA2011. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 2 and 30. 

MECHANICAL MOTION FAILURE 
Explanation: A moving part in the IBM 3211 printer has malfunctioned. 
System Action: The I/O operation is canceled. 
Programmer Response: Retry the operation. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 2 and 30. 

DATA ERROR IN UNIVERSAL CHARACTER SET BUFFER 
Explanation: DSS found faulty data in the Universal Character Set Buffer (UCSB) on 
the IBM 3211 printer. This could be due to a hardware error; however, it is 
probably due to faulty loading of the UCSB. 
System Action: Printing continues; the line printed at this point may be invalid. 
Programmer Response: If you want to reprint the line, retry the I/O operation. If 
the error recurs, 
1. Return control to OS/VS by issuing a GO command, then 
2. Reload the UCSB using the SETPRT macro instruction as described in as /VS 

Data Management Macro Instructions, GC26-3793, then 
3. Return control to DSS by pressing RESTART, then 
4. Retry the I/O operation. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 2, 22, and 30. 

PARITY CHECK IN FORMS CONTROL BUFFER. RELOAD BUFFER 
Explanation: There was a parity check in the Forms Control Buffer on the IBM 3211 
printer. 
System Action: The I/O operation is canceled. 
Programmer Response: 
1. Return control to OS/VS by issuing a GO command, then 
2. Reload the FCB using the SETPRT macro instruction as described in as /VS Data 

Management Macro Instructions, GC26-3793, then 
3. Return control to DSS by pressing RESTART, then 
4. Retry the I/O operation. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 2, 22, and 30. 

RELOAD THE UNIVERSAL CHARACTER SET BUFFER 
Explanation: The Universal Character Set Buffer (UCSB) on the IBM 3211 printer is 
unreadable. 
System Action: The I/O operation is canceled. 
Programmer Response: 
1. Return control to OS/VS by issuing a GO command, then 
2. Reload the UCSB using the SETPRT macro instruction· as described in as /VS 

Data Management Macro Instructions, GC26-3793, then 
3. Return control to DSS by pressing RESTART, then 
4. Retry the I/O operation. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 2, 22, and 30. 
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PARITY CHECK IN UNIVERSAL CHARACTER SET BUFFER. RELOAD BUFFER 

Explanation: There was a parity check in the Universal Character Set Buffer (UCSB) 
on the IBM 3211 printer. 
System Action: The I/O operation is canceled. 
Programmer Response: 
1. Return control to OS/VS by issuing a GO command, then 
2. Reload the UCSB using the SETPRT macro instruction as described in as /VS 

Data Management Macro Instructions, GC26-3793, then 
3. Return control to DSS by pressing RESTART, then 
4. Retry the I/O operation. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 2, 22, and 30. 

DEVICE NOT OPERATIONAL 
Explanation: The device is not ready or is not available to the system. 
System Action: The I/O operation is canceled. 
Programmer Response: Ready the required device or attach it to the system; then 
retry the operation. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 2, 22, and 30. 

FAILURE IN LOG 
Explanation: The hardcopy log device is not operational, and something was to be 
written to it. 
System Action: None. 
Programmer Response: Ready the device, or release the device and reassign the 
LOG I/O name to another device. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 2, 22, and 30. If no console sheet is 
available, copy relevant portions of the system output on a sheet of paper. 

1 
WARNING ! IN COMMAND 1 STREAM i/o-name I 
ERROR DETECTED procedure-name 
ATTENTION INTERRUPT PROCEDURE 1 &AT(nnnn) ~ 

&ON(nnnn) ~ 
Explanation: A warning, error, or attention condition was detected in the indicated 
input. 
System Action: The text of the command involved and one or more diagnostic 
messages are printed out following this message. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 2, 22, and, if not already done, 29. 

INPUT CONTAINS INVALID CHARACTER (hex-code) 
Explanation: The input command contains a character that is not in the DSS 
character set. Ihex-code' is the two-digit hexadecimal representation of the invalid 
character. 
System Action: The rest of the command is searched for invalid characters. The 
command is then canceled. 
Programmer Response: Correct the error and reenter the command. 
Problem Determination: Table I, item 2. 

COMMAND REJECTED 

Explanation: The command contains one or more syntactical errors that were listed 
previously. 
System Action: The command is not executed. 
Programmer Response: Correct the syntax errors and reenter the command. 
Problem Determination: Table I, item 2. 
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UNPAIRED APOSTROPHES 

Explanation: A command contains an odd number of apostrophes. 
System Action: The invalid command is canceled. Because of the unpaired 
apostrophes, the proper command delimiter may not have been detected and more 
than one command may be affected. 
Programmer Response: Correct the error and reenter the command. 
Problem Determination: Table I, item 2. In addition, enter DISPLAY &SYM or DUMP 
&SYM and save the resulting output. 

INVALID CONTINUATION 

Explanation: An input record ended with an underscore, which indicates 
continuation, but an end of file was detected while trying to read the next record. 
System Action: The invalid command is canceled. 
Programmer Response: Reenter the entire command. 

COMMAND TOO LONG 

Explanation: The command contains more than 256 characters. 
System Action: The command is canceled. 
Programmer Response: Break the command into smaller commands and reenter 
them. 
Problem Determination: Table I, item 2. In addition, enter DISPLAY &SYM or DUMP 
&SYM and save the resulting output. 

PROCESSING STOPPED AFTER ABOVE COMMAND 

Explanation: An attention interrupt has been recognized following execution of the 
displayed command. 
System Action: DSS returns control to the console, as if a DIVERT command had 
been entered. 
Programmer Response: Enter any DSS commands. To resume execution at the point 
of the attenti~n interrupt, enter a DIVERT command specifying the interrupted 
command stream or enter a REVERT command to return to the interrupted 
command procedure. 

CANCEL ABOVE COMMAND? REPLY Y or N 

Explanation: An attention request has been recognized during execution of the 
displayed command. 
System Action: DSS waits for the programmer's response. 
Programmer Response: Enter Y to cancel the command, or enter N to defer the 
attention request until the command finishes execution. 

INVALID CHARACTER (character) IN lDECIMAL ! 
HEXADECIMAL LITERAL 
ABSOLUTE ADDRESS 

Explanation: The specified character is not valid for this type of literal. 
System Action: The command containing the literal is canceled. 
Programmer Response: Correct the invalid literal and reenter the command. 
Problem Determination: Table I, item 2. 

DECIMAL LITERAL EXCEEDS MAXIMUM VALUE 

Explanation: A decimal literal was found whose value exceeds 231-l. 
System Action: The command containing the literal is canceled. 
Programmer Response: Correct the invalid literal and reenter the command. 
Problem Determination: Table I, item 2. 
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INVALID ABSOLUTE ADDRESS 

Explanation: A simple address literal or an address in an address range literal 
exceeds the maximum address in virtual storage. 
System Action: The command containing the literal is canceled. 
Programmer Response: Correct the invalid literal and reenter the command. 
Problem Determination: Table I, item 2, and item 11 while DSS is loaded. 

INVALID ABSOLUTE ADDRESS RANGE 

Explanation: The second address specified in an address range literal is smaller 
than the first address. 
System Action: The command containing the literal is canceled. 
Programmer. Response: Correct the invalid literal and reenter the command. 
Problem Determination: Table I, item 2. 

COMMAND CANCELED BY USER REQUEST 

Explanation: The user replied YES to message IQA307. 
System Action: DSS cancels the command and returns control to the console. 
Programmer Response: Enter any DSS commands. To resume execution at the point 
of the attention interrupt, enter a DIVERT command specifying the interrupted 
command stream or enter a REVERT command to return to the interrupted 
command procedure. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 2 and 22. 

COMMAND PARTIALLY CANCELED DUE TO ABOVE ERROR(S) 

Explanation: The command had one or· more invalid operands. 
System Action: The invalid operands of the command are not processed. The 
command is executed for all valid operands. 
Programmer Response: Correct the invalid operands and reenter the command with 
only the corrected operands. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 2 and 22. 

REMAINDER OF COMMAND CANCELED DUE TO ABOVE ERROR 

Explanation: The command had an invalid operand. 
System Action: The command is canceled at the point that the error is detected. 
Programmer Response: Correct the error and reenter the command with the 
corrected operand and all following operands. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 2 and 22. 

COMMAND CANCELED DUE TO ABOVE ERROR 

Explanation: The command had an invalid operand and could not be executed. 
System Action: The entire command is canceled. 
Programmer Response: Correct the error and reenter the entire command. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 2 and 22. 

INVALID &S OPERAND 

Explanation: The operand of a substitution function is not a single identifier. 
System Action: The command is canceled. 
Programmer Response: Correct the error and reenter the command. 
Problem Determination: Table I, item 2. 
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UNDEFINED &S OPERAND (symbol) 

Explanation: The named variable appears as the operand of a substitution function, 
but is not a defined user symbol or a procedure variable. 
System Action: The rest of the command is scanned for substitution functions. 
When all substitutions have been processed, the command is canceled. 
Programmer Response: Correct the error (possitily by defining the substitution 
variable) and reenter the command. 
Problem Determination: Table I, item 2. In addition, enter DISPLAY &SYM or DUMP 
&SYM and save the resulting output. 

&S OPERAND (symbol) NOT TYPE C 

Explanation: The named variable appears as the operand of a sUbstitution function 
but does not have the character (C) type attribute. 
System Action: The rest of the command is scanned for substitution functions. 
When all sUbstitutions have been processed, the command is canceled. 
Programmer Response: Correct the error (possibly by redefining the variable's type 
attribute) and reenter the command. 
Problem Determination: Table I, item 2. In addition, enter DISPLAY &SYM or DUMP 
&SYM and save the resulting output. 

INVALID CHARACTER (hex-code) IN &S OPERAND (symbol) 

Explanation: The named variable appears as the operand of a sUbstitution function 
but contains a character which is not in the DSS character set. 
System Action: The rest of the command is scanned for substitution functions. 
When all· sUbstitutions have been processed, the command is canceled. 
Programmer Response: Correct the error and reenter the command. 
Problem Determination: Table I, item 2. In addition, enter DISPLAY &SYM or DUMP 
&SYM and save the resulting output. 

INVALID COMMAND LABEL (symbol) 

Explanation: The specified symbol was found in the command-label field of a 
command, but is not an identifier. 
System Action: The command is canceled. 
Programmer Response: Correct the error and reenter the command. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 2 and ·22. 

INVALID COMMAND VERB (symbol) 

Explanation: The specified symbol was found in the command-verb field of a 
command, but is not a valid verb. 
System Action: The command is canceled. 
Programmer Response: Correct the error and reenter the command. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 2 and 22. 

INVALID IDENTIFIER (symbol) 

Explanation: The specified identifier contains more than eight characters or contains 
a non-alphameric character. 
System Action: The command is canceled. 
Programmer Response: Correct the error and reenter the command. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 2 and 22. 

INVALID LITERAL TYPE (type-code) 

Explanation: A literal was preceded by a character other than X, L, or a blank. 
System Action: The command is canceled. 
Programmer Response: Correct the error and reenter the command. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 2 and 22. 
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INVALID &P 

Explanation: The 9perand of a parameter function is not a list of identifiers, or the 
parameter function was specified twice in the same command. 
System Action: The command is canceled. 
Programmer Response: Correct the error and reenter the command. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 2 and 22. 

INVALID SYNTAX - item1 FOLLOWED BY item2 

Explanation: The command contains an invalid sequence of operands or operators 
(item 1 cannot be followed by item2). 
System Action: The command is canceled. 
Programmer Response: Correct the error and reenter the command. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 2 and 22. 

IMPROPER USE OF UNDERSCORE 

Explanation: An underscore ( ) appears in a command other than (1) within a 
character literal, (2) as the first byte of a command verb, or (3) as the last byte of 
an input record. 
System Action: The command is canceled. 
Programmer Response: Correct the error and reenter the command. 
Problem De1ermination: Table I, items 2 and 22. 

WRONG NUMBER OF OPERANDS 

Explanation: The wrong number of operands were specified for a command, or for 
an operation. 
System Action: The rest of the command is canceled. 
Programmer Response: Reenter the command with the proper number of operands. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 2, 11 while DSS is loaded, and 22. 

UNDEFINED IDENTIFIER (symbol) 

Explanation: The specified symbol was referred to but was not previously defined 
by the user, is not a valid DSS function, and is not in the system map. 
System Action: The rest of the command is canceled. 
Programmer Response: Define the symbol, or correct the reference to it, and 
reenter the command. . 
Problem Determination: Table I, item 2, 11 while DSS is loaded, and 22. 

OPERAND name NOT A DATA FIELD 

Explanation: The specified operand was used in place of a data field. 
System Action: The rest of the command is canceled. 
Programmer Response: Correct the operand and reenter the command. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 2 and 22. 

INVALID MAP OR QUALIFIED EXPRESSION 

Explanation: An improper symbolic location expression was specified. 
1. Two map identifiers were specified. 
2. Two load module names were specified. 
3. The map-id was not specified first. 
4. A required operand was not specified. 
System Action: The rest of the command is canceled. 
Programmer Response: Correct the error and reenter the command. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 2 and 22. 
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INVALID ATTRIBUTE DESIGNATION FOR DATA FIELD name 

Explanation: An immediate attribute designation is not valid. 
System Action: The rest of the command is canceled. 
Programmer Response: Correct the invalid immediate attribute designation and 
reenter the command. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 2 and 22. 

INVALID RANGE 

Explanation: The operands of the range operator are improperly specified for one 
of the following reasons: 
1. The address of the first operand is not less than the address of the second 

operand. 
2. One operand is a symbol internal to DSS and the other is an external symbol or 

location expression. 
3. Both operands are internal to DSS but they are within different data fields. 
4. One operand is in real storage and the other is in virtual storage. 
System Action: The rest of the command is .canceled. 
Programmer Response: Correct the error and reenter the command. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 2 and 22. 

INVALID INDIRECT ADDRESS 

Explanation: A data field specified as an indirect address contains an address that 
exceeds the limit of virtual storage. 
System Action: The rest of the command is canceled. 
Programmer Response: Correct the error and reenter the command. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 2 and 22. 

INVALID SUBSCRIPT FOR DATA FIELD name 

Explanation: The subscript specified for the named data field is not within the 
allowable range for that data field. 
System Action: The rest of the command is canceled. 
Programmer Response: Correct the error and reenter the command. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 2 and 22. 

INVALID OPERAND FOR name DSS FUNCTION 

Explanation: The operand of the named DSS function was not a valid operand for 
that function. 
System Action: The rest of the command is canceled. 
Programmer Response: Correct the error and reenter the command. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 2 and 22. 

DATA FIELD name NOT ARITHMETIC 

Explanation: One of the operands of an arithmetic operator has the character (C) 
type attribute. 
System Action: The rest of the command is canceled. 
Programmer Response: Change the operand to hexadecimal or integer and reenter 
the command. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 2, 22, and, if not already done, 29. 

ARITHMETIC OVERFLOW IN OPERATION 

Explanation: An operand of an arithmetic expression exceeded the maximum 
allowaple value, or the result of the indicated operation exceeded the maximum 
allowable value. 
System Action: The rest of the command is canceled. 
Programmer Response: Correct the arithmetic expression and reenter the command. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 2 and 22. 
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DATA FIELD namel CANNOT BE COMPARED TO DATA FIELD name2 

Explanation: A comparison operation was specified between a character and a 
hexadecimal or integer operand. 
System Action: The rest of the command is canceled. 
Programmer Response: Make both operands the same type and reenter the 
command. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 2 and 22. 

COMMAND TOO COMPLEX 

Explanation: The command requires too many operands and/or work areas; or its 
internal representation exceeds the maximum allowable size. 
System Action:, The command is canceled. 
Programmer. Response: Simplify the command or split it into two or more simpler 
parts. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 2 and 22. 

-INSUFFICIENT DSS WORK SPACE 

Explanation: A control block that is required to execute the command cannot be 
allocated because there is no available space in the DSS Work Space. 
System Action: The rest of the command is canceled. 
Programmer Response: Remove unneeded user symbols, procedures, etc., and 
reenter the command. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 2, 11 while DSS is loaded, and 22. 

MODULE name CANNOT BE MONITORED 

Explanation: An AT breakpoint, patch, or equated symbol is in the named load 
module, which must therefore be monitored. However, the DSS Fixed Monitoring 
Queue is currently full, and the module cannot be monitored. 
System Action: The module is placed in the queue of modules to be monitored if 
space in the Fixed Monitoring Queue becomes available. 
Programmer Response: Remove or disable unneeded ATs, patches, or symbols 
equated to OS/VS storage before issuing a GO command. 
Problem Determination: Table I, item 2. 

INVALID EXPRESSION IN IF COMMAND 

Explanation: The IF -command cannot resolve the expression to X'OQ' (false) or 
X'FF' (true). 
System Action: The command is canceled, and the programmer is' prompted to 
enter another command. 
Programmer Response: Correct the IF expression so that it can be evaluated as 
true or false or returns a one-byte data field set to X'OO' or X'FF', and reenter the 
command. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 2 and 22. 

INVALID GOTO OPERAND 

Explanation: The command label specified as an operand of the GOTO command is 
not an identifier. 
System Action: The command is canceled. 
Programmer Response: Correct the operand and reenter the command. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 2 and 22. 
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NO COMMAND PROCEDURE TO SEARCH 

Explanation: A GOTO command was entered from a command stream, but there is 
no command procedure to search. 
System Action: The command is canceled. 
Programmer Response: Enter a replacement command, if necessary. 
Problem Determination: Table I, item 2. 

COMMAND LABEL NOT FOUND 

Explanation: The current command procedure was searched, and the command 
label specified in the GOTO could not be found. 
System Action: The GOTO command is canceled. 
Programmer Response: Correct the operand and reenter the command. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 2, 22, and, if not already done, 29. 

i/o-name IS PRESENTLY ASSIGNED 

Explanation: The I/O name has already been assigned. 
System Action: The ASSIGN command is canceled. 
Programmer Response: Do one of the following: 
1. Check the I/O name. If the wrong one was specified, reenter the ASSIGN 

command with the correct I/O name. 
2. Release the I/O name, using the RELEASE command, and reassign it to a new 

device address. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 2 and 22. 

INVALID DEVICE ADDRESS (device-address) 

Explanation: The device address specified is not one of the allowable OS/VS 
system-defined device addresses. 
System Action: The command is canceled. 
Programmer Response: Correct the invalid device address and reenter the 
command. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 2 and 22. 

CONFLICTING ATTRIBUTES (i/o-name, device-address) 

Explanation: The I/O name and the device address conflict with each other. 
Example: An attempt to assign CARD to a tape drive. 
System Action: The ASSIGN command is canceled. 
Programmer Response: Change the I/O name or the device address so that they 
don't conflict, and reenter the command. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 2 and 22. 

device-address PRESENTLY ALLOCATED TO THE SYSTEM. 
DO YOU WANT TO OVERRIDE ALLOCATION (YES OR NO)? 

Explanation: The specified device is already allocated to OS/VS or was being 
allocated at the time of DSS activation. 
System Action: DSS waits for the programmer's response. A press of the END key 
with no preceding YES or NO is treated as a NO. 
Programmer Response: 

YES-The device becomes. allocated to both DSS and OS/VS. This option should 
not be specified unless it is absolutely necessary, because DSS cannot pass 
OS/VS the I/O interrupts that are pending for OS/VS on the device. In addition, 
if it is an output device, DSS and OS/VS output could be mixed. Finally, the 
issuing of a GO command before the device is released from 055 use may lead 
to unpredictable results. 
NO-The ASSIGN command is canceled. 

Problem Determination: Table I, item 2, item 11 while DSS is loaded, and, if not 
already done, item 29. 
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INVALID I/O NAME (i/o-name) 

Explanation: The I/O name specified is not one of the allowable system-defined 
I/O names (CARD, TIN, CMDT, PUNCH, PRINT1, PRINT2, TOUT1, TOUT2, or LOG). 
System Action: The operation for the invalid I/O name is canceled. 
Programmer Response: Correct the invalid I/O name and reenter the command. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 2, 11 while DSS is loaded, and 22. 

i/o-name IS NOT ASSIGNED 

Explanation: The specified I/O name has not been assigned. 
System Action: The command using the I/O name is canceled. 
Programmer Response: Assign the I/O name, by means of the ASSIGN command, 
and reenter the canceled command. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 2 and 22. 

i/o-name USED BY {&SOUT} HAS BEEN RELEASED 
&DOUT 

Explanation: The I/O name to be released was designated for SNAP or DUMP 
output. 
System Action: The I/O name is released and processing continues. 
Programmer Response: If SNAP or DUMP output is required, set &SOUT or &DOUT 
to an assigned I/O name. . 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 2 and 22. 

FALSE CONDITION. ENTER NEXT COMMAND 

Explanation: An IF command was entered at the console for immediate execution, 
and the corresponding END command has not yet been entered. However, the IF 
condition is false; it is not necessary to continue entering text commands for the IF. 
System Action: Text-command input is canceled. Subsequent commands are not 
interpreted as text commands for the IF. 
Programmer Response: Enter the next command to be executed. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 2 and 22. 

i/o-name CANNOT BE DIVERTED TO 

Explanation: The I/O name is not one of the DSS-defined names for command 
input (CARD or TIN). 
System Action: The operation for the invalid I/O name is canceled. 
Programmer Response: Correct the I/O name and reenter the command. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 2 and 22. 

UNDEFINED l&AT (name/number) ~ 
&ON (name/number) 
&PATCH (name/number) 
&PROC (name) 
&SYM (name) 

. Explanation: The name or number specified does not exist in the table specified. 
System Action: The operand is canceled. 
Programmer Response: Correct the error and reenter the command. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 2 and 22. 
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&AT 
&ON 
&PATCH 
&PROC 
&SYM 

TABLE EMPTY 

Explanation: The specified table has no entries. This is a warning message and is 
only issued when the entire table is requested to be displayed or dumped. 
System Action: None 
Programmer Response: None 

INVALID {~~} ADDRESS (xxxxxxxx) 

Explanation: The address specified exceeds the size of real storage (if RM) or the 
maximum allowable virtual storage address (if VM). 
System Action: The operand is canceled. 
Programmer Response: Correct the error and reenter the command. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 2, 11 while DSS is loaded, and 22. 

i/o-name CURRENTLY IN USE 

Explanation: The I/O name cannot be released, as it belongs to a command stream 
that is currently in use. 
System Action: The RELEASE command is canceled. 
Programmer Response: 
1. If the I/O name is incorrect, reenter the RELEASE command with the correct I/O 

name. 
2. If the I/O name is correct, stop using the command stream and reissue the 

RELEASE command from a different command stream or from a command 
procedure. 

Problem Determination: Table I, items 2 and 22. 

DATA FIELD {name } EXCEEDS{ :: ... ".2 .... 048 } 
L'xxxxxxxx'4096 

BYTES 

Explanation: The length of a data field being modified by a COLLECT, PATCH, or 
SET command exceeds one page in size. 
System Action: The rest of the command is canceled. 
Programmer Response: Correct the length attribute and reenter the command. 
Problem Determination: Table I, item 2, and item 11 while DSS is loaded. 

DATA FIELD namel CANNOT BE SET TO name2 

Explanation: The type attributes of the source and receiving data fields for a 
COLLECT or SET conflict. One is character and the other is integer. 
System Action: The rest of the command is canceled. 
Programmer Response: Change the type attribute of one of the data fields and 
reenter the command. 
Problem Determination: Table I, item 2, and item 11 while DSS is loaded. 

NEITHER SNAP NOR COMMAND PROCEDURE SPECIFIED 

Explanation: An AT or ON command was entered without a SNAP parameter and no 
command procedure was specified. 
System Action: The command is canceled. 
Programmer Response: Reenter the command, specifying a SNAP parameter or 
command procedure or both. 
Problem Determination: Table I, item 2. 
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INVALID PARAMETER (symbol) 

Explanation: An AT or ON was entered with an invalid parameter; that is, not SNAP 
or DISABLE. 
System Action: The command is canceled. 
Programmer Response: Correct the invalid parameter and reenter the command. 
Problem Determination: Table I, item 2. 

DUPLICATE NAME (name) 

Explanation: An AT, ON,PATCH, PROC, DEFINE, or EQUATE command was entered 
with a name that already exists; 
System Action: The command is canceled. 
Programmer Response: Change the name to a unique name or remove the existing 
name and reenter the command. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 2, 11 while DSS is loaded, and 22. In 
addition, display all &ATs, &ONs, &PATCHes, &PROCs, and &SYMs and save the 
resulting output. 

LOCATION NOT VALID FOR command 

Explanation: The user does not have monitor or write access to the location 
specified. 
System Action: The command is canceled. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, item 2 and item 11 while DSS is loaded. 

COMMAND INVALID AT THIS TIME 

Explanation: (1) The system is in jeopardy and therefore the AT, ON, and GO 
commands cannot be accepted, or (2) a DIVERT or REVERT command was 
entered from a device other than the console or was issued outside a definitional 
command. 
System Action: The command is canceled. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, item, 11 while DSS is loaded. 

REDUNDANT{ &AT (lOcatiOn)} 
&ON(event) 

Explanation: An AT was requested at a location where an AT already exists or an 
ON was requested and that event is already being monitored. 
System Action: If the command was an AT or ON command, it is canceled. If the 
command was an ENABLE command, the operand is canceled. 
Programmer Response: Remove the existing condition and reenter the command. 
Problem Determination: Table I, item 2. In addition, display or dump all ATs or ONs 
and save the resulting output. 

OPERAND name INVALID FOR command 

Explanation: The operand specified is not valid for the command specified. 
System Action: The rest of the command is canceled. 
Programmer Response: Correct the operand and reenter the command. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 2, 11 while DSS is loaded, and 22. 
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1 
~~ l NAME = name, NUMBER = number 

PATCH~ 
Explanation: This informational message is issued after each AT, ON, or PATCH 
command is executed to tell the user the number associated with the AT, ON, or 
PATCH for future use with the ENABLE, DISABLE, REMOVE, DUMP, or DISPLAY 
commands. 
System Action: None. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 2, 11 while DSS is loaded, and 22. 

MONITORING QUEUE IS STILL FULL 

Explanation: A GO command was entered but the DSS monitoring queue is full and 
one or more modules cannot be monitored. 
System Action: The command is canceled. 
Programmer Response: Remove or disable unneeded ATs, ONs, patches, or 
symbols equated to OS/VS storage before reentering the GO command. 
Problem Determination: Table I, item 2. In addition, display or dump all &ATs, 
&ONs, &PATCHes, &PROCs, and &SYMs and save the resulting output. 

{:~~ } { ~~~:er } CANNOT BE ENABLED AT THIS TIME 

Explanation: An AT or ON was requested to be enabled but the DSS Monitoring 
Queue is full. 
System Action: The rest of the command is canceled. 
Programmer Response: Remove or disable activated ATs or ONs and reenter the 
command. 
Problem Determination: Table I, item 2. 

{
&AT } {name } ALREADY {ENABLED} 
&ON number DISABLED 

Explanation: An AT or ON was requested to be ENABLED or DISABLED and it 
already is in the state requested. 
System Action: None. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 2 and 22. 

&AT L1xxxxxxxx' CANNOT BE REMOVED 

Explanation: A DISCONNECT command was entered, but an AT SVC still resides in 
OS/VS storage. Paging or I/O error prevents its removal. 
System Action: The command is canceled. 
Programmer Response: Issue the GO command. If the system is able to bring in the 
page and the AT SVC is executed, DSS will remove the SVC at that time, replace 
the operation code, and not execute the SNAP and/or command procedure 
associated with this AT. A DISCONNECT command can then be entered 
successfully. 
Problem Determination: Table I, item 2. 

SIGN CHANGE WHILE SETTING name 

Explanation: The sign of the specified data field changed as a result of the SET 
command. 
System Action: None. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 2, 22, and, if not already done, 29. 
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LOSS OF SIGNIFICANCE WHILE SETTING name 

Explanation: The source field of a SET command was truncated. 
System Action: None. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 2, 22, and, if not already done, 29. 

TRUNCATION ERROR WHILE {SETTING } 
COLLECTING 

name 

Explanation: A character data field was truncated but the characters are not blanks. 
System Action: None. 
Programmer Response: None. 

INVALID OP CODE AT L'xxxxxxxx' 

Explanation: The location specified for an AT command does not contain a valid 
operation code. 
System Action: The command is canceled. 
Programmer Response: Correct the location expression and reenter the command. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 2, 22, and, if not already done, 29. 

OFFSET PLUS LENGTH EXCEEDS SIZE FOR name 

Explanation: If the rest of the command is executed, the data field's length+offset 
will exceed its size. 
System Action: The rest of the command is canceled. 
Programmer Response: Correct the offset or length attribute and reenter the 
command. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 2, 22, and, if not already done, 29. 

FIRST PAGE SET, SECOND PAGE UNAVAILABLE IN name 

Explanation: The specified data field spans two OS/VS pages. The first page was 
written to successfully, but the second page is not accessible due to an I/O error or 
paging error. 
System Action: The rest of the command is canceled. 
Programmer Response: The user should be aware that only part of the specified 
data field was altered. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 2, 22, and 29 or 30. 

SYNT AX ERROR 

Explanation: The command contains a syntax error. 
System Action: The command is canceled. 
Programmer Response: Correct and reenter the command. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 2, and 22. 

JOB cccccccc NOT FOUND \ 
\ 
\ 

Explanation: The job name specified in &JOBMAPO was not found in the system. 
System Action: The map is not displayed or dumped. 
Programmer Response: Respecify with the correct job name. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 2, 11 while DSS is loaded, and 22. 

xxxxxx NOT JOB STEP TCB 

Explanation: The address literal specified in &JOBMAPO does not point to a job 
step TCB. 
System Action: The map is not displayed or dumped. 
Programmer Response: Respecify with a correct job step TCB address. 
Problem Determination: -Table I, items 2, 11 while DSS is loaded, and 22. 
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\ , 

xxxxxx IS SYSTEM TASK TCB 

Explanation: The TCB location specified in & TCBMAPO or &JOBMAPO was for a 
system task. 
System Action: The map is displayed or dumped. 
Programmer Response: The load modules used by system tasks are in the nucleus 
or the LPAjRRMA and can be referred to by the &SVM and &SVMMAP DSS 
functions. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 2, 22, and, if not already done, 29. 

INVALID &DOUT SPECIFIED 

Explanation: The &DOUT device has been specified as CMDT or PUNCH and the 
operand to be dumped is not &PROC. 
System Action: The operand is canceled and the DUMP jDISPLAY command 
processor continues with the next operand. 
Programmer Response: Reenter the command, specifying a different &DOUT device. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 2, 22, and, if not already done, 29. 

xxxxxxxx NOT TCB ADDRESS 

Explanation: 1) In &JOBMAPO, the address literal is not the address of a TCB, or 
2) in & TCBMAPO, the item in parentheses is not an address literal or not the 
address of a TCB. 
System Action: The map is not displayed or dumped. 
Programmer Response: Reenter the command with a correct address. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 2, 11 while DSS is loaded, and 22. 

INVALID PROCEDURE NAME 

Explanation: The procedure name is not an identifier or is not unique. 
System Action: The command is canceled. 
Programmer Response: 1) Correct the procedure name and reenter the command. 
2) Remove the identifier that duplicates your procedure name and reenter the 
command. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 2 and 22. 

INVALID PARAMETER VARIABLE (parameter-variable) 

Explanation: The parameter variable specified is not an identifier or is not a unique 
identifier. 
System Action: The command is canceled. 
Programmer Response: 1) Correct the parameter variable and reenter the 
command. 2) Change the parameter variable to a unique identifier and reenter the 
command. 3) Remove the identifier that conflicts with your parameter variable name 
and reenter the command. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 2 and 22. 

NO COMMAND-VERB SPECIFIED 

Explanation: The command verb could not be isolated in the command. 
System Action: The command is canceled. 
Programmer Response: Correct the error and reenter the command. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 2 and 22. 
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PROCEDURE NAME NOT FOUND 

Explanation: The procedure name could not be found in the list of available 
procedure definitions. 
System Action: The command is canceled. 
Programmer Response: Check the procedure name. If the procedure name is 
incorrect, correct it and reenter the command. If the procedure name is correct, the 
procedure must be defined before it can be invoked. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 2 and 22. 

{
MANY} 
FEW 

TOO PARAMETER VARIABLES SPECIFIED 

Explanation: The number of parameter variables does not correspond to the 
procedure definition. 
System Action: The command is canceled. 
Programmer Response: Reenter the command with the correct number of parameter 
variables. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 2 and 22. 

NO {&AT} TO {ENABLE} 
&ON DISABLE 

Explanation: The ENABLE or DISABLE command processor did not find an AT or an 
ON. If an AT or ON command was previously entered, it was removed by a REMOVE 
or DISCONNECT command. 
System Action: The command is canceled. 
Programmer Response: Correct the &AT operand or &ON operand of the ENABLE 
or DISABLE command, or enter the appropriate AT or ON command. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 2 and 22. In addition, display or dump all 
ATs or all ONs, and save the resulting output. 

COMMAND PROCEDURE CANCELED [DUE TO ABOVE ERROR] 

Explanation: The command was invalid due to a serious environmental problem; as 
a result, the command procedure could riot be defined or was of doubtful integrity. 

~~ig~~¥~§~~~~~.·.··.~~~~~!~$~.(l~~·~I~.?~~.i~~H~~if'~~pt§gr~ffi.m.~r(lj~~$s~~i~~§I8~! 
;Ydme.lh~~QrrUnaUijprQgedllreW~s.t>eingprQC:esSeq.f . . . ... 
System Action: The command procedure is canceled. 
Programmer Response: Perform the action indicated for the message that precedes 
this message on the console sheet. 
Problem Determination: As indicated for the preceding message. 

REWIND AND DEMOUNT OUTPUT TAPE 

Explanation: The DSS I/O control routine was unable to rewind the tape and have It 
demounted. 
System Action: Immediately after this message, DSS issues message IQA393. 
Programmer Response: Manually rewind and demount the tape. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 2 and 30. 

I ~A393A {~} 
Explanation: An unlabeled tape should be mounted on the device to which DSS 
output is pending. 
System Action: DSS waits for the tape to be mounted or the command to be 
canceled. 
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Programmer Response (OS /VS2): Either mount an unlabeled tape on the device to , 
which DSS output is pending, or press RESTART, on the CPU control panel, to I 
cancel the output-producing command. . . . .... : 
Programmer Response (OS/VSl): Either reply YES and mount an unlabeled tape on 
the device to which DSS output is pending, or reply NO to cancel the 
output-producing command. 
Probler:n Determination: Table I, items 2 and 30. 

MOUNTED TAPE IS LABELED 
Explanation: A labeled tape was mounted on a device to which DSS output is 
pending. DSS supports only unlabeled tapes for output. 
System Action: DSS waits for completion of the programmer response. 
Programmer Response: Demount the labeled tape and mount an unlabeled tape. 
Problem Determination: Table I, item 2, and, if not already done, item 29. 

THE OS /VS2 QUICK START D. S. WILL BE MARKED INVALID. YES - CONTINUE, NO - • 
CANCEL 

Explanation: If the pending PATCH, SET, or AT command is executed, more than 
five LPA pages will contain patches, SET alterations, or AT breakpoints. , 
System Action: DSS waits for the programmer's response. Any response other than : 
YES is treated as a NO. 
Programmer Response: 
YES-DSS executes the command and changes quick-start record 2 to indicate that; 

the quick-start data set is invalid. The next IPL cannot be a warm start unless 
(1) the command is PATCH or AT, and (2) the patch or AT is removed before; 
the next IPL. 

NO-DSS cancels the command and issues message IQA101. 
Problem Determination: Do not reply YES to the message. Table I, item 2, item 11 
while DSS is loaded, and, if not already done, item 29. 

NO MODIFIER SUPPLIED FOR dss-function DSS FUNCTION 
Explanation: The format of the DSS function calls for an item in parentheses; this 
item was omitted. 
System Action: The operand is rejected. 
Programmer Response: Reenter the command, supplying the omitted item. 
Problem Determination: Table I, item 2, item 11 while DSS is loaded, and, if not 
already done, item 29. 

device-address PRESENTLY IN USE BY A SYSTEM FUNCTION 
DO YOU WISH TO OVERRIDE? REPLY YES OR NO. 

Explanation: An ASSIGN command requested a device that is allocated to an 
OS/VS2 component such as OL TEP or IEHDASDR. 
System Action: DSS waits for the programmer's response. 
Programmer Response: 
YES-The ASSIGN command is executed. If the device is a tape drive, OS/VS2 
data or DSS data could be lost. 
NO-The ASSIGN command is not executed. 

UNIT RECORD OR TAPE ALLOCATION IN PROGRESS. 
DO YOU WISH TO ALLOCATE? REPLY YES OR NO. 

Explanation: Dynamic device reconfiguration and/or device allocation was in 
progress for an OS/VS2 job step when OS/VS2 was interrupted by DSS. The 
ASSIGN command that was just entered ,may cause DSS to use the same I/O 
device that OS/VS2 will select for the job step. 
System Action: DSS waits for the programmer's response. 
Programmer Response: 
YES-The ASSIGN command is executed. If the job step uses the same type of 
device, release the device before entering a GO command. 
NO-The ASSIGN command is not executed: 
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IQA4011 

IQA4021 

IQA4031 

IQA4041 

IQA4051 

{
&DOUT} 
&SOUT DEVICE NOT SET. BUFFER PURGED. 

Explanation: The programmer attempted to use the' DUMP command or the SNAP 
facility without specifying an output device. 
System Action: The DUMP command is canceled, or the buffer scheduled .for the 
snapshot dump is purged. . . 
Programmer Response: Assign a device address to an output I/O name; then set 
&DOUT or &SOUT to that IjOname. 

{
&LD } {REMOVED } 
&UNLD FUNCTION CANNOT BE IMPLANTED 

Explanation: A paging error will prevent DSS from executing any more: 
e ON &LD commands. " 
• ON &UNLD commands. 
• REMOVE &ON commands for any ON &LD or ON &UNLD commands that have 

already been executed. 
System Action: Processing continues for all uses of DSS except those listed above. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Possible OSjVS2 operator error, hardware error, or 
software error. Table I, item 2. 

{
&ASID } {ASSIGNED } 
&CPUID number NOT CURRENTLY AVAILABLE 

Explanation: The address space in &ASID has not yet been assigned by OSjVS2, or 
the CPU in &CPUID is offline or cannot be halted. 
System Action: The command is not executed. 
Programmer Response: Reenter the command with the correct &ASID or&CPUID. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 2 and' 11. 

INVALID MODIFIER(S) SPECIFIED FOR DSS FUNCTION {&ASID} 
&CPUI~ 

Explanation: More than one number has been given for &ASID or &CPUID, or the 
'number is not a decimal or hexadecimal literal. 
System Action: The command is not executed. 
Programmer Response: Correct the operand and reenter the command. 
Problem Determination: Table I, item 2. 

INVALID &ASID 

Explanation: The programmer attempted to use an &ASID number that is either 
negative or larger than any .address space number this system can assign. 
System Action: The command is not executed. 
Programmer Response: Reenter the command with the correct &ASIDnumber. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 2, 11 while DSS is loaded, and '(if not already: 
done) 29. 

&ASID CONFLICTS WITH LOCATION 

Explanation:. A location is qualified by the number of an address, space in which the 
location does not exist. 
System Action: The command is not executed. 
Programmer Respons,e: Correct the location or the &ASID number and reenter the 
command. 
Problem Determination: Table I, item 2 and, if not already done, item 29. 
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IQA4061 

IQA4071 

IQA4081 

IQA4091 

IQA4101 

I/O INTERRUPT STACK ALMOST FULL; GO COMMAND RECOMMENDED 

Explanation: There is room for only 10 more interrupts in the I/O interrupt stack. If ' 
the stack overflows, interrupts for devices used by OS/VS could be lost and OS/VS 
integrity could be damaged. 
System Action: If DSS is processing an interruptable command, the programmer is 
given an opporutnity to cancel the command. 
Programmer Response: Enter GO or DISCONNECT as soon as possible, so that the 
interrupts in the stack can be passed back to OS/VS. 
Problem Determination: Table I, item 11 while DSS is loaded. In addition, 
• If it does not seem possible that many interrupts have occurred, item 29 (if not 

already done) 
• If the error persists due to false interrupts, item 30 

SIZE ATTRIBUTE SUPPLIED IS INVALID 

Explanation: The size of a new data field is zero, is too large, or" is specified in an 
EQUATE command. 
System Action: If possible, DSS supplies a default value for the data field's size; 
otherwise, the definition of the data field is canceled. 
Programmer Response: If the system action is not satisfactory, try to adjust the 
size of the data field or recreate it in a way that satisfies both DSS and the 
programmer. 
Problem Determination: Table I, item 2, and, if not c:lready done, item 29. 

&B 
&1 
&SA 
&RA EVENT WAS PENDING FOR CPU xx 
&LD 
&UNLD 
&AT 

Explanation: An AT or ON is being removed or disabled automatically or by a 
DISABLE command, REMOVE command, or a change of &RANGE. However, the 
monitoring interrupt has already occurred and is waiting to be processed. 
System Action: DSS completes the removal or disabling, but gives control to the 
programmer at the integrated operator's console. 
Programmer Response: Enter any DSS commands. 

ENTER DUMP IDENTIFICATION (100 CHARACTERS MAXIMUM) 

Explanation: This message allows the programmer to enter a title for the 
&PRDMP[RM] he requested. 
System Action: DSS waits for the programmer's response. 
Programmer Response: Enter a dump identification of. up to 100 characters. 

DUMP COMPLETED. FILE NUMBER IS (nnnn). 

Explanation: The requested &PRDMP or &PRDMPRM dump has successfully 
completed. The tape file number for the dump is indicated in the parentheses. 
System Action: Processing continues. . 
Programmer Response: None. 
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IIQA4111 
l 

IQA4121 

IQA5001 

IQA5011 

DUMP TERMINATED. RETURN CODE IS (nnnn). 

Explanation: . The requested &PRDMP or &PRDMPRM dump has terminated 
abnormally. The return code in the parentheses indicates the reason for the 
termination: 

4 -- canceled via RESTART 
8 -- invalid &ASID in &QT 
12 -- uncorrectable I/O error 
20 -- internal logic error in IQAPDMPO 
24 -- internal logic error in IQAMTPOO 
28 - - internal logic error in IQACTLOO 

System Action: The dump is terminated. If the return code is 20, 24, or 28, DSS 
issues messages IQA008D and IQA025D prior to this message. 
Programmer Response: 

Return Code 
4 

8 

12 

20, 24, or 28 

Action 
Reissue the DUMP command if the dump is still wanted .. 

Correct the &ASID and reissue the DUMP command.-

Change the tape reel or change the tape drive, and reissue the 
DUMP command. 

See the programmer responses for the messages that precede 
this message at the console. 

Problem Determination: 

Return Code 
4 or 8 

12 

20, 24, or 28 

Action 
Table I, items 2, and, if not already done, item 29. 

Table I, items 2 and 30. 

DSS software error. Table I, item 2, and, if not already, done, 
item 29. 

NULL LITERAL INVALID 

Explanation: A hexadecimal, character, or address literal has no data; 
the apostrophes are emptY. 
System Action: The command is canceled. 
Programmer Response: Correct the operand and reenter the command. 
Problem Determination: Table I, item 2. 

DATA SETS NOT OPENED SUCCESSFULLY FOR IQADVMOO 

Explanation: The DSS utility that runs as a step during Stage II of system 
generation could not open the SYSl.LlNKLlB or SYSl.DSSVM data set. 
System Action: The job step is terminated. 
Programmer Response: Determine why the data sets were nGt opened, correct the 
error, and rerun the job step. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 2, 3, 4, 16, 20, and 29. 

IQALANOO LOAD MODULE CSECTS NOT IN PROPER ORDER 

Explanation: The IQALANOO load module on the SYS1.LlNKLlB was not link edited 
with the proper control statements. 
System Action: The job step is terminated. 
Programmer Response: Correct the link edit control statements, link edit the 
IQALANOO load module again, and rerun the job step. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 26b and 29. 
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IQA5Q21 

IQA5031 

IQA5041 

IQA5051 

IQA5061 

IQA5071 

IQA5081 
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DSS CANCELED (CONSOLE STATUS ERROR) 

Explanation: DSS is canceled during initialization, because the integrated operator's 
console is varied offline or allocated to a job. 
System Action: The system dispatches the next ready task and proceeds .. 
Programmer Response: Correct the status of the console and reinvoke DSS. 

DSS CANCELED (CONSOLE UCB NOT FOUND) 

Explanation: DSS is canceled during initialization, because the UCB for the console 
sysgened as the integrated operator's console (lOC) was not found in the chain of 
console UCBs. 
System Action: The system dispatches the next ready task and proceeds. 
Programmer Response: Re-sysgen with the address of a supported console in the 
IOC parameter of the SCHEDULER macro. 

DSS CANCELED (CONSOLE NOT SUPPORTED) 

Explanation: DSS is canceled during initialization, because the console specified as . 
the integrated operator's console is not a supported device. 
System Action: The system dispatches the next ready task and proceeds. 
Programmer Response: Restart the system with the address of a supported console 
in the IOC parameter of the SYSGEN macro. 

DSS CANCELED (DAR ENTRY) 

Explanation: DSS is canceled during initialization, due to an OSjVS paging error or 
DSS programming error detected by OSjVS and passed on by the damage 
assessment routine (DAR). 
System Action: The system dispatches the next ready task. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 2, 11, and, if not already done, 29. 

DSS CANCELED (PAGES UNAVAILABLE) 

Explanation: DSS is canceled during initialization, because OSjVS do~s not have 
sufficient pages available to fix the DSS Control Program. 
System Action: The system dispatches the next ready task and proceeds. 
Programmer Response: . If the user can reduce the number of pages currently being 
used in the system, he should do so and re-invoke DSS by pressing the RESTART 
Key. 
Problem Determination: Table I, items 2, 4, and, if not already done, 29. 

DSS CANCELED (PAGING DEVICE NOT SUPPORTED) 

Explanation: DSS is canceled during initialization, because the device specified for 
the DSS data set is not supported by DSS. 
System Action: The system dispatches the next ready task. 
Programmer Response: If the programmer wants to use DSS, he must ensure that 
the DSS data set (SYSl.DSSVM) is on a supported device. 
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IQA5131 

: IQA5141 

IQA5161 

DSS CANCELED (NIP INITIALIZATION FAILED) 

Explanation: During NIP, the DSS resource initialization module, IEAVNPB6, was 
either unable to find IQAENVOO in the LPA or unable to find SYS1.DSSVM. 
System Action: DSS returns control to OSjVS2. 
Programmer Response: If the programmer wants to use DSS, he must re-IPL while 
ensuring that IQAENVOO is in the LPA and that SYS1.DSSVM is cataloged and 
available. 

DSS CANCELED (UNABLE TO STOP CPUS) 

Explanation: During initialization of DSS in a multiprocessor environment, DSS was 
unable to stop all of the CPUs. 
System Action: DSS returns control to OSjVS2. 
Programmer Response: If DSS cannot control a CPU because of a correctable 
condition (for example, the CPU is in the stopped state), correct the condition. 
Problem Determination: Table I, item 2. 

DSS CANCELED (NO ACCEPTABLE INTEGRATED OPERATOR'S CONSOLE FOUND) 

Explanation: DSS was unable to find an integrated operator's console for one of the 
following reasons: 
• None of the consoles listed in OSjVS2 module IEECUCM is marked as integrated. 
• None of the consoles marked as integrated has an I/O path to the CPU on which 

system restart was issued. 
• All of the consoles that are marked as integrated and have an I/O path to the 

restart CPU are either allocated or varied offline. 
System Action: DSS returns control to OSjVS2. 
Programmer Action: Either ensure that a console is available to the restart CPU, or 
(in multiprocessing) activate DSS on a different CPU. 

DSS DISCONNECTED 

Explanation: A DISCONNECT command has been successfully executed. 
System Action: OSjVS2 resumes processing. 
Programmer Response: None. 

DSS CANCELED (NO DSS SAVE AREA) 

Explanation: CSECT IQAIOCOO was unable to obtain a DSS save area from CSECT 
IQATSSOO. 
System Action: DSS returns, control to OSjVS2. 
Programmer Response: None. 
Problem Determination: DSS software error. Run the AMDPRDMP service aid 
program with the LPAMAP control statement, to locate IQAENVOO in the LPA. Then 
run AMDPRDMP with the PRINT STORAGE = control statement, to print the 
contents of IQAENVOO. . 
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Appendix A: Restrictions 

These restrictions are general; restrictions relating to specific commands are given 
with the command descriptions in Section 2. 

1. The maximum size of an input record from the console is 256 characters. 

2. The maximum size of a single DSS command, excluding continuation 
characters, is 256 characters. 

3. DSS work space-the total number of ATs, ONs, procedures, patches, and 
user symbols-is limited to those that will fit, with their control blocks, in 
the 64K work space. 

4. 

5. The maximum number of operands that can be specified for any command 
is 25. 

6. 

7. The maximum length of the initial value that can be stored in a data field 
defined by the DEFINE command is 2048 bytes in OS/VS 1 '(2~~9~9l~y.t~~lli 
Q~0:&~~~ ... . .. .. ............ . ........ .. 

8. The maximum depth of definitional-command nesting is 256. 

9. Limitations on DSS access to OS/VS 1 : 

• An AT or patch should not be placed in a transient area. 

• DSS cannot implant a~ AT or patch over the first instruction of a 
first-level interrupt handler; in addition, DSS cannot monitor these 
instructions via the ON command. 

• DSS cannot monitor the machine check handler using AT or ON. 

• ATs are not allowed in the I/O supervisor. 

• DSS has no access to OS/VS 1 data sets. 

• DSS has no access to IPL or NIP processing. 

• The SET command should not be used to change control register 9, 10, 
or 11. 
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• DSS cannot monitor wake-up code in vary'-online processing. 

'. No more than 16 LPA pages can be changed by AT, PATCH, or SET 
commands. See also restriction number 14 . 

.• DSS has no access to OS/VS2 data sets. 

.• DSS has no access to IPL or NIP processing~ 

11. Limitations on DSS access to itself: 

• DSS cannot monitor itself. 

• The only write access that DSS has to itself is 'to' the parts"of'DS'S 'thai' 
are ifithe'.LPA and to DSS data fields, that is, to data fields defined by 
the DSS user or represented by DSS functions other than location 
functio!ls (see "DSS Functions," in "Section 2: Command Lal1guage 
Reference."). (Note: Alteration of control registers 9-11 threatens DSS 
integrity in oS/VS1.) 

• The only read access that DSS has to itself is (a) to the parts of DSS 
code that are mapped into os/vs virtual storage, and (b) to DSS data 
fields, that is, to data fields defined by the DSS user or represented by 
DSS functions other than location qualifier functions (see "DSS 
Functions," in "Section 2: Command Language Reference"). 

12. Timing and accounting information is invalid after DSS is invoked. Thus, 
DSS should not be used while a time-sensitive program (for example, 
sensor-base or TP) is running. DSS could be used in development testing of 
these programs or in locating and repairing a critical problem that prevents 
the execution of such a program, but DSS should not be invoked during a 

. time-dependent production run. When DSS is active, RES (Remote Entry 
Services) cannot be used because of teleprocessing timing considerations. 
That is, within one IPL, eithet DSS or RES can be used, but not both. 

13. DSS fields all I/O interrupts belonging to OS/VS and stacks them. If there 
was a program controlled interrupt (pcl) among the interrupts stacked by 
DSS internally, the PCI user could act incorrectly-such as appending CCWs 
to a channel program that has terminated. 

14. General rule: DSS cannot make permanent changes to OS/VS. Details: 

• Any changes to OS/VS1 will not be saved for the next IPL, whether that 
IPL is a regular IPL or warm start . 

.• Changes to OS/VS2 cannot be saved for the next regular IPL, and can be 
saved for the next warm start only if all the changes are to the LPA 'and 
no more than five LP A pages are changed. 

15. DSS works with labeled and unlabeled 800 and 1600 BPI tapes for input hut 
only with unlabeled 800 and 1600 BPI tapes for output. 

I 16. DSS does not support seven-track magnetic tapes. 
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Appendix B: Command-Syntax Diagrams 

Please Comment. 

Use Reader's Comment Form. 

The diagrams in this appendix are offered as alternatives to the command-syntax 
illustrations in Section 2. As in those illustrations, the rules for using blanks, 
semicolons, and labels are not shown; these rules are covered in Section 2, under 
"Blanks" and "Contents of a Command." 

How to Use a Syntax Diagram 

The rules for using a syntax diagram are: 

• Start at the left of the diagram and read from left to right, except when an 
arrowhead indicates right-to-Ieft flow. 

• Lines represent paths through the diagram. Any word or symbol that 
interrupts a path is a codable item. 

• A split in the path indicates a choice" as to what is written next. If one of the 
paths in the branch does not contain codable items, that path represents a 
choice of coding nothing. 

• Capital letters and special characters must be coded exactly as shown. 

• Lowercase letters represent variables that are explained in the accompanying 
text. 

Figure 39 gives an example of a syntax diagram. All the rules described above 
are illustrated here. To point out the relationships and rules, numbers and notes 
supplement the diagram. 

-CNVOKJ • o procedure name 

INV 

o You must code either INVOKE or INV . 

• You must specify the name of the command procedure being invoked. 

e The command procedure can be invoked without the passing of arguments, 
or one or more arguments can be passed. Multiple arguments must be 
separated by commas. 

Figure 39. Syntax Diagram 
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DSS Commands 

__ . --<= comment string ))-__ _ 

-(ASSIGN 

ASGN 

TIN ---~ 

CMDT----' 

1--- PUNCH ---~ 

r----t--~- PR INT1 -----1- =device address _~-

~-- PRINT2 -----/ 

TOUT1----I 

LOG---

-€
ame 

,&P( nam:J-5' SNAP ) I 
SNAP 

, ' DISABLE 

command p'rocedure 

END---

-C.O
. LLE:JT ______ , __ 

..-- dss data field = data field2 -_ ....... _-

COL 

-C
EFINE 

I . 
DEF 

__ I = data field2 \ 

data field 1 name \. j1--...... ---
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r---------· , -------

-CISABLE 

DSBL 

~CONNECT~r ______ _ 

DSC---~~ 

data field ---....... -

-CD I VE:>T 
• ECARD~ 

DVT r-~----------~----
TIN 

I-OUMP 

-C:NABLE 

ENBL 

--END-

. It:~~e;;;datafield --eQUATE 

EQU-----" ----.-.-~-. 1--~-----
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--GOTO--Iabel ---

/ 
--I F-- expression - text commands -- EN D 

-CNVOK:J- -{ ,L:~3nt 
procedure name \0.----

INV 

-t
ame 

,&P( nam::=>--e5eSNAP ) J 
SNAP, 

I DISABLE 

command procedure 

END--

-(

ATC)"--1-t _ I (,&P(namel) 
__ data field1= data field2 -_ .... --1. )... ----

PAT 

,parameter 

-CROCE DU=>-E 
. procedure name 

PROC 

'---command procedure -END----

-CELEASE. 

REL 
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""'---TI N ---~ 

~-----CMDT---~ 

~-------PUNCH----~ 

~~~----PRINT1--------4--~~-

~----PRINT2--------~ 

p-----TOUT1------~ 

~---TOUT2----~ 

LOG----J 



-C
EMOVE 

I REM 

,-~----&ON-----4~ 

-C
ETURN 

RET 

-CEVERT\_ 

RVT~ 

&SYM 

ALL 

--SET --..IJ-----data field, = data field2 --_ ....... --
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Appendix C: Glossary 

If the term you are seeking does not appear in this glossary, 
refer to Data Processing Glossary, GC20-l699. 

IBM is grateful to the American National Standards 
Institute (ANSI) for permission to reprint its definitions 
from the American National Standard Vocabulary for 
Information Processing, which was prepared by 
Subcommittee X3K5 on Terminology and Glossary of 
American National Standards. Committee X3. 

alphameric characters: In DSS, the characters A through 
Z in upper or lower case, digits 0 through 9, and ¢, I, $, #, 
@, and ". 

asynchronous: Without regular time relationship; 
unexpected or unpredictable with respect to the execution of 
a program's instructions. 

breakpoint: (0* A place in a routine specified by an 
instruction, instruction digit, or other condition, where the 
routine may be interrupted by external intervention or by a 
monitor routine. (The DSS AT command can specify such a 
place.) (2) An .event that causes an interrupt. (The DSS ON 
command can specify such an event.) 

command procedure: A set of text commands that is 
stored for later execution. DSS text commands can be 
stored for later execution by an AT, ON, or PROCEDURE 
command. 

command stream: A series of commands read from a 
console, 'card reader, or tape drive. 

command verb: The name of a command, which tells a 
system what function it is to perform. In DSS, the 
command verb follows the optional command label and 
precedes the sometimes-optional o~erands. 

control level: A level in the hierarchy of execution, where 
the invocation of a program or command procedure takes 
execution to the next highest level, and return to the 
invoking program or command procedure returns execution 
to the previous level. 

conversational: Pertaining to a program or a system that 
carries on a dialog with a user, alternately accepting input 
and then responding to the input quickly enough for the 
user to maintain his train of thought. In DSS, pertaining to 
the dialog between DSS and the user when the user enters 
commands from the console. 

definitional command: A command that makes the 
execution of text commands dependent upon a condition 
such as the occurrence of a specific type of program 
interrupt, the truth of an expression, or the explicit 
invocatlon of the text commands by a user. Definitional 
DSS commands are AT, IF, ON, and PROCEDURE. 

DSS function: A DSS command operand that is 
represented by an IBM-specified identifier which has & as 
its first character. 

hardcopy log: In a system with multiple console support 
or a graphic console, a permanent record of system activity. 

I/O name: In DSS, a name that indicates the 1/0
1 
device, 

the record format, and the type (input or output) of a DSS 
I/O operation. The DSS I/O names are: CARD, CMDT, 
PRINTl, PRINT2, PUNCH, TIN, TOUTl, TOUT2 and 
LOG. ' 

* identifier: A symbol whose purpose is to identify, 
indicate, or name a body of data. (In DSS, a character 
string that consists of one to eight alppameric characters 
beginning with an alphabetic character.) 

immediate attribute designation: In DSS, a designation 
of data-field attributes in this format: 

data-field-name. (offset, length, type,size) 
~~-----~~--~~/ 

immediate 
attribute 
designation 

immediate data field: A data field that is defined only 
for the execution of a·single command, by indirect 
addressing, a literal, an immediate attribute designation, or 
an expression. 

integrated operator's console: The I/O device that is 
wired directly to the CPU. 

literal: A symbol or quantity in a source program that is 
itself data, rather than a reference to data. 

map-id: In DSS, any of the DSS functions &SVM, &JOB, 
&TCB, or &PRB; indicates a specific external-symbol map. 

monitoring interrupt: An interrupt that occurs when 
execution reaches a breakpoint. 

"\":' p ;;;; 

: " ":':-"1t ,."'i':''''::''. ::O' i 

lIlt •.•••••• 2'~ 
primary control level: In DSS, the first control level after 
the REST ART key is pressed. 

procedure: See command procedure. 

referenced string: In DSS, the byte string identified by a 
data field's offset and length attributes; the part of the data 
field that is being worked with. 

simple command: A command that is neither definitional 
nor textual. 

text command: A conditionally-executed command that 
follows a definitional command and precedes or is the END 
command corresponding to the definitional command. 

* American National Standard Definition 
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Where more than one page reference is given, the major 
reference is first. 

Indexes to systems reference library manuals are consolidated 
in the OS/VSI Master Index, GC24-5104, and in the OS/VS2 
Master Index, GC28-0663. For additional information about 
any subject in this index, refer to other publications listed for 
the same subject in the Master Index. 

[] 29-30 
{} 29-30 
~ 17, 16 

restrictions 19 
4 16, 15 
• 17,16 

29-3"0 
.() 17,21 
< 16-17,49 
( 16, 17 
() 17 
+ 16,49 
I 16-17,49 
& 17,16 

example 19 
&& 17,49 
&AC (activation code) 33, 142 
&ADDR 42, 142 
&ASID 42-43, 23 

&ID 44 
&JOBMAP, restriction 47 
&LD 48 
&PRDMP 69 
&QT 45-46 
&RANGE 35-36,42 
&TCBMAP, restriction 47 
&UNLD 48 
AT command, example 60 
mapped data fields 25 
ON command, example 78 
output format 142 
restrictions 186, 188 

&AT 36,138 
automatic removal 163 

&B 47-48,143 
&C 31,146 
&CAW 34,142 
&CID 34,142 
&CPUID 42-43, 23 

&CAW 34 
&CID 34 
&CSW 34 
&IOEL 35 
&PRDMP 69 
&PRM, restriction 35 
&QT 45 
&TEA 36 . 
DISPLAY command, example 66 
machine register functions 30 
output format 142 
program status functions 31 

&CSW 34,142 
&DOUT 38,142 
&EPSW 32,142 
&EPSWN 33,142 
&F 31,146 
&G 30,146 

&HDR 39,142 
&1 47-48,142 
&ID 44, 142-143 
&IOEL 35, 142 
&IPSW 32, 142 
&IPSWN 33, 142 
&JOB map-id 41, 147 
&JOBMAP 47, 144-145 
&L 40,146 
&LD 48,137 
&LM 44,147 
&M (mask function) 39, 142 
&MC 35,142 
&MPSW 32, 142 
&MPSWN 33, 142 
&0 39,146 
&ON 37,139 
&P 37,143 
&PATCH 37, 139-140 

automatic removal 163 
&PPSW 32, 142 
&PPSWN 33,142 
&PRB map-id 41, 147 
&PRDMP[RM] 69,38 

output format 135 
&PREFIX 31,142 
&PRM (register alteration mask) 35, 14:.; 
&PROC 37, 140-141 
&PSW 33,142 
&Q 45,147 
&QT 44-46,142 

&PRDMP 69 
AT command 59 
ON command 78 
SET command 85 

&RA 47-48,142 
&RANGE (address range) 35-36, 142 

&ASID 42 
&RM 44,133 

size of data field 22, 23 
&RPSW 33, 142 
&RPSWN 33,142 
&S 38,143 
&SA 47-48, 142 
&SOUT 38, 142 
&SPSW 32, 142 
&SPSWN 33,142 
&SVM map-id 41,147 
&SVMMAP 46-47,143-145 
&SYM 37,141 
&SZ 40,146 
&T 40,146 
&TCB map-id 41, 147 
&tCBMAP 47,144-145 
&TEA 36,142 
&TOD 36,142 
&UNLD 48,137 
! 16, 15 
$ 16,15 
>I< 16,49 

16,17 
17,16 
null command 18 
when not needed 18 

-, 16-17,49 
- 16,49 
/ 16,49 

Index 
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// 16,49 
, 17,16 
% 24-25, 16 

17,16 
preceded by blank 19 

> 16-17,49 
17,16 
in character literal 22 
17,16 

# 17,16 
example 19 

@ 16,15 , 
17,16 
in character literal 22 
16-17,49 
16,15 

A messages 149 
absolute address literal 22-24 
ABTERM 127 
accounting information 192 
activation code (&AC) 33 
active link pack area 46 
addition sign (+) 16,49 
address literal 22-24 
address range (&RANGE) 35-36 
address space 

control block (ASCB) 69, 130 
extension block (ASXB) 130 
identification (see &ASID) 
vector table (ASVT) 69, 130 

alphabet-extender character 15, 16 
alphabetic characters 15, 16 
alphameric characters, glossary definition 199 
AMDPRDMP program 135, 69 

&PRDMP[RM] 69,135 
problem determination 150 
TOUTI and TOUT7 53 

AMDSADMP program 150 
ampersand (&) 16-17 
AND;infix (&&). 51,16-17 

priority 49 
apostrophe (') 16, 17 
argument 76,93 
array 26-27 
arithmetic operators 49-50 

infix 49-50 
prefix 49 

ASCB (address space control block) 69, 130 
ASSIGN command 57-58 

(see also following I/O names: CARD, CMDT, LOG, PRINT1, 
PRINT2, PUNCH, TIN, TOUTl, TOUT2) 

and &DOUT 38 
conflicting I/O name and device address 177 
duplicate assignment prohibited 168, 177 
examples 58 

DIVERT command 67,84 
DUMP command 69,70 
SNAP dump 55 
use of a command stream 113 

RELEASE command 81 
required for all data sets 57 
SNAP dump 58, 77 
TIN 58 

asterisk (*) 16,49 
ASVT (address space vector table) 69,130 
ASXB (address space extension block) 130 
asynchronous, glossary definition 199 
AT activation code 33-34 
AT command 58-60, 103-104 

(see also &AT; breakpoint; command procedure, AT; 
defmitional command; SNAP dump; text command) 
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&QT 59 
contents 58-59,18 
disabling of 65,58 
DISCONNECT command 82, 115 
enabling of 70-71,58 
END command 71 
examples 60 

COLLECT command 62 
END command 71 

figures 112, 11 7 
GO command 73 
location operand 58-60 
ON command, nesting of AT command in 78 
OS/VS execution, effect of AT on 59,103-104 
PROCEDURE command, nesting of AT command in 80-81 
procedure, storage of 112 
qualify table 59 
REMOVE command 82-83 
restrictions 

initiation of DSS, problems in 162 
location 58-60 
number of A Ts 60 

reuse of the AT 59 
rules for definitional command 18-19 
storage of command procedure 112 
syntax checked, when 59 

. unloading of module 59 
at sign (@) 15, 199 
attention interrupt (see RESTART key) 
attribute functions 39-40 

(see also &L; &0; &SZ; &T) 
automatic removal 

DISCONNECT 65,82 
module unloaded 82,163 

backspace equivalent (?) 17, 22 
base attribute 20 
blanks 19, 16-17 
boolean operators 50-51 

AND, infix 51 
NOT, prefix 50 
OR, infix 51 

braces ( { }) 29-30 
brackets ( [ ]) 29-30 
branch instruction 47, 54 
breakpoint 

glossary definition 199 
name and number 181 

C data fields 20 
CANCEL key 105 
capital letters 29, 193 
CARD I/O name 52-53 
catastrophic error 125 
CAW (channel address word) 34 
CCW (channel command word) 192 
cent sign ( ¢) 15, 199 
central processing unit (CPU) 13,23 

manual state 101, 102 
multiprocessing 104 

(see also &CPUID) 
channel---

address word (CAW) 34 
command word (CCW) 192 
identification (&CID) 34 
status word (CSW) 34 

character literal 22, 76 
character string 76 
CMDT I/O name 52-53 
COLLECT command 60-62 

restrictions 
length of receiving data field 179 



type attributes of data fields 179 
colon (:) 16,17 
comma (,) 16,17 
command procedure 112 

AT command 58-60 
canceling, reasons for 184 
glossary definition 199 
interruption of' 102-103 
ON command 76-78 
PROCEDURE command 79-81 

command stream 
creation 113-114 
glossary definition 199 

command verb 
general examples 18,56 
glossary definition 199 

commands 15-100 
(see also individual commands: *, ASSIGN, AT, COLLECT, 

DEFINE, DISABLE, DISCONNECT, DISPLAY, DIVERT, 
DUMP, ENABLE, END, EQUATE, GO, GOTO, IF, 
INVOKE, ON, PATCH, PROCEDURE; RELEASE, 
REMOVE, RETURN, REVERT, and SET) 

correcting 107, 109 
while typing 105 

invalid, DSS response to 108, 107 
processing 105-106 
summary 89-100 

command-related functions 36-39 
(see also &AT; &DOUT; &HDR; &M; &ON; &P; &PROC; 

&S; &SOUT; &SYM) 
comment command 56-57 

purpose 19,90 
use of semicolons in 56 

common storage 42,69 
communication vector table (CVT) 69 
comparison operators 50 
composite symbols, restriction 19 
console (ill integrated operator's console) 
contents of a command 18-19 
continuation underscore 17, 16 

preceded by blank 19 
con tro I levels 116-122 

glossary definition 199 
control registers 31, 96 

9-11 restricted 191-192,31 
conversational, glossary definition 199 
CPU (central processing unit) 13,23 

manual state 101, 102 
multiprocessing 104 

(see also &CPUID) 
CSECT 41 
CSW (channel status word) 34 
cursor 13 
CVT (communication vector table) 69 

D messages 149 
data field 19-29 

attributes 20-21 
name 71,94 
summary 93 

decimal literal 22 
DEFINE command 63-64 

&SYM 37 
default value of zero 64 
truncation and padding 86 

definitional command 18-19 
END always required 19 
glossary definition 199 
nesting, maximum depth of 19 

device address 94,57 
device allocation (~ASSIGN command) 
Diagnose instruction 59 

DISABLE command 65 
implied by machine check 164 

DISCONNECT command 65 
figures 122-123,106 
implied by severe error 125 

DISPLAY command 66 
display console 13 
displays and dumps 133-148 
DIVERT command 67 

figures 114-115,106 
implied by RESTART 119 
implied by canceling of command 172 

division sign 16,49 
dollar sign 15, 199 
dss-da ta-field 61, 94 
DSS, errors in 124-126,11 
DSS functions 30-48, 12 

(see also &AC; &ADDR; &AT; &B; &C; &CAW; &CSW; 
&DOUT; &EPSW; &EPSWN; &F; &G; &HDR; &1; 
&ID; &IPSW; &IPSWN; &JOB; &JOBMAP; &L; &LD; 
&LM; &M; &MC; &MPSW; &MPSWN; &0; &ON; &P; 
&PATCH; &PPSW; &PPSWN; &PRB; &PRM; &PROC; 
&PSW; &Q; &QT; &RA; &RANGE; &RM; &RPSW; 
&RPSWN; &S; &SA; &SOUT; &SPSW; &SPSWN; 
&SVM; &SVMMAP; &SYM; &SZ; &T; &TCB; 
&TCBMAP; &TOD; &UNLD) 

formats 96-97 
glossary definition 199 

DSS SVC 151 
dump 

(see also DUMP command) 
high-speed (unformatted) 69, 38 

format 135 
low-speed (formatted) 69,135-136 
of DSS 124-125 
of real storage '69, 150 
of virtual storage 69 

DUMP command 69-70 
&DOUT 38 

E messages 149 
ellipses ( ... ) 29-30 
emulator compatibility-feature instruction 59 
ENABLE command 70-71 

monitoring queue full 181 
redundant &AT or &ON 180 

END command 71 
ENTER key 13 
ENTRY 41 
equal sign (=) 16-17,49 
EQUATE command 71-72 

data field name must be unique 180 
module that can't be monitored 176 

error handling 107 -109, 124-126 
error severity 124-126 
establishing default qualification 45-46 
event functions 47-48 

(see also &B; &1; &LD; &RA; &SA; &UNLD) 
exclamation mark (!) 16, 15 
Execute instruction 59 
expressions 48-51 

examples 51 
IF command 74,94 

external page storage '165-167 
external PSW 32, 33 

file sequence number for &PRDMP[RM] 69 
first-level interrupt handler 12, 191 

AT command 59 
simulated by DSS after GO RECOVER 73 

Fixed Monitoring Queue 176 
floating-point registers 31,96 
format notation 29-30 
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general registers 30,96 
GO command ·73 

figures 122-123,106 
module can't be monitored 181 
page can't be accessed 162 
restricted after page fix difficulties 162, 180 

GOTO command 73-74 
figures 114, 115 
invalid 176 

graphic console 13 
greater-than symbol ( » 16-17,49 

hardcopy log 55 
glossary definition 199 

hexadecimal address (see address literal) 
hexadecimal literal i2 
HMDSADMP program 150 
how to obtain a dump 125 

I data fields 20 
I messages 149 
I/O (see I/O names; input/output) 
I/O extended logout address (&IOEL) 35 
I/O interrupt stack (lQASTK) 157,187 
I/O names 51-53 

(see also CARD; CMDT; LOG; PRINT1; PRINT2; PUNCH; 
TIN; TOUT1; TOUT2) 

glossary definition 199 
I/O PSW 32, 33 
I/O supervisor 59, 191 
identifier 16 

definition 16,199 
IEBGENER program 53 
IEBPTPCH program 53 
IDENTIFY macro 41 
IF command 74-75 

from console 178 
immediate attribute designation 21 

glossary definition 199 
restriction 30 

immediate data field 22-25 
glossary definition 199 

indirect address 24-25 
infix arithmetic operators 49-50 
infix boolean operators 51 
input/output 51-55,13 
instruction fetch and execute 47,54 
integrated operator's console 10 

display console 13 
glossary definition 199 
restrictions 190 

interrupt code (see activation code) 
interrupt handler 12, 191 
interrupts 192,57 
invalid commands 107-109 
INVOKE command 75-76 

figures 117-119,106 
invoking DSS 101-104 
IPL 191,192 
IQAEPROO 125,147 
IQASTK (DSS I/O interrupt stack) 157 :187 

JCL for printing dump of DSS 125 

I (length) attribute 20,40 
&L output 146 

label 18 
left parenthesis [(] .16, 17 
length attribute (l) 20, 40 

&L output 146 
less-than symbol ( <) 16-17, 49 
light pen, not supported 13 
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line 
cancel with CANCEL key 105 

link pack area (LPA) 46,192 
literal 

address literal 22-24 
(see also indirect address) 

character literal 22 
decimal literal 22 
glossary definition 199 
hexadecimal literal 22 

loading of module 48,77 
SNAP dump 54 

LOC.ID. 124 
local error 126 
location operand 58-60,94 
location qualifier functions 40-4,6 

(see also &ADDR; &ASID; &CPUID; &ID; &JOB; &LM; 
&PRB; &Q; &QT; &RM; &SVM; &~CB; map-ids; qualify 
functions) 

log 55 
LOG I/O name 52-53,55 
lowercase letters 29, 193 . 
LPA (link pack area) 46, 192 

machine check 
handler (MCH). 125,191 

AT command 59 
monitoring of 12, 191 

interrupt (MCI) 125 
PSW 32,33 

machine register functions 30-31 
(see also &C; &F; &G; &PREFIX) 

machine status functions 33-36 
(see also &AC; &CAW; &CID; &CSW; &IOEL; &MC; 

&PRM; &RANGE; &TEA; &TOD) 
magnetic tape 

input 67-68,113-114 
output 

high-speed 69, 135 
low-speed 53,113 

major error 125 
map expression 97 
map functions 46-47 

(see also &JOBMAP; &SVMMAP; &TCBMAP) 
map-id 41 

glossary definition 199 
mapped data field 25-26 
mask function (&M) 39,142 
mask, register (&PRM) 35, 39 

output 142 
master scheduler 102 
MCH (machine check handler) 125, 191 

AT command 59,60 
monitoring of 12, 191 

MCI (machine check interrupt) 125 
message 

deletion 13 
identifier 149 
numbering 13 

messages 149-190 
DSS error 151-161,124-126 
supplementary 149 
type codes 149 

metalanguage 29-30, 193 
minor error 126 
minus sign (-). 16,49 
monitor call 35,59 
monitoring interrupt, glossary definition 199 
multiplication symbol (*) 16,49 
multiprocessing 23 

performance 14 
RESTART key 103 



name operand 65, 70 
summary 95 

nesting of definitional commands 
NIP (nucleus initialization program) 

AT command 59,60 
for DSS 189 

no op patch, example 129 
NOT, prefix (-,) 50,16-17 

priority 49 
nucleus 46 

19 
12,191 

initialization program (NIP) 12, 191 
AT command 59,60 
for DSS 189 

mapping 26,13 
NUCMAP system initialization parameter 26, 13 
null command 18 
number operand 65,70 
. summary 95 

number sign ( #) 15-17 

offset attribute (0) 20, 39 
&0 39,146 

ON command 76-78 
(see also &ON; breakpoint; command procedure; ON 

command; definitional command; SNAP dump; 
text command) 

disabling of 65, 77 
figures 112, 11 7 
PSA monitoring 12 
restrictions 78,191-192 

DSS initialization, page fix problems 162 
syntax checked, when 77 

operands 93-95 
(see also DSS functions; I/O names) 

operation of DSS 101-131 
operator's console (see integrated operator's console) 
OR, infix (I) 51,16-17 

priority 49 

padding 86 
page-formatted data set 125 
parameter operand 79-81,95 
parameters (&P) 37,143 
parentheses [0] 16,17 
PATCH command 78-79 

(see also &PA TCH) 
restrictions 79 

length of modified data field 179 
name must be unique 180 

PCI (program controlled interrupt) 192 
PER (program event recording) 13 
percent sign (%) 16-17,24-25 
performance considerations 14 
period (.) 16-i7 
plus sign (+) 16,49 
pointer 24 
prefix arithmetic operators 49 
prefix NOT 50 
prefix register 31 
prefixed storage area (PSA) 12,191 

addressing of 23,44 
AT command 60 
dump of 69 
glossary definition 199 

PRINT1, PRINT2 I/O names 52,53 
private area, dump of 69 
problem determination 149-150 
PROCEDURE command 79-81 

&PROC 37 
figures 112,121 
syntax checked, when 80 

procedure-name operand 75,95 

program controlled interrupt (PCI) 192 
program event 12,77 

&AC 33 
glossary definition 199 
recording (PER) 13 
register alteration mask 35, 39 

program PSW 32, 33 
program status functions 31-33 

(see also '&EPSW; &EPSWN; &IPSW; &IPSWN; &MPSW; 
&MPSWN; &PPSW; &PPSWN; &PSW; &RPSW; 
&RPSWN; &SPSW; &SPSWN) 

prompting characters 19, 17 
PSA (prefixed storage area) 12, 191 

addressing of 23, 44 
AT command 60 

PSADSSGO byte 101,102 
PSW 31-33 
PUNCH I/O name 52-53,113 

qualify table 4446 
quick-start data set 185 
QUIESCE operator's command 101-103 
quotation mark (n) 15-16,199 
quote, single (') 16, 17 

range 
literal 23-24, 28 
monitoring range 35-36 
specifications 28-29 

real-time conflicts 14 
RECOVER operand of GO 73 
recovery termination management (RTM) 73,104 
referenced string 20 

glossary definition 199 
register alteration 47,54 

mask 35,39 
registers 

control 31, 96 
9-11 restricted 191-192,31 

floating-point 31,96 
general 30,96 

RELEASE command 81 
command-input device 179 
DUMP or SNAP output device 178 

remainder symbol (/ f) 16,49 
Remote Entry Services (RES) 192 
REMOVE command 82-83 

implied 82 
RES. (Remote Entry Services) 192 
resident reenterable module area (RRMA) 46, 14 

&SVM 41 
restart interrupt handler 12, 191 

AT command 60 
RESTART key or function ~01-104, 10 

GO RECOVER 73 
restrictions 191-192 
resumption of processing 125-126 
RETURN command 83-84 

AT or ON command procedure 115 
figures 118,121-123 
implied by end of text 83 

REVERT command 84 
after attention interrupt 171, 172 
figures 115, 120 
implied 67 
invalid 180 

right parenthesis 16, 17 
RRMA (resident reenterable module area) 46,14 

&SVM 41 
RTM (recovery termination management) 73,104 
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screen, display-console 13 
selector pen (~ light pen) 
semicolon 17, 16 

null command 18 
when not needed 18 

sensor-base program 192 
SET command 85-87 

&DOUT 38 
&Q 44-46 
&SOUT 38 
other DSS functions 98-99 
partial execution 182 

Set System Mask instruction 59 
severe error 125 
SIGNAL PROCESSOR instruction 158 
SIGP RESTART instruction 60 
simple address literal 22-23 
simple command 18 

glossary definition 199 
maximum size 19 

size attribute (sz) 20,21 
&SZ 40,146 

slash (/) 16,49 
SNAP dumps 54-55,136-137 

&SOUT 38 
special characters 16-17 
stacking of interrupts 192 
stop/restart subroutine 12, 191 

AT command 60 
RESTART, possible effect on 103 

storage alteration 47, 54 
stored data field 19-20 
subheading (&HDR) 39 
subscripts and arrays 26-27 
substitution function (&S) 38, 143 
subtraction sign (-) 16,49 
summary of amendments 9 
supervisor virtual storage . 

&SVM 41,147 
&SVMMAP 46-47,143-145 

supplementary messages 149 
SVC 151 
SVC PSW 32, 33 
symbol (&SYM) 37 
syntax notation 29-30 
system 

error 124-126,11 
error task 102 
event 77,33 
generation, reference to book on 13 
initialization 13,26 
status displays 13 
wait codes (see wait-state codes) 

SYS1.DSSVM 104,125 
sz (size) attribute 20-21 

&SZ 40,146 
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t (type) attribute 20-21 
&T 40,146 

table I 150 
tape 

input 67-68, 113-114 
output 

high-speed 69, 135 
low-speed 53,113 

TCB (task control block), display of 128 
teleprocessing 192 
terminating DSS 115 
text command 18 

glossary definition 199 
maximum size 19 

time-of-dav clock 36 
timing information 192 
TIN I/O name 52-53 
TOUT1, TOUTI I/O names 52-53 
TP program 192 
transient area in OS/VS1 191 
translation exception address (&TEA) 36 
truncation 86 
type attribute (t) for data fields 20-21 

&T 40,146 
type code in messages 149 

UCB (unit control block) 
display of 127-128 
manipulation of 130-131 

underscore ( ) 16, 17 
preceded by blank t"9 

unloading of module 48,77 
SNAP dump 54 

user's guide 101-131 

vary-online processing 192, 12 
AT command 60 

virtual address given by &ADDR 
virtual storage 

high-speed dump 69 
low-speed dump 130 

W messages 149 
wait-state codes 

CCC 103 
OFA 153 
OF1 . 151,154-158 

wake-up code 192,12 
AT command 60 

warm start 192 

X data fields 20 

3211 printer 169, 170 
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will be sent to the author's department for appropriate action. Using this 
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